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Learning Guide

Learning the
11801A

Using the
11801A

  

lf you're: Then you should:
 

New to digital sampling scopes Read the Tuforlal and perform the
examples
 

Familiar with digital sampling but
new to the 11801A

Read at least the Getting Started
section of the Tutorfal and expicre
the User Reference as needed
 

Using the 17801A as part of a

programmable instrumentation

system and unfamiliar with
insirumentation programming

Read the Programmer Reference

 

Using the 118014 as part ofa
programmable instrumentation

system and are experienced with
instrumentation programming

Read the Learning by Exampie
section of the Programmer

Reference and use the Command
Reference as needed
 

lf your task is to:
  

Then you should look herefirst:
 

Set up Constellation Diagrams Constellation Diagrams, page 57
 

 

 

Set up Eye Diagrams Eye Diagrams, page 99

Set up Mask Testing Mask Testing, page 149

Set up Histograms Histograms, page 125
 

Make timing, arnplituce, or energy
measurements

Measurements, page 161

 

Make TDR measurements TDR, page 221
 

Perform waveform math Trace Definition and Management,
page 239
 

Measure Noise Histograms, page 125
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About This Manual   

 

 

This is the front-panel reference manualfor the 11801A Digital
Sampling Oscilloscope. if you are a new user, first read the
11801A Digital Sampling Oscilloscope Tutorial to become
familiar with the 11801A. Use this manual as a refererice to
answer specific questions about 11801A operation.

Thefirst section of this manual, At a Glance, presents quick
get-acquainted information and a map of the menu system. Each
menu is accompanied by pointers into the detailed second
section, in Detail.

Other manuals that complete the documentation set for the
11801A Digital Sampling Oscilioscope:

m The 77807A Tutorial gives step-by-step instructionsthat
demonstrate basic operation of the 11801A.

a The CSA 803 and 178071A Programmer Reference describes
using a computer to control the 11801A through GPIB or
RS-232-C interfaces,

mg The CSA 803 and 11801A Command Reference cescribes
the commands used to program the 118074.

m The 77801A Service Reference provides module-level repair
and replacement information about the 118074.
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At a Glance

 

This section presents general operating instructions and a
roadmap of the menu system. Ail menus are shownin this
section. Once you find a menu of interest, you will be directed to
the pagein the in Detaii section that discussesthat feature.

You may want to consult the 77807A Tutorial for a complete
tutorial introduction.
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The display shows The major menu buttons

the traces and the let you select which of the

menus, which you major merius appears at

touch to activate. the bottom of the display.

See page 7. See page 12.
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Antistatic
Connector

The Touch Panel On/Off
bution lets you turn off the
touch panel sa that you can
point to the display without
inadvertently making menu The two knobs control
selections. many functions of the

instrument. You set the
knobs to control specific
functions when you make
menu selections or touch
icons. Using the knobs is
described on page 10.
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Front Panel and Sampling Heads

The ACQUISITION Dutton stops and starts trace
acquisition —see page 35. The AUTOSETbutton
quickly sets the instrument parameters for a trace
displaysee page 41. The HARDCOPYbutton
prints a copy of the display—see page 115. The
SEQUENCE SETTINGSbutton lets you cycle
through pre-set instrument settings~see page 211.

 Use the ON/STANDBYswitch as
the power switch once the instru-
rentis installed. See page 183.

 You install sampling heads in the
sampling head compartments.

See page 197.

The CALIBRATORoutput provides
a known signalfor calibration.
See page 51. The INTERNAL
CLOCK OUTPUTis a trigger

signal synchronized with the
CALIBRATOR. See page 51. The
TRIGGER input lets you connect
an external signal for triggering
traces. See page NO TAG.
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Power line controls include the

LINE VOLTAGE SELECTOR
SWITCH,the fuse, the power
connector, and the PRINCIPAL.

POWER SWITCH.
See page 183.

The RS-232-C connector allows a
remole computer to control the

instrument through a serial interface. ft
can also be used to drive serial output
devices. See page 191.

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 
If your 11801A is equipped with Option 01,
the SM-11 connectors let you attach up to
four SM-11 Multi-Channel Units, which
provide more sampling head compart-
ments. See Appendix E.
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Rear Panel

 The GPIB connector allows a
remote computer to control the
instrument through an IEEE Std

488 paratiel interface. It can also
be used to drive compatible
plotters. Three lights show the
status of the parallel bus.
See page 103.

The PRINTER connector 

lats you attach several
kinds of printers using a
Centronics interface.
See page 115.
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Selected trace (highlighted) and unselected trace. Axis
labels and readouts apply to the selected trace. Traces

can be selected by touching them. See page 244.
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Display and Touch Panel

The display shows the output of the instrument, such as traces and measurement
information. The display is combined with the touch panel to provide a touch menu
system. Touch the selectors that are cisplayed in the various menus to execute those
items. Each menu selector has a shaded top portion that names the selector, and a
lower portion that shows the current status of the parameter that the selector controls.
 

GPIB-/RS23¢C Parameters
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 kneb-centroiled parameter. See page 10.

A pop-up menu
GPIB Farameters RS232C Parameters provides a temporary

Mode : Address Baud «Eee Stag diatog to fet you set
7 oo .. Rate 4 Bite | specific parameters.
Tatkligten 1 5688Ba orf 1.5 This is the

Terminator SPIE Parity. © Fiegging.° Belay... GPIB/RS232C _
Te tag. . cir ea pop-up menu, which

EOI Off Nane Saft a is accessed by

nit ene - peadar . touching the
COL String Verbose | RSZE2E |

Tek CRF Co Debug.  GPIB/RS232C
VBL.4 CR/LF orf Ort _ selector in the Utility?

EXIT maior menu.

identity falar Pderdcopy .

ot Bitmap
! Soreen

Haitiaiizelastrumest! Labeling | Fage
. Qetiahs bo. or |. ta’.

8:96:52 | orf Enhancad
9-MAY-38 Aecuracy :

Several different major menus are available. You
display and use the major menus by pressing the
major menu buttons. This is the Utility! major
menu. Touch the GPIB/RS232C selectorto
display that pop-up menu. See page 12 fora
description of the various major menus.

ea ee
1BGmVediv The Knob Menu always shows the parameters the knobs

are currently assigned to control {tep two selectors). You~401, 7m¥
Remaue-f ire aan can also use the knob menu to remove traces from the

PTrace 1 Sei display. You can touch the knob labels io sea the Keypad
wt M1 Menu, which iets you enter a numeric vaiue for any
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Trace Mi orf
Status Main

7 Touch thetrigger icon to { Touch the vertical icon to
assign the knobs to adjust assign the knobs to adiust
the triggerlevel. If the Instru- the trace vertical size and
ment is not triggered, {not! position. See page 259.
appears above the word
trid’d. See page 252.
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Icons

—~ Touch the horizontal icon to assign the
knobs to adjust the trace horizontal size
and position. See page 135.

 Def Tra

Cancel 

 Window

Touch the cursers icon to

display bar or dot cursors
for measurements of trace
values. See page 65.

Cursors

Touch the Define Trace
icori to display a pop-up
menu that lets you define a
new trace to be displayed.
See page 239.

Blinks to indicate that a slow
operation can be cancelled by
touching it.

Touch the windew icon to
create a new trace that repre-
sents an enlarged portion of
another trace. See page 263.

Icons are always available,
regardless of the major
menu that is displayed.
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The knob labels always show the knob
assignments, the parameters that the
knobs will control. The bottom half of
each knob label showsthe current
value of the parameter. When you turn
a knob, you will see the current value
change, and you will see the change
on the display and on any displayed
menus that show the parameter. Any
time knob labels change they will
change color. When you turn a knob,
the labels return to normal.

 

Touch either knob label
to display the Keypad
Menu for that parameter.
 

~———
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This selector lets you
remove a trace from the

display. First select
fhighlight} the trace you
want removed by touching
it, ther touch this selector. A
pop-up menu will ask you to
select remove or clear.
See page 246.

  _
/
”

 
The Pan/Zoom selectoriets you

expand any part of a trace using
horizontal magnification. See page
137. When the knobs are assigned to
vertical size and offset, this selector
may change to provide more vertical
control. See page 259.
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Knobs, Knob Menu,

and Keypad Menu
If you touch the wrong knob label
by accident, the top two selectors
ist you choose the other knob
parameter for Keypad Menu
manipulation.

 

Numeric Entry 3? Knob Res
 

You can use the Key- a
pad Menu to enter a
numeric value for
your parameterin-
stead of turning the
knob until the pa-
rameter is set. Touch
numberselectors as if
you were typing the
number, and end your
entry by touching the
Enter selector. CHS
changesthe sign of
your number, Back
Space lets you cor-
rect errors. The p
{pico}, n (nano), ja.

(micro), and m (milli

selectors let you scale
your number.

 

The Coarse, Medium, 

 
   Knob Res and Fine selectors

affect the knob
resolution. When set to
coarse, each knob click

represents a greater
change than when set
to mediurn orfine. 
The Set to Min and
Set to Max selectors
let you quickly set a
parameterto either
extreme of its range
of adjustment.
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WAVEFORM LL

 TRIGGER

 MEASURE

DISPLAY
 

MODES

STORE/
 

RECALL

UTILITY UP
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Trentitg Caran Herdoany The Utility! major menu controls

.. “ generat instrument parameters
such as display coiors, GPIB and
RS-232-C settings, and hardcopy

parameters. See page 24.

   

 

   

 

ifCabs fing}

Off

 
gein Tr osaet tes The Enhanced Accuracy menu

controls the calibration system.
See page 26.Bie ing “Baae “Ss

 

 

 

Deli ERteha aa |
feet Plagaostia j

The Utility2 major menu provides
access to the diagnostic system.
See page 28.     

The Cursors major menu controls the
cursors, markers that you pos#ticn on

: your trace to make measurements. Use
|Bs,FB eiaaesatesL88283 | the Cursors icon to display the Cursors

major menu. See page 61.
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Major Menu Buttons

 

Vertigel
Lees
Ko

Herizentat
Deec

 

Require
Deee

eit. heels

Graticules

 

 

 

Gave trace]t
PEL

     
 

ale :

  

The Waveform major menu controls
trace definition, acquisition, and the

sampling heads. See page 14.

An alternate form of the Waveform
major menu, the Trace Status menu,

can be displayed using the More...
selector in the Waveform major menu.
See page 14.

    

 

  

 

. Coupling

. nt  
EkeragTT

The Trigger major menu

contro!s triggering.

See page 16.
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The Measure major menu
controls the automatic

 

Mase”
gidag

  
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

measurement system.

See page 18. 

The Display Modes major menu
controls display persistence,

histograms and mask testing.

See page 20.

The Store/Recali major menu
controls storage and recai! of trace
data and instrument settings.
See page 22.
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Sampling head controls. See page 193.
,- 
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This pop-up menu lets you modify the
trace expression of the selected trace.

See page 242.
Vartieal eseristiar |
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Pasttion Meade

i Manual : ,

Trackiag This DOp-Up

' os - menu controls

1 teuet Laue) the position of
|gtet ca: Window traces.
i tpensttton steve See page 267.

Sather .

Filtering Too + Base
Fpthad

3 IEEE

   

The More... selector displays
the alternate Trace Status
major menu. This displays the
status of ali traces on the
display. See page 240.
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Waveform Major Menu
Herfzontal Description
 

_, Record length 
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Saved trace description controls. Graticule and axis unit controls.

See page 199. See page 103.
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Select the trigger source using this
pop-up menu. See page 247.

Trigger Gourae
 

 

2 External
Pireet

1 Thtechad
Giack

Touch this selector
to assign the
knobs to contro!
trigger level.
See page 247.
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groney *ACCALL }

unity Cc]

 

 

 

Select Normal or Auto
Trigger with this selector.
See page 247.

Touch this selector to
change the trigger
slope. See page 247.
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Trigger Major Menu

Apply attenuation to an
external trigger using this
selector. See page 247.

/

 

\
Select the coupling for an
external trigger signal
using this selector.
See page 247.
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Measurement Mode:

 

  

Seftuare ' Touch a measurement
Left Right +
biare flag readout to display a

(5.888302 47.0923n2 POP-UP menu that lets

: ae _ yOu Gantrol the way
ue Me 2 i the measurementis

Pte: s-aéeaasey” | taken. See page 168.
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These six selectors are

reserved for the readouts of
measurements that you select.
This sample menu shows that
the measurement system is set

up to take six measurements
on the selected trace.
See page 157.
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Measure Major Menu

 

Measurements
 Use this pop-up menu to

 

   
  

   
  

Stotistios Hatlvors , "
Fase ode specify which measurements

—TEkiec |] you want to take, As you
“Peranetere “1 select measurements, the

Foatiarn Teadouts appearimmediately
i area »., in the unused selectors of the

_"" {major menu. See page 160.
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This menu enables

you to select several
kinds of display per-
sistence and to con-

trot the histogram
display. See page 75.
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Display Modes Major Menu

 
Mask Teetiag

Use this menu to generate or
edit masks used in rnask
testing. See page 145.
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Cotar Graded Scale > This pop-up menu shows the
density values of the color graded

| 3 “Tiss "35n3°  n3° “GEE? display. See page 77.
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These pop-up menuslet you
store and recail displayed
traces. See page 209.
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Status Status .
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Catt

This pop-up menu lets you store an
instrument setting. See page 204.

Exit

wweone[]
; : " s “Recall tTeas”” Peters

1 [Pace 8 Pate RPEL vaisern | j Trace race Trace P

_— SUBteres: Recali Seqnence BeiAte
p SPARURE Co] Sete ing Betping Settings |Setting
A ; ott
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This selector activates or disables the
SEQUENCESETTINGS bution on the
front panel. You can use that button to
change from one instrument setting to
the next. See page 207.
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Store/Recall Major Menu

Delete stored traces using

Ces TEOT this pop-up menu.
amenae?| Clear displayed traces See page 212.

“1 using this pop-up
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Use this pop-up menu to set GPIB
and RS-232-C
See page 100 for GPIB, and page 188
for RS-232-C.

 

parameters.

This pop-up menu shows instrument and

version num

sampling head identification and firmware
bers. See page 215.
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Utility! Major Menu

 

 

    
 

 

Somesa pe This pop-up menu Use this pop-up menu to
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Ev etie ate colors of various See page 115.
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Touch this selector

to turn the audible

beep on or off.

 

Tastrument Options
 

 

   

  

   

Autoset Options

 

See page 35. Yarticeé [efiteohtar! Frigoer , Evabie
fipneet Soset 'fudeset § AER .

on On On =m Autoset controls are
described on page 37.

 

Touch this selector
to assign the knobs

to contro! display
brightness.
See page 73.

Main Recora Auteset Mode

   Turn on or off

vectored traces

with this selector.
See page 251.
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set the instrument ue | Controi trace scaling,

clock. See page 233. a property of traces,
 

with this selector.
See page 244. 
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Calibrate blowby cornpensation of
the sarmpling heads that use this
calibration. See page 81.
 Etowhy Comoensat fon
dean eee
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WAVEROOM

Calibrate gain of sampling heads.
See page 81.
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This pop-up menu provides assistance

in making all calibrations of a sampling
head quickly. See page 81.

   

“ "Page 7
lusty? , ——Use this selector to

~ Bea access the Utility2 major
menu. See page 28.
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Enhanced Accuracy Major Menu

Calibrate offset of sampiing
heads. See page 81.

OFFSET MTT tre
1
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Use this pop-up menu to
fait i compensate for minortiming

. variations between sampling
heads. See page 31.
r Delay Adjustment
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Exit 
Calibrate the TDR amplitude of those
sampling heads that support TDR.
See page 81.
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Use this selector to initiate a self-test
and verify that the instrumentis
operating properly. See page 70.

rer¥gSei?fest)
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 Seit - Extended,
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oper | , mmm Jtitity 1 major menu.
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Utility2 Major Menu

 

Lexividea Cancel diagnostics system. See page 70.ingest ic:

ra Use this selector to enter the extended
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In Detail ooo
This section provides detailed information about the operations
you can perform with the 11801A. Refer to this section to answer
specific questions about 11801A operation.

Acquisition .....0.....00.ccea cece eens ee uneeeees 33

Audio Feedback ...........c cece ee eee en aeeneee ». 39

Autoset ............ decease ees e nna enee eeaee Af

Averaging and Enveloping ...... vce e eee wenn 45

Baseline Correction 2.2.0.0... 0.0002 e eee waseeee 49

Calibrator ..........002 eens cece eee teen eras 51

Color Display .... 0... cece cece ee ees wees 53

Constellation Diagrams ..........0 000 cece een en nee 57

CUFSOTS 2... ceeete eee eee een eenes sees 65

DiagnOStiCS 2...eeeee een 71

Display intensity... 0.0 cc ee eee cece ee eaee 77

Display Persistence ............: pteeee 7g

Enhanced Accuracy ....... 0c cn rece nena seeee 85

Eye Diagrams ............. seme acne areata 99

GPIB Parameters... 0.0 e cae ee eee eee .. 193

GraticuleS 2.0...eeeeens 107

Hardcopy ........ 00 cc eee eee eee eee eee wees 115

HIStOQrAMS 2.0... ccc cece eee tee ee eenes 125

Horizontal Controls .......0..0.. 0. cece eee eee 135
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initialization ......0cccccccnscacnscconeuevouoes ae 443

Labeling 0.0... ccc cc cee cece cece ee ureeceeueeenen 145

Mask Testing ...........-. tented eee tener eeeee 149

Measurement..... 50: e cee nec anew erate nee 161

POWGEF-OM co ce ce ere re ener eee earns 183

Record Length.........0e: ane e veer arse noes e renee 187

RS-232-G Parameters 2.0... ccc ccc eee eee cue nene 191

Sampling Heads ....... pete ee neta nce ee net eeaee . 197

Saved Trace Descriptions ..........000ce0ue weaves 203

Stored Settings .....0...000 cence cee eet eee eens 207

Stored Trac€S .. cc cee eee eee ee rete eee eee 213 ;

Sysiem Identification ....... 0... 6. cee cee eee 219 |

TDR woe cece e wees chee eens eeaee seen oes 221

Time and Date 2... ccc ccc cere reece eee 237

Trace Definition and Management ...... pore n eee crne 239

PIQge@ring .. cccetc cee eee eee tacenee 251

Vectored Traces ...... eee eee sade te nena eneae 255

Vertical Controls 2...eceee eee ».. 259

WINdOWS 2.2... 02. cee eee eee eee 263

XY Traces ........ wee eee eee eee tate 269
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Acquisition

How Traces are

Acquired

Sample interval

First Sampled and
Digitized Point

Trigger Event on
Trigger Signai

Acquisition Is the process of digitizing data points from a signal
and assembling thern into a trace record that is shown on the
oscilloscope display. Once you create a trace, acquisition of the
signal is continuous and you see live irace on the display.

When the 11801A acquires trace records, it bases the sampling
process on a trigger event, an electrical event that occurs on the
trigger signal. The trigger signal is independentof the signal
being acquired.

Wher the trigger event is detected, the 11801A waits a specified
period of time before sampling and digitizing the first trace point.
This time period is the horizontal position of the trace, which is
set using the knobs. After ihe first point is digitized, ihe 11801A
waits for another trigger event before sampling and digitizing the
second point of the trace record. For the second point, ihe wait-
ing time betweenthe trigger event and the sampling and
digitizing of ihe point is increased by the sample interval.
 

 

NAN

LTT

a  
Horizontal Position_

Acquisition of a Trace
 

eeneead
AAA ON A
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Acquisition

 

Determining the
Sample Interval

The acquisition process continues until ail the points in the trace
are sampled and digitized. Points are acquired in order from left
to right, and each point is sampled from 4 separate trigger event.
Whenail the points in the trace record have been sampled and
digitized, the trace is displayed.

A trace remains on the display until it is replaced by a more
recent acquisition or until you clear the trace. The process of
clearing traces is described on page 37.

You can set the numberof points in a trace record, called the
record length, to be 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, or 5120 points.
Setting the record length is described in more detail on page 187.

The sample intervalis the time difference represented between
successive points on the trace record. This is different from the
sampling rate, which is the actual time that it takes to sample
and digitize the successive points in the trace record. Since only
one point is sampled and digitized after a trigger evert, the
sarnpling rate is much slower than the sample interval.

Jo compute the sample interval, divide the time period that the
trace record displays by the numberof poinis in the trace record.
For example,if you are display a trace at 20 ns perdivision, the
trace displaysa little more than 200 ns of time. (There are a few
points outside the 10-division graticule on either side.) If the trace
has 2048 points, the sample interval is 200 ns divided by 2048,or
100 ps.

All traces on the main time base have the same record length
and horizontal size. Similarly, all traces on window time bases
share the sarne record lengih and horizontal size. This means
that the 118014 uses one sample interval for main traces and a
different sampie interval for window traces. You can see what the
current sample intervals are by looking at the top of the Horizon-
tal Desc pop-up menu in the Waveform major menu.
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Acquisition

 

Controlling You can freeze the traces on the display at any time by pressing
Acquisition the ACQUISITION button. This button is found above the sam-

pling heads, near the column of major menu DOuttons. This
technique lets you stop live traces to examine them more closely.

ACQUISITION amoser  wannecey SEGUBKE Oe

AUReoJooa a

Next to the ACQUISITION button are RUN and STOP lights. One
or the other of these lights is always on, telling you whether
acauisition is occurring.

 

 

  
 

 

See Averaging and The Acquire Dese pop-up menu in the Waveform major menu also
Enveloping on controis acquisition. You can specify that acquisition stop afterall

page 45 for detaiisof the data peints are sampled for a single record. If you use the
how to use this averaging or enveloping features, you can specify that acquisi-

specifyaveraging or tion stop after enough records have been acquired to provide a
enveloping modes. complete average and/or envelope.

You can also stop acquisition based on the number of samples
or waveforms acquired for a color-graded display, the number of
samples or waveforms acquired for a histogram, or the numberof
“hits” acquired in mask testing. See the sections on Display
Persistence, Histograms, and MaskTesting for more information
about these acquisition conditions.
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Acquisition
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The Acquire Desc Pop-up Menu
 

You use the selectors in the Stop Acquisition Gn section of the
pop-up menu to specify that acquisition stop on these various
conditions. You can specify One Record, Average Complete,
Envelope Compiete, or Both Avg and Env.If you Select One Re-
cord, all waveforms will be reacquired and acquisition wilt stop
after a new, complete acquisition has been made for each wave-
form.

When you wish to resume normal, continuous acquisition, touch
the Continuous selector under the heading Run Acquisition.
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Glearing Traces

Acquisition

 

A trace may be displayed, but not currently acquiring new trace
data. This happensif a trace is noi triggered, or if you use the
ACQUISITION button to stop acquisition.

When ihe trace is displayed but is not acquiring data, the trace
record from the iast acquisition remains on the display. This is
why traces appearfrozen on the display when you turn ACQUISI-
TION off.

You can clear the frozen trace data from the screen, using the
Clear Trace pop-up menu in the Store/Recall major menu. This
pop-up menu is illustrated on the next page. To clear a trace,
touch the selector in the pop-up menu that represents the trace
you want to clear. Traces are identified both by trace number and
by trace expression and time base. .

The Clear All selector lets you clear all traces at once.

You cannot ciear a trace thai displays only stored trace data. For

example, if you have a trace that is defined to be $TO14+STO2,
ihen that trace will not be listed In the Clear Trace pop-up menu.

if you clear traces that are being acquired (live traces on the
display), they will be cleared and replaced with new trace data.
You may notice that the trace blinks as it is cleared and replaced.
The Remove/Clr pop-up menu can also be used to clear the
selected trace.
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Acquisition
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Audio Feedback

Audio Feedback
Selector

 

When you select a function on the touch screen, a beep indi-
caies that your selection has been noted and is being acted on.
This beep can be turned on oroff.

To turn the audio feedback on or off use the Instrurnent Options
pop-up menu from the Utilityi major menu. Touch the Audio
Feedback selectorIn this pop-up menu to turn the beep off or on.
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Audio Feedback
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Autoset
 

 

Adjusting an oscillascope to display a stable trace of usable size
and amplitude can be a time-consuming process. The Autoset
feature of the 11807A can quickly give you a stable, meaningful
trace display,
 

TheoT
AUTOSET

Button

The sampling head
channels must be

calibrated for autoset

to work properly.
See Enhanced Accu-
racy, on page 85, for
more information on

sampling head cali-
bration.

Undoing an
Autoset

 

ACQUISITION

“Oo
 

AUTOSET HaToDorY Serna Oo

OCI srwosr Cj  
 

 

When you press the AUTOSET button, located above the sam-
pling heads, you tell the 11801A to examine ithe signal and adjust
the following controls for optimum display:

a Vertical gain and offset; and for calculated traces, vertical
size and position

® Horizontal size and position

« ‘Trigger level, if appropriate to that trigger source.

If you don't like the results of an autoset, you can restore the
status of the 11801A by touching the Undo Last Autoset selector
in the Instrument Options pop-up menu of the Utility] major menu.
This menu appears on the next page.
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Autoset

 

Autoset Options The Instrument Options pop-up menulets you set several autoset
parameters, so that you can tailor the autoset operation to your
nesds.
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Autoset

eeaeeaae
ed 2 Rabe $. i :

The Main Record Autoset Mode section has two selectors. These
selectors let you choose between Edge Mode, which shows a
single rising or falling edge of signal across 20% orless of the
display, or Period Mode, which showsthree or more complete
cycies of a siqnal.

The Autoset Options section has four selectors to let you turn off
certain autoset operations. When you set the Vertical Autoset,
Horizontal Autoset, or Trigger Autoset io Off, those parameter sets
wil not change when you press the AUTOSETbutton. The Enable
All selector sets the other three selectors to their normal On state.
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Autoset
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Averaging and Enveloping ¥

 

The averaging and enveloping functions aliow you to examine
and manage noisy signals.

aw §6©Averaging reduces the apparent noise of a displayed trace
and provides a cleaner display. The 11801A presents a trace
that is an average of several accumulated trace records.
Fach sample in a record is numerically averaged with the
same sample in all the other records, The resulting trace is
displayed.

w Enveloping shows the cumulative effect of noise over a
period of time. it is similar to averaging in that several trace
records aré accumulated and a combined result is displayed.
An enveloped trace shows ithe maximum excursions of the
individual trace records. This often results in a “thicker” race
that showsthe limits of variation of the signal.

Defining an There are two ways of establishing an averaged or enveloped
Averaged or trace.
Enveloped a

Trace 1. If you are establishing a new trace you can use the AVG( or
ENY( trace functions as you define your trace. These can be

selected from ihe Def Tra menu. For more information on this
method, see Trace Definition and Management on page 239.

2. The easiest method is to establish the trace first without
averaging of enveloping. Then, after you have ihe trace
adjusted, you can invoke averaging or enveloping.

The following procedure describes averaging and enveloping
using the second method described above.

if you aren't sure [| Step 1: Create the trace you want using any method.
how to define a
trace, Trace :
istinitionend L] Step 2: If the trace isn’t selected, touch the traceto select
Management on it.

page 239.

["] Step 3: To average the trace, press the WAVEFORM button,
touch the Acquire Dese selector in the major menu, and then
toucn the Average N selector in the pop-up menu.
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Averaging and Enveloping

 

["] Step 4: To envelope the trace, press the WAVEFORM
button, touch the Acquire Dese selector in the major menu,
and then touch the Envelope N selector in the pop-up menu.

 

Acquire Description
 

Stop Acquisition On
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The Acquire Dese Pop-up Menu

The Vertical Desc selector status, shows that the average or
envelope function is part of the trace expression.
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Averaging and Enveloping

 

Terminating When you want to return to normal trace display, touch the Aver-
Averaging or age N or Envelope N selector in the Acquire Description pop-up

Enveloping ™enu.
Record Count Several compiete trace records are combined to form an aver-

aged or enveloped trace. You can set the numberof recordsthat
the 11801A accumulates and combines.

Use the Set Avg N and Set Env N selectors in the Acquire Desc
pop-up menu to assign the knobs to set the numberof records.
The top knob sets the number of records to accumulate for an
average, and the bottom knob does the same for envelcping.

Each knob click changes the current value by a multiple of two in
the coarse setting. You can use the numeric keypad te enter
specific values or change the knob resolution.

Limiting You can have the 11801A stop acquiring trace data when enough
A isiti data is accumulated to determine a complete average or enve-cquisition A ; ;

lope. This has the effect of freezing the trace. The selectors in the
Stop Acquisition On section of the Acquire Description pop-up
menu let you specify One Record, Average Complete, Envelope
Complete, or Both Avg & Env. When you want to resume normal
continuous acquisition, touch the Continuous selector.

Side Effects of Averaging improves the accuracy of some software measure-
Averaging and ments because the measurements are taken from averaged data.

Enveloping However, some measurements can be adversely affected by
averaging or enveloping. For example, if you take a rise time
measurement of a signai with horizontaljitter, the averaged trace
will indicate an inaccurately slow reading. Be cautious when
taking software measurements of averaged or enveloped traces.
One way to take an accurate rise time measurement on a signal
with jitter is to use statistical measurements on the unaveraged
signal.

Hardware measurements are unaffected by averaging or envelop-
ing because these measurements are taken directly from the
signal,
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Averaging and Enveloping
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Baseline Correction

 

 

Baseline correction holds the vertical position of a trace on the
display while the signal is changing. This feature is most useful in
TOR measurements because changesin transmission line im-
pedance affect the vertical placementof the trace.

When baseline correction is first turned on, the left-meosi region of
the selected trace is exarnined and the vertical screen placement
of this trace segment is determined. The left-most region is the
region of samples soonest after the trigger, and may or may not
be shown on the trace display. Thereafter, the baseline correction
feature periodically examines this left-mast region of the trace
and automatically adjusts the vertical pasition to move that
portion of the trace to its established vertical placement.

Select ihe Waveform major menu to access the Graticules
pop-up menu, Touch the Baseline Correction Selectorin the
Graticules pop-up menu to turn baseline correction on or off.

Baseline correction works on all channels (up to 8) in all defined
traces, Baseline Correction is automaticaly turned on when Rho
is selected for ¥ Units and turned off when Volts are selected for
Y Units.

 

Example The following example shows the value of Baseline Correction.

[[] Step 1; Turn baseline correctionoff.

["] Step 2: Using an SD-24 sampling head, establish a TDR
display of a short, unterminated cable. Position the trace
horizontally so that the first rise does not occur to the eft of
the first graticule division.

[-] Step 3: Terminate the cable using a 50 © terminator. Ob-
serve that the impeciance change movestheentire trace
vertically on the display.

["] Step 4: Remove the 50 © terminator.

] Step 5: Turn baseline correction on.
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Baseline Correction

 

["] Step 6: Replace the 50 0 terminator on the cable. Observe
that this time, the baseline of the signal has not moved
vertically on the display. Instead, the vertical axis coordinates
have adjusted to the new trace values being displayed.
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Calibrator

The CALIBRATOR
and INTERNAL
CLOCK Outputs

 

 

The CALIBRATOR output connector provides a knawnsignal
output for your use in calibrating sampling heads. This connector
is found at the bottom right of the front panel.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 
    

  OO
(e
ur
e

   

 

   
Location of the CALIBRATOR and INTERNAL CLOCK Outputs

The signal from the calibrator output is a fast risetime, 250 mV
square wavewith a period of approximaiely 10 js.

The internal clock trigger source is synchronized with the calibra-
tor output, and provides a trigger event approximately 45 ns prior
to the rising edge of the calibrator signal. This synchronized
trigger signal is available at the INTERNAL CLOCK connector,
located below the sampling heads.

To see the calibrator signal on the screen, follow these steps,

[-] Step 1: Initialize the instrument (press the UTILITY button,
touch initialize, then touch Initialize again).

[-] Step 2: Connect the CALIBRATOR output to any sampling
head input, using an SMA cable.

[-] Step 3: Press the sampling head SELECT CHANNEL button
for the channel you are using.
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Calibrator

neeeni

[| Step 4: Select the intemal clock trigger source (press the
TRIGGER button, touch ihe Seurce selector in the major
menu, and touch the Internal Ciock selector In the pop-up
menu).

[] Step 5: Press the AUTOSETbutton.
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Color Display

Color Selection

Specific colors are assigned to the items on the display. The
background, graticule and selectors, and cursors and measure-
ment annotations are displayed in distinct colors for easy
identification. In addition, there are up to four colors for traces
and an additional color for window traces.

The four trace colors are assigned automatically to traces as the
traces are defined. When a window trace is defined, li is dis-
played in the window trace color. When you select a trace, its
color brightens.

You can modify the display colors to suit your preferences using
the Color pop-up menuin the Utilityi major menu, shown on the
next page. You can change the colors displayed and the overall
intensity of the display. You can also reassign the color of the
selected trace to any of the four trace colors or window trace
color.

The upper section of the Color pop-up menu has a selectorfor
each display color. Next to each selector is a box the colorof
that display element, and beneath the selectoris a readout of the
hue, lightness, and saturation valuesof that color.

™~=§©6 Hue is the characteristic associated with a color name, such
as red. It is expressed in degrees on a range of 0° to 360°.

= Lightness is the intensity of the color, or the ammountof light it
transmits. Lightness is expressed from 0% (black) to 100%
(white).

mw Saturation is the vividness of the color, or the extent thatit
differs from gray. Saturation is expressed from 0% (maximum
white content) to 100% (fully saturated).

To change the color of a display element, select the element in
the Color pop-up menu. The knobs are automatically assigned to
control Lightness and Saturation; select Hue ff you want to adjust

the hue of the color. Adjust the color using the control knobs.
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The Color Pop-up Menu
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Color Display

 

Restoring Two selectors in the Color pop-up menu let you restore colors to
Colors their default settings or to the colors previcusly defined.

m §©6Previous Colors restores all eight display elements to the
colors they had when you displayed the Color pop-up menu.

m Default Color sets the selected display elementio the factory
default color.

When no display elements are selected, the Ail labelis
displayed below the Default Color selector, and touching
Default Color sets ail eight display elements to the factory
default colors.

Reassigning Although the four trace colors are assigned to tracesin order as
Trace Colors they are created, you can change a trace’s color assignment

using the Selected Tra Coior selector at the botiom of the Color
pop-up menu.

The status area below the Selected Tra Color showsthe trace
number of the selected trace and the number of the color as-
signed to that trace, for example Trace Color 1. The box next to
the selector displays the color of the trace.

Touchthe Selected Tra Color selector to change ihe color assian-
ment of the selected trace. As you touch the Selected Tra Color
selector, it cycles through the four trace colors and window trace
color. Touch the Window Trace selector to change the color
assignment of the window trace.

Setting the You can adjust the overall intensity, or brightness, of the display.
Display Touch the Display Intensity selector in the Color pop-up menu to

Intensity assign the knobsto control the intensity of the display. Display
intensity can be frorn 0% to 100%.
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Constellation Diagrams

 

A constellation diagram is the result of displaying one data signal
against another in an XY format, resulting in a matrix display of
the various signal levels.This section provides general instruc-

tions to help you display a constellation diagram on the 11801A.

Displaying a You will need the following equipment:

Constellation ;
Diagram = Atwo-channel sampling head or two single-channel sam-

pling heads

m 3SMA cables

« A static protection wrist strap

To display a constellation diagram:

f"] Step 1: Press the UTILITY button, touch Initialize in the
Utility] major menu, and then touchInitialize in the Verify
initialize pop-up menu.

[_] Step 2: Put on the wrist strap and ensurethatit is con-
nected to the antistatic connector on the front panel of the
118014.

[] Step 3: Connect a cable from signal source 1 (often called
the “I” signal) to Channel 1 (for simplicity, we assurne you
are using a two channel sarnpling head).

["] Step 4: Connect another cable, of the same length, from
signal source 2 (often called the “Q” signal) to Channel2.

[| Step 5: Connect the third cable from yourtrigger source to
the TRIGGER INPUT connecicr on the front panel. Be sure not
to exceed the maximum input voitage shown below each of
the triggerinputs.

[] Step 6: Press the TRIGGER button. Touch the Source
selector in the Trigger major menu. Touch ExternalDi-

rect.Touch Exit to rernove the pop-up menu.
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Constellation Diagrams

 

 

[| Step 7: Turn on Channel 2 by pressing the select channel
bution next to the input connector.

[_] Step 8: Tum on Channel 1 by pressing the select channel
button next to the Input connector.

[| Step 9: To acquire a constellation diagram, you need to
sampie the data on both channels at a point whereit is
siable (this is, not transitioning between states). See the
figure on the following page.
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Constellation Diagrams

 

["] Step 10: To set the 11801A for this condition, create a
normal YT waveform on each of the two channels. Adjust the
horizontal size and position to expand a small section of the
waveform horizontally and to fill most of the screen vertically.
The exact settings required to achievethis result will depend
on your signal, For fast signals, you can even set the hori-
zontal size to zero ps/div by keying in 0 on the knob pop-up
keypad. Repeat this process for both channels until you have
two waveforms that look something like the figure below.
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Constellation Diagrams

 

Step 11: Adjust the Main size to 0 ps/div. You should see
two or more distinct vollage levels (depending on the signal)
across the full screen. If not, go back to 1 ns/div and reposi-
tion the four states on the left graticule edge.

Step 12: Select channel 2 by touching it. You can deter-
mine which channei is selected by the yellow blinking light
next to the input connector.

Step 13: Press the WAVEFORM button.

Step 14: Select Horizontal Dese from the major menu.

Step 15: Touch the Trace 2 selectorin the XY Display Mode
section of the pop-up menu.

if a 45° line appears instead of a constellation diagram, you
have selected ihe wrong trace as the “X” component. This
results in plotting one channei againstitself, which produces
a diagonalline instead of a constellation diagram. To select
the correct channel, go back to the Horizontal Dese pop-up
menu and select the other (non-highlighted) channelin the
XY display mode section of the pop-up menu.
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The Display After Selecting the XY Display Mode
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Constellation Diagrams

 

[] Step 16: The channel 2 trace should now appearas a
constellation diagram and the channel 7 trace should remain
unchanged. Now, delete the channel 1 trace (touch the other
signal display and use the Remove/Clr pop-up menu) and
adjust the constellation diagram to fill the screen. To enlarge
the constellation diagram, adjust the size and position con-
trols as necessary.

You should now have a constellation diagram in the center of the
screen. You can now use histograrns, mask testing, variabie
persistence, and color grading to evaluate the consiellation
diagram.
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Constellation Diagrams
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Cursors

Consider using the
automated

measurement
system to take
measurements

before using cursors.

 

 

 

Cursors provide a way to measure the difference between two
trace locations that you specify. Cursors are markers that you
position using the knobs, Once the cursors are positioned,
readouts in the Cursors major menu show the absolute locations
of ihe two cursors, and the difference (4) between them.

You can use cursors to take several measurements. However, the
auiomaied measurement system is easier, faster, and more
accurate. You can take many common measurements using the
Measure major menu. See Measurements on page 161 for more
information.

Vertical cursors are a pair of vertical bars. The position of
the cursors and the horizontal distance between them is

shownin horizontal axis units.

Horizontal cursors are a pair of horizontal bars. The position
of the cursors and the vertical distance between thern is

shownin vertical axis units.

Paired-Dots cursors are a pair of small, diamond-shaped
dots resting on the trace. As you move a dot cursor using the
knob,it follows the trace to theleft or right. The cursor
readout shows both the vertical and horizontal positions, in
the respective axis units.

Split-Dots cursors appearsimilar to paired dots, except the
dots may be on different traces. The readout indicates both
the vertical and horizontal measurements, in the respective
axis units.
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Cursors

 

Cursor Before you use cursors, display the trace(s) that you want to
Operation measure. The trace should be selected (highlighted). For split-dot

cursors, either trace may be the selected one.

Establish all trace To invoke the Cursor major menu, touch the Cursors icon, located
displays before abovethe graticule with the selected trace. This icon operates
aoe like one of the menu buttons at the right of the screen:it hasits

own major menu. When the Cursor menu is displayed, none of
the lights of the major menu buttons are lighted.

When you touch the Cursors icon, the 11801A displays the
cursors and thelr readouts. Whenever you touch the Cursors icon,
the knobs are assigned to adjust cursor positions.

The Cursorsicon The Cursors major menu has three selectors, Cursor Type, Set
functions muchlike a Zero, and Exit. The rest of the major menu area showsthe data
major menu button. readouts associated with the displayed cursors.
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The Cursors Major Menu and Cursor Type Pop-up Menu
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Cursors

 

Selecting Cursor Types

At the top of ihe Cursor Type pop-up menu, you can select from
four cursor types. If you select Vertical Bars, Horizontal Bars, or
Paired Dots, the 11801A removes the pop-up menu and shows
the selected cursors. The knobs control the cursor positions.

if you select Split Dets, the pop-up menu stays on the display,
and the lower half of the pop-up menuis active. The lower menu
shows 4 selector for each displayed trace (for example Trace 1,
Trace 2}. The selector for the displayed trace is highlighted.

At this point, both split-dot cursors are assigned to the selected

(highlighted) trace. To assign ihe second {richt-most) cursor to a
different trace, touch the selector for that trace. This action re-
moves the pop-up menu and moves the second cursor to the
selected trace.

Cursor Calibration

Cursor readout can be referenced to a user-set horizonta! point.
This is useful for making distance or time measurements using
TDR or TOT. To specify cursor readout based on cursor position,
press the Set Zero selector. The Set Zero pop-up menu is dis-
played.
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The Set Zero Pop-up Menu
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Cursors

 

 

To set the current horizontal value of Cursor 1 to zero, touch the
Set Curt Zero selector. A A (delta) is displayed in the status area
of the Cursor Type selector, indicating that cursor measurements
are made by subtracting that value. This is useful in TDR and TOT
measurements. Touch Clear Cursors fo retum to normal mode.
Touching Set Zero Rho enables you to position the cursors on a
portion of the trace that you wish to be used as the “zero rho” (or
50 2) position. (Set Zero Rhe is not selectable unless Y Units is
set to Rho In the Graticules pop-up menu.)

= To undo the effect of setting zero rho, the selected trace must
be removed and redefined. However, you can aiso recali-
brate the zero rho point for better results.

Once you have positioned ihe cursors, select Proceed. The
11801A will caiculate a constant (RHOZERO) to be saved with
the selected trace. The RHOZERO constant is added to the rho
position (RHOPOS)for the selected trace. Every time RHOPOSis
recalculated for the selected trace (for example, by baseline
correction) RHOZERO will be added to RHOPOSagain. This
makes the cursor readout (and the automated measurement
system} more accurate for the selected trace.

Removing Cursors

You can remove cursors by touching the Exit selector in the status
area. The front panel will return to ihe previously selected major
menu.

Additional Cursor Facts

a Once cursors are established on a trace or trace pair, iouch-
ing another trace selects that trace and moves both cursors
to it.

mw Split Dots cursors cannot be used on X-Y traces. Other
cursor types operate normally on X-Y traces.
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Cursors

 

w= if the horizontal axis displays time (the normal case), then the
horizontal cursor readout shows the inverse of the delta
(1/At), which can be used to show frequency. The cursor
readout also shows the absolute values of the cursor loca-
tions and the distance between them.

# A dot cursoris displayed as a vertical barif itis placed ona
trace where trace data cannot be displayed. For example,if
your trace is not triggered and therefore is not showing on
the display, placing dot cursors on it will show vertical bars.
This is because without trace data, there is no known vertical
position for the dot.

# When a trace is scaled in rho, and the cursortype is dots or

Horizontai Bars, ohms (0) and ohmsX2 (Ox2) values will also
be displayed for the cursor.

Cursor Measuring Trace Amplitude

Examples the following procedure showshow to use cursors to measure
trace amplitude.

[] Step 1: Acquire and display a trace you want to measure.
Make sure all of the trace is within the graticule area, but
make the trace as tall as possible for best vertical resolution
(use the vertical icon if necessary).

[|] Step 2: Select the trace you want to measure.

O Step 3: Touch Cursors, Cursor Type and Horizontal Bars.

[_] Step 4: Use the knobs to movethe cursor positionsto the
top and bottorn of the trace. Use the Cursor 1 or Cursor 2
selectors in the Knob menu to increase the resolution of the
knobs, This lets you position the cursors more precisely. The
Av readout at the display botiom indicates the trace ampli-
tude.
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Cursors

 

Measuring Time Between Points On Different Traces

The following procedure shows how to use cursors to measure
time between points on different traces.

C Step 1: Create a display of the two traces you want to
measure. Make sure that the point you want to measure on
each trace is visible on the display, For the most accurate
results, use the shortest time per division that shows the

paints to be measured.

[|] Step 2: Leaveeither of these traces as the selected trace,

CO

and note the numberof the other trace.

Step 3: Touch Cursors, Cursor Type and Split Dots.

Step 4: Touch the trace selector of the other trace that you
want io place a cursor on.if you've forgotten its number, the
trace description appears in each selector.

Step 5: The cursors are now placed, one on each trace.
Use the knobs to move the cursors to the two locations from
which you want to measure time difference. Then read the
time difference (At at the bottom of the display.
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Diagnostics

The 118074
executes the

power-on and
selftest diagnostics
whenever the power

is turned on.

Do not touch the

touch screen or

press the front panel
buttons during any

diagnostic tests. You
may cause the diag-
nostics to report spu-

rious failures.

The 11801A features a diagnostic system that performs compre-
hensive tests of the instrument. This ensures you that your
instrument is operating correctly. A set of tests is automatically
performed whenever the 11801A is powered on. You can execute
additional diagnostic tests at any time.

There are three categories of tests:

« Power-On Diagnostics are basic functional tesis. These
ensure that the various microprocessors are running and
communicating with each other. The power-on diagnostics
take about § seconds to execute and are run only at power-
on.

m Self-Test Diagnostics are a subset of the extended diagnos-
tics and are executed as a group at power-on. You can also
execute this group at any time. This group of tests takes
about 15 seconds to execute,

m Extended Diagnostics are a complete set of tests which you
can execute either individually or as 4 group at any time. A
separate menu system controls the extended diagnostics.
Any time the self-test diagnostics encounter a failure, the
extended diagnestics menu remains on the screen so that
you are notified of the failure.

The extended diagnostics menuis primarily intended as an aid
for those servicing the instrument. This manualintroduces the
menu but does not discuss the extended diagnostics completely.
For complete information, see the 77807A Service Reference.
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Power-On
Diagnostics

The 11801A executes the power-on diagnostics whenever you
turn the poweron; this is the only time these tests are executed.
The power-on diagnostics fest the most fundamental operations
of the microprocessors and the communication paths between
microprocessors.

Power-on diagnostics iake about 5 seconds to execute. During
this time the front panel lights will blink and the display will show
the following message.(if the display is not yet warmed up, you
may not be able to see the message.)

Diagnostics in Progress

Comm Test in Progress

if the power-on diagnostics are completed successfully, the
self-est diagnostics are executed immediately and you will see

the message Self Test in Progress on the display.

If ihe power-on diagnostics fail, one or more of the following
indications will notify you.

® The instrument emits a high-low beep.

m ©The instrument freezes and a message appears on the
display. For example:

Dsy Kernel Failure
RAM Data Bit

uw §=6The instrument freezes and some of the front panellights are

turned on.
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Self-Test The 11801A automatically executes the self-test diagnostics after
Diagnostics the power-on diagnostics are cormpleted successfully.

The self-test diagnostics can also be initiated by touching the
Self Test selector, located in the Utitity2 major menu (press the
UTILITY buiton until the Utility2 menu appears), and then touching
Self Test in the verification pop-up menu.
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The selftest diagnostics take about 15 seconds to execute.
During this time you will see the message Self Test in Progress on
the display. You will also see the front panel lights blink on and
off, and you will see several test patterns on the display.

If the self-test diagnostics are completed successfully, the instru-
ment wil return to the state ft was in before the self-test ran. In
the case where the self-test diagnostics were executed after
power-on, the instrument will return to the state it was in when
iast powered off.

if the self-test diagnostics fail, the Extended Diagnostic menu is
displayed and the failure is noted on the display. You can exit the
extended clagnostic system and try to use the instrument, but
until the failure is repaired you should not rely on any measure-
ments taken. Call your service person to repair ihe cause of any
failures.
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Extended You can enter the extended diagnostic system by touching the
Diagnostics Extended Diagnostic selector, iocated in the Utility2 major menu

(press the UTILITY button until the Utility2 menu appears), and
then touching Extended Diagnostic in the verification pop-up

menu. When self-test diagnosticsfail, the extended diagnostic
system is ertered automatically.
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The Extended Diagnostic Pop-up Menuin the Utilitye Major Menu

 

The extended diagnostic system is an independent subsystem cf
the instrument. While In this system, few of the front panel but-
tons operate and the Extended Diagnostics menu covers the
entire display.

To leave the extended diagnostic systern and return to normal
instrument operation, touch the (E) Exit selectorin the extended
diagnostic menu twice. The instrument will return to the stateit
was in before the extended diagnostics were entered. In the
case where extended diagnostics were entered after power-on,
the instrument will return to the state it was in when last powered
off.
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Diagnostics

 

The top portion of the Extended Diagnostics menu shows three
columns with the status of the diagnostic tests.
 

SUBSYSTEM INDEX FAULTS
 

a} Executive wee

b} Display week

c) Time Base eee

dj) Main Acq wee

The Top Portion of the Extended Diagnostics Menu
 

if the extended diagnostic system has been entered because of a
test failure, the asterisks in the INDEX column will be replaced
with test results. The three colurnns ofthis display have the
following meanings:

# SUBSYSTEM lists ihe namesof the subsystem tests.

Do notrely on any ™ INDEX showsthe test status for each subsystem. Four aster-
measurements taken isks (****)} indicate the subsystem tests have yet to be
from an instrument executed. The word passindicatesall tests in this subsystem

that doesnot pass all have executed successfully. Any other numberorletter
diagnoees sequenceindicates a diagnostic failure.

your service person .
forrepair.  ™ FAULTS shows the numberoftests in the subsystem that

failed,

Running all of the extended diagnostics takes about 40+ sec-
onds depending on system configuration. You may executeall
the tests from the extended diagnostics menu by touching the
(x) All selector to set the all parameter On, and then touching the
(r) Run selector.

While the diagnostic tests are running, the (r} Run selector
changesto a (q) Quit selector. You can touch this selector, any-
place else on the screen or a bution to stop execution of
diagnostic tests.
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When the extended diagnostic tests are complete,the (r) Run
selector is displayed again, and the test status appears in the
INDEX and FAULT columns.

When you are done with the extended diagnostic tests, touch the
{e) Exit selector twice in succession.
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To change the brightness of the display, use the Instrument
Options pop-up menu from the Utility! major menu. Touch the
Display Intensity selectorin this pop-up menu. This assigns the
knobs to control the intensity of the display. You can then use
either knob to adjust the intensity.

Display intensity can aiso be changed in the Color pop-up menu,
or in the Persist/Histograms pop-up menuin the Dispiay Modes
major menu.
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The Instrument Options Pop-uio Menu
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Display Persistence

 

Persistence is a measure of how tong a data point remains
displayed, Traces can be displayed in four different persistence
modes: Normal, Variable, Infinite, and Color Grading.

The persistence mode is selected from the Persist/Histograms
pop-up menu. To display the Persist/Histograms menu, press the
DISPLAY MODES button and then touch Persist/Histograms.
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The Persist/Histograms Pop-up Menu
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Display Persistence

 

Setiing the
Persistence

Mode

There are four persistence modesin the Persist/Histograms
pop-up menu. To select the mode, touch the appropriate selector.

Normal

in normal mode, each record replaces its predecessor record by
erasing it from the screen.

Variable

In variable persistence mode, the 11801A accumulates waveform
data on the screen for a user-specified period and then automaiti-
cally removes them from the screen after the time has expired or
aged.

The duration over which the waveform is displayed on the screen
before the dala is removed is user selectable. The range for
persistence is 200 ms to 20 s. To set the duration, select Persist
Time and use the knobs or the keypad pop-up menu to set the
time.

Variabie persistence mode cannot be selected when histograms —
are displayed or mask testing is occurring. Histograms and mask
esting can be displayed onlyin infinite persistence and color
grading modes.if any displayed waveform has a record lengih
longer than 512 points when Variable Persistence is selecied, the
record length is set to 512 points and a message is displayed
informing you of the changein record length.

Infinite

in infinite persistence mode, accumulated waveform data poinis

_ remain on the screenindefinitely unti] some instrument set-up
change occurs which causes the process to start over. For exam-
ple, infinite persistence is used in mask testing and if Clear Hits
is selected during testing, the waveform data is cleared and the
mask count begins accumulating all over.

lf any displayed waveform has a record length longer than 512
points, when Infinite Persistence is selected, the record iength is
set io 512 points and a message is displayed informing you of
the change in record length.
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Color Grading

This modeis similar to infinite persistence mode. The only differ-
ence is that the accumulated points are color graded (shaded
with different colors) to indicate the density of the points.

Because the data at any point on the screen can changein this
mode, there is an additional control available in cclor grading
mode that is not availabie for infinite persistence mode.This is
the Refresh Rate. The screen is not refreshed after every acquisi-
tion; instead, the screen is refreshed at a specific, user-
selectable rate. The Refresh Rate controls how often the screen is
updated with new daia (this also applies to histogram displays}.
The range for refresh rate is 5 s to 180 s. To changethe refresh
rate, display the Persist/Histograms pop-up Menu and touch
Refresh Rate. Both of the knobs are now assigned to contral the
refresh rate.

You can aiso set the refresh rate to 0 using the keypad pop-up
menu, which meansthe display is never updated. The color
graded databaseis not affected by the refresh rate (oniy the
display is}, so setting the refresh rate to 0 may speed some
computations, such as measurements.

 

If any displayed waveform has a record iength longer than 512
points when Color Grading |s selected, the record length is set to
512 poinis and a messageis displayed informing you of the
changein record length.

interpreting the Color Graded Display

Colors in the color graded display are based on the number of
hits that have fallen in a “bin”, with a bin assigned to each pixel
of the display. A bin can represent 4 maximum of 65,535 hits. In a
single-graticule display, the bins are arranged in a 512 (horizon-
tal) by 256 (vertical) matrix. In a dual-graticule display, there are
§12 (horizontal) by 128 (vertical) bins on each graticule.
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There are three algorithms used to assign colors to the display.
The algorithm used depends on the maximum numberofhits for
any pixel in the display. These algorithms are detailed in Appen-
dix D, Algorithms. An example of the assignment of colorsis
shown In the table below, Max in the table represents the maxi-
mum number of hits in any bin, which for this algorithm must be
at least 16.

f Colors to Hit D:

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hit Density Default Color Maps To

1/2 Max to Max Pale Yellow Trace Color 7

1/4 Max to 1/2 Max - 1 Rose Trace Color 2

1/8 Max to 1/4 Max - 1 Purple Trace Color 4

1/16 Max to 1/8 Max- 1 Light Biue Winclow Trace

1to 1/16 Max Green Trace Color 3
 

To see the actual range of values represented by each color,
press Color Grad Scale in the Display Modes major menu. The
Color Grad Scale pop-up menu showsthe hit density for each of
the five waveform colors. The hit density readouts are updated
when the 11801A updates the color graded display.

 

 Cator Grading Scale
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The Color Grad Scale Pop-up Menu
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Changing Colors

Changing display There are five colors used in the color graded display, The colors
colors is described car be changed, from the Color pop-up menuin the Utility! major

in more detail in Col- menu. The colors are mapped to the four trace colors and the
or Display,53 window trace color. To change the colors of the color graded

Page vo. display, press the UTILITY Dutton, touch Color and change the
appropriate trace color.

Although the four trace colors are assigned to traces in order as
they are created, you can changea trace’s color assignment,
and thus the color used in the color graded display, using the
Trace Color N seleciors ai the right side of the Color pop-up
menu.

The selectors at the right side of the pop-up menu show the
number of the color (HLS: hue,lightness and saturation) as-
signed to that trace, for example Trace Color 3. The box next to
the selector displays the color of the trace. To change the color
of trace 3, touch Trace Color 3. Notice that Lightness and Satura-
tion are highlighted and the knobs are assigned to Lightness and
Saturation. Turn the knobs to change the color attributes. If you
touch Color, the menu will be removed and you can see the color
graded display better. The knobs are assigned to Lightness and
Saturation as long as you are in the Utility major menu. You can
now change the color and see how the new color works with the
other coicrs in the color graded display. Changing the Seiected
Tra Color has no effect on the Color Grading colors. To return to
the Display Modes major menu, press the DISPLAY MODES
button.
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Limitirig Acquisition

in color grading mode, every pixel on the screen is assigned a
“bin” which counts the number of sampies that fall on that pixel.
Each bin can hold a maximum count of 65,535. If a sample falls

into a bin which is full, an overflow is generated. You can limit the
number of acquisitions performed based on the numberof times
overflows occur. The Set N MaxContrast selector controls the
numberof overflows allowed before acquisition is stopped. The
stop condition can be satisfied by N overflows in one bin and/or
one overflow in N bins (that is, the total number of overflowsin ail
bins). To stop acquisition after a set number of overflows, touch
Set N MaxContrast. This assigns the knobsto limit the numberof
overflows allowed before the digitizer is stopped, The range for
the number of overflows is 1 to 65,585, To begin acquisition,
touch Stop N MaxGontrast. Touching this selector staris acquisi-
tion, which then corminues urfil the specified number of overflows
have occurred. When the number of overflows have occurred,
acquisition stops. Thus, there are two steps to stop acquisition
based on the number of overflows:

[| Step 1: Set the nurnber of overflows usedto limit acquisi-
tion by touching Set N MaxContrast and using the knobs

["] Step 2: Begin the acquisition by touching Stop N MaxCon-
trast

If you want to stop the acquisition while still acquiring data, press
FUN/STOP.
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Use enhanced
accuracy only when

the instrument
temperature has

stabilized. ft takes 20
minutes for the

11801A to
completely warm up.

 

 

The Enhanced Accuracy menu allows you to contro! the continu-
ous self-calibration features of the 11801A.It also allows you to
perform some user-assisted caiibration procedures on the sarmn-
pling heads. You do not need icols to make these calibrations;
you use the front panel of the 11801A. You can choose to have
the 11801A calibrate the sampling heads autornatically, or, for
most sampling heads, you can use the knobs to calibrate manu-
ally.
 

 

 

 

   

“Bain: . Offset of Delay
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The Enhanced Accuracy Major Menu
 

The Enhanced Accuracy menu is selected from the Utility! major
menu by selecting Page to Enhanced Accuracy.The eight selec-
ters in this menu fall into these categories:

a Control of Automated Calibration —the Time Base Cal Mode
selector controls the internal time base automated calibration
system. You can select among Fast, High Precision, Off or
Once. The Delay Compensate selector, in the Delay Adjust
pop-up menu, controls operation of the automated delay
adjustment.

« Calibration Assistance —the Calibrate All selector helps you
quickly calibrate a sampling head channel, as weil as des-
kew sampling head delays.

= Sampling Head Calibration—the Blowby Compensate, Gain,
Offset, TOR Amplitude, and Delay Adjust selectors let you
calibrate sampling head parameters. You can make each of
these calibration adjustments automatically with instrurnent
assistance, or you can make each calibration manuaily using
the knobs.
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Control of

Automated

Calibration

The 11801A automatically calibrates the internal time base and
vertical amplifiers, without your intervention. You can specify
whether you want the calibration optimized for accuracy or for
sysiem speed. Touch the Time Base Cal Mode selectorof the
Enhanced Accuracy major menu to display the pop-up menu.
Note that Off and Onceturn off automatic calibration, thus,if the
instrument is left in either mode, it can drift out of specification.
The instrument should be jeft in Fast or High Pree mode for

normal operation.

Time Base Cal Mode Comparison
  

Seiting Benefit Side Effect
 

 

 

 

Fast increases sysiem Reduces accuracy
throughput slightly. slightly.

High Prec Increases accuracy slightly. Slows system
throughput slightly.

Off Increases system System candrift out
throughput. of specification ifieft -

in this mode.

Once Forces the instrument to Generally used in
perform one campleie pass OFF state to force

of the time base and vertical calibration.
calibration, then return to the
OFF siate.
This single calibration will
be a Fast calibration if the
previous Time Base Cal
Modesetting was Fast;
High Precision if the
previous seiting was High
Prec.
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The 11801A periodically compensates the sampling head delay
adjustments without your intervention. This maintains the accu-
racy of the delay adjustment calibrations you have performed
earlier. You can specify whether or not you want the 11801A to
perform this automatic compensation. Touch the Delay Compen-
sate selector in the Delay Adjust pop-up menu to set this
parameter to either On or Off.

  
Delay Compensate Comparison

 

Setting Benefit Side Effect
 

 

Off Increases system May allow time
throughputslightly. coincidence of

different sampiing
heads to drift over
time and
temperature.

on Compensates for drift in Slows system
deskew adjustment between throughput slightly.
sampling heads.
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Calibration

Assistance

The easiest way to calibrate the sampling headsis to use the
Calibrate All selector to perform all the calibration adjustments for
a single sampling head channei at once. The 11801A prompts

you to make the signal connections that are neededto calibrate
automatically.

 

 

Calibrate All
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The Calibrate All Pop-up Menu
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Withthe Calibrate All You should first decide which sampling head channel you want to
pop-up menu, you use as the reference channel for deiay adjust. The delay adjust-
must first establish ment of the other headswill be calibrated to match the time
h eee position of this head. Select the reference channel using the

ooeancalibrate any selectors in the Selected Channel section of the Calibrate All
channels. pop-up menu. Then touch the Measure Reference Channel selec-

tor, and follow the displayed directions to connect the calibrator

output to the selected channel. Touch the Proceed selector to
measure that channel.

Once the reference channel is calibrated, you can calibrate all
the channels, including the reference channel. You select the
channel you want to calibrate using the selectors in ihe Selected
Channel section of the Calibrate All pop-up menu. Then you touch
the Calibrate selector to begin calibrating that channel. The
sequence for calibrating the sampling head channelis:

1. Amessage prompts you to connect the calibrator output to
the selected channel and touch the Proceed selector. The
11801A automatically calibrates blowby, gain, and delay
adjust.

2. Another message prompts you to connect a 50 0 terminator
to the selected channei and touch the Proceed selector. The
11801A automatically calibrates offset.

3. Ifthe sampling head supports TDR,a final message prornpts
you to connect a 50 © terminator to the selected channel and
touch the Proceed selector. The 11801A automatically cali-
brates TDR amplitude.

Once a channelis calibrated, you can select a different channel
using the selectors in the Selected Channel section cf the Cali-
brate All pop-up menu and calibrate that new channel.
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Sampling Head
Calibrations

Some sampling
heads do not

require blowby
compensation. The
blowby selectoris

noi selectable (dim)
for this type of head.

When you have calibrated a channel, it is good practice to store
its calibration values using the Store Constants selector. This :
stores the current calibration values into sampling head non-vola- |
tile memory. When the system is powered on,it calibrates the
sampling heads to the values that were stored as constants.If
you later change the calibration values but do not store them,the
Recall User Const selector of the Calibrate All pop-up menu will
recall and use all the calibration values for the selected sampling
head channel.

You can also recail the calibration values that were set at the
factory, by touching the Recall Defaults selector of the Calibrate
All pop-up menu. Since temperature and humidity variations
affect calibration, these factory defaults may only approximate
ideal performance of your sampling heads.

You can perform individual calibrations on the sampling heads. if
you have used the Calibrate All pop-up menu to calibrate the
sampling head channel, you have aiready performedall the
calibrations and there is no need to repeat them individually.

You should refer to the User/instaiiation Manual for the sampling
head or heads that you are using. This will tell you which calibra-
tions are appropriate to that particular head. Some sampling
heads do not require or allow certain calibrations. Somecalibra-
tions are rarely needed on certain types of sampling heads.

You can makefive individual calibrations on the sampling heads.

m Blowby Compensate adjusts tne sampling head to minimize
DC level trace aberrations near the point of a large voltage
change. Calibrate blowby cormpensation ory if you notice
that the displayed trace is not flat near the point of a large
voltage change.

= §©Gain adjusts the dot transient response of a sampling head

channel. A channel that is out of adjustment will change the
shape of the displayed trace as you change the horizontal
size, particularly at very high sweep speeds.Trace noise can
be increased when gain is greater than unity (1). This caliora-_,
tion is temperature sensitive. If any of these conditions occur, |
check the gain calibration.
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w Offset adjusts the DC vollage accuracy by setting the refer-
ence level to zero. This calibration is ternperature sensitive,
and can also be affected by gain calibration. If the ternpera-
ture of your erivironment changes,or if you calibrate gain,
also calibrate offset.

= TDR Amplitude adjusts ihe DC voltage levels of the TDR
pulse. TOR Amplitude is thermally stable, and shouid rarely
need to be calibrated. if you notice the amplitude of the TDR
pulse is not to specification, you should calibrate the TDR
amplitude. The Reference Amplitude (in the Graticules pop-
up menu) is used in rho mode and should be set to match
ihe voltage calibrated here (nominally 250 mv).

& Delay Adjust lets you deskew different sampling heads to any
one sampling head. The reference head you chooseis
measured, and the delay of the other sampling headsis
adjusted to match that reference head. Calibrate delay adjust
only when you neéd io measure delays between two sam-
pling heads to close tolerance. When the Delay Compensate
selector Is set to Off, compensation of the sampling head
delays is not done automatically and the deskew calibration
is not maintained automatically by the system.
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Typical Calibration Method
The five available sampling head calibrations are made in a
similar way. The following description is of the options used
when making a typical calibration. Further discussion of the
manual method of making each individual calibration follows the
description of the typical method.

To make 4 sampiing head calibration, touch the selector in the
Enhanced Accuracy major menu that names the parameter you
want to calibrale. These include Blowby Compensate, Gain,

Offset, Delay Adjust, and TDR Amplitude. Each of these displays a
pop-up menu. All of these pop-up menus are similar, and the
illustration on the next page of the Offset pop-up menu is typical
of these menus.

When you use these pop-up menus, you first select the sampling
head channel you want to calibrate. The left side of the pop-up
menu is reserved for this. The Selected Channelline at the top of
this section shows which channelis currently selected. You can
use the selectors in this section to change the selected channel.

Many of the calibration cortrols on the right of the pop-up menu
are Common to all five of the pop-up menus. All these commen
selectors operate similariy, and give you the same options for
each calibration.

Each of the calibrations can be made manuaily or automatically.
in addition, you can set the calibration to the factory default, or to
be the same as 4 calibration you made earlier.
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A Typical Calibration Pop-up Menu
 

Some calibrations, a §6To calibrate automatically, touch the Automatic Calibrate
such as Offset, have selector. A messagewill tell you to either connect the CALI-

more than one BRATOR output to the sampling head channel you are
callbration value. : : : :

Automatic calibration calibrating, or to attach a terminator to the sampling head
adjusts all the channel you areCalibrating. (For most sampling heads, a

calibrations 50 © terminator is appropriate. Refer to the Installation/User
associated with that manualfor the sampling head.} When you have done as

parameter. directed, touch the Proceed selector. The instrument will
calibrate automatically.

a =§©6To save the current calibration values, touch the Store Con-

stants selector in the pop-up menu. Any time you want to
restore the calibration to the stored value, touch the Recatt

User Const selector in the pop-up menu.  
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Once you assign the
knobs to calibrate
manually, the knob

assignment remains
until you change it or
go to another major
menu, Be careful not

to inadvertently
change an earlier

calibration.

= When the 11801A is powered on, the sampling head calibra-
tion values are taken from the stored user constants.It is 4
good idea to store calibration values immediately afier you
finish each caiibration.

mu §=6To reset the calibration value to the factory default, touch the
Recall Defaults seleciorin the calibration pop-up menu.

m To calibrate manually, you will need to establish a specific
trace display before heginning to calibrate. Once the proper
trace display is established, press the UTILITY major menu
button, touch Page to Enhanced Accuracy and touch the
desired calibration selector in the major menu area. Select
the sampling head channel you want to calibrate. Then touch
the Manual Calibrate selector in the pop-up menu. This as-

signs the knobs to that calibration. You adjust the knobs fo
see ihe effect on the trace. If he pop-up menu is in the way,
touch the Exit selector to removeit.

Calibrating Gain Manually

The Gain pop-up menu has one selector in addition to the stan-
dard ones for calibration pop-up menus. The Divide By Two Mode
selecior turns the trigger divide by two mode on or off. Normal
operation of the 11801A internal clock requires that this selector
be set to Off. Set it to On only when calibrating gain.

To calibrate gain manually,first establish a display of the calibra-
tor signal on the sampling head channel you want to calibrate.
Adjust the vertical size to 50 mV/div and the horizontal size to
500 ps/div. Center the rising edge of the calibrator trace on the
graticule. See the illustration on the next page. Touch the Divide
By Two Mode selector to tum this mode On.

Adjust the calibration vaiue to the display that aligns the single
line portion of the trace with the bottom of the high-amplitude
portion. If several settings qualify, select the setting that gives ihe
highest arnplitude.

Rememberto turn off the Divide By Twe Mode after the gain has
been calibrated.
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You should calibrate

gain before
calibrating offset.

Calibrating Blowby Compensation Manuaily

To calibrate blowby compensation manually, first establish a
display of the calibrator signal on the sampling head channel you
want to calibrate. Adjust the vertical size to 50 mV/div and the
horizontal size to 500 ps/div. Center the rising edge of the cali-

brator trace on the graticule.

Adjust the calibration value to the display that gives the flattest
horizortal trace segments.

Calibrating Offset Manually

To calibrate offset manually, first attach a 50 © terminator to the
sampling head channe! you wantto calibrate. Establish a trace
showing this channel, with a vertical size of 50 mV/div. Touch the
vertical icon (4) and the Vert Offsets## knob label selectorto
show the Numeric Keypaq pop-up menu. On the pop-up menu,
touch 9 and Enter. This sets the vertical offset to zero, positioning
OV at the center height of the graticule.

Adjust the calibration value to set the trace exactly on the center- .
line of the graticule. Repeat the process using a vertical size of
10 mV/div.

There are two offset values to calibrate manually; normal sam-
pling mode and smoothing mode. Calibrate both separately by
setting the sampling head in the desired mode before making the
calibration. Smeothing is selected from the Sampling Head Fne’s
pop-up menu of the Waveform major menu.

Calibrating TOR Ampiitude Manually

To calibrate TDR amplitude manually, first attach a 50 © termina-
tor to the sampling head channel you want to caiibrate. Establish
a TDR trace shewing this channel, with a vertical size of 50 mV/

div and a horizontal size of 1 ns/div. Touch the vertical icon (})
and the Vert Offset#4# knob label selector to show the Numeric
Keypad pop-up menu, On the pop-up menu, touch 0 and Enter.
This sets the vertical offset to zero, positioning O V at the center
height of the graticule. Center the rising edge of the pulse hori-

zontally on the graticule.
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Adjust the calibration value to set the height of the first part of the
trace exactly at the bottom (+ TDR Polarity) or top (- TDR Polar-
ity) of the graticule.

There are two TDR Amplitude values to calibrate manually; one
for each polarity of TDR pulse. Calibrate both separately by
setting the TDA polarity of the sampling head before making the
calibration. TDR Polarity is selected from ihe Sampling Head Fre’s
pop-up menu of the Waveform major menu.

After calibrating TDR amplitude, check to see that the Reference
Amplitude (in the Graticules pop-up menu) is set to match the
voltage calibrated here.

Adjusting Delay Adjust Manually

The delay adjust calibration corrects for minor deviations in time
coincidence between sampling heads. You select which head
you want to use as a reference, and then calibrate the other
heads to that standard.

This calibration is a not an attribute of any one sampling head, so
the vaiues for this calibration cannot be stored in the heads.

There are no Store Constants or Recall User Const selectors in the

Delay Adjust pop-up menu.

The two channels of To establish the reference channel, you select the desired chan-
dual-channel nel in the Belay Adjust pop-up menu, and then touch the Measure

sampling headsare Reference Channel selector, The display will show a messagefor
locked in time you to connectthe calibrator output signalto the specified chan-

coincidence. Whenyou havecalibrated nel. When you have done so, touch the Proceed selector and the
one channel. there is system will measure the delay automatically.

no need to calibrate There is no needto calibrate the reference channel manually.
delay adjust on the

other. Once you have determined the reference vaiue, you can calibrate
the other heads to this value, either manually or automatically.

To manually calibrate delay adjust on other heads,first display
the calibrator signal on the reference channel, and note the
horizontal position of the rising edge. Then, using the same
signal, cabies and settings, display the signal on either channel
of the sampling head that you want to calibrate.
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The top knob Is assigned to ihe calibration value. Adjusi ihe
calibration value so that the signal event is placed at ihe same
horizontal position as or the reference channel.

You can specify whether or not the 11801A should automaticaily
maintain the results of delay adjust. Touch the Delay Compensate
selector of the Delay Adjust pop-up menu to set the delay adjust
parameter to either On (maintain delay adjustment) or Off (do not
maintain the delay adjustment automaiticaily).
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Displaying an
Eye Diagram

An eye diagram is typically the display of a random digital data
signal vs. time, with the display triggered by the data clock. This
section provides general instructions to help you cispiay a
constellation or eye diagram on the 11807A.

You will need the following equipment:

= Atleast a single-channel sampling head

a“ Two SMA cables

m A static protection wrist strap

To display an eye diagram:

[_] Step 1: Press the UTILITY button, touch Initialize in the
Utility? major menu, and then touch initialize in the Verify
initialize pop-up Menu.

["] Step 2: Select Instrument Options and touch Vectored Trace
to turn vectored tracesoff.

[-] Step 3: Put on the wrist strap and ensure thatit is con-
nected to the antistatic connector on the front panel of the
T1801 A.

[_] Step 4: Connect a cable from your dataline to channel1.

["] Step 5: Connect a cable from your clock to the TRIGGER
INPUT on the front panel. Be sure not to exceed the maxi-
mum input voltage for the external attenuation you have
selecied.

[| Step 6: Press the TRIGGER button. Touch the Source
selector In the Trigger major menu. Touch either External
Direct Or External Prescaler depending on the connector to
which you connected your clock signal. Touch Exit to remove
the pop-up menu.
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["] Step 7: Select channel 1 by pressing ihe select channel
button next to the input connector on the sampling head.

[] Step 8: Press the AUTOSET button. The signal may not be
recognizable at this point.

["] Step 9: Because the signai is a random pulsetrain, the
horizontal size cannot be properly autoset. Adjust the hori-
zontal size to display a useful eye diagram.
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O Step 1G: One way to enhance the display of the eye dia-
gram is to use Variable Persisience. To do this, press the
DISPLAY MODES button, touch the Persist/Histograms selec-

tor, touch ihe Variable selector In ihe pop-up menu, and then
touch Exit to remove the pop-up menu. For additional infor-
mation on variable persistence, see Setting the Persistence
Mode on page 80.

Step 11: One of the most powerful display rnodes in ihe
118014 is color gracing. Color grading adds statistical
informaticn to the display by varying the color according to
the numberof “hits” for a given pixel. Color grading adds a
third dimension to the persistence display and allows accu-
mutating data in a siatisiical database forlater analysis with
histagrarns or masks. To turn on color grading, touch the
Persist/Histograrms selector, iouch the Color Grading selector

in the pop-up menu, and touch the Exit selector to remove
the menu. For more information on color grading, see Setting
the Persistence Mode on page 80.
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GPIB Parameters

GPIB

Connection

GPIB Area

The 118014 can be controlled by a remote computer, through one
of two interfaces. These interfaces are indusiry standards IEEE
Std 488 and RS-232-C. IEEE Std 488 is also knownas the Gen-
eral Purpose Interface Bus or GPIB.

This manual does not discuss the details of connecting a remote
computer to the 11801A or the syntax and capabilities of remote
commands. That information is found in the CSA 803 and 178G1A
Programmer Reference.

Connect the cable from your GPIB contraller (computer) to the
IEEE STD 488 PORT connector on the 11801A rear panel. Three
red lights show ithe internal GPIB status of the 11807A:

mw SRQ (Service Request) is lighted whenever the 11801A
activates the Service Request line. This indicates to the
comtroller that the 11801A has requested service.

« WNRFD (Not Ready For Data) is lighted whenever the 11801A
is not yet ready for the next data byte.

= NDAC(Not Data Accepted} is lighted whenever a data byte
is on the bus but has not yet been captured by anylistener
device.
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GPIB Rear-Pane! Connector and Lights
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Setting GPIB
Parameters

Communication between the devices on a GPIB bus can occur
onlyif ail bus devices are configured in a compatible manner. For
example, each device on the bus must have a unique identifying
address.

Use the GPIB/RS232G pop-up menu in the Utility! major menu to
set these GPIB parameters directly, before you attempt to com-
municate with other devices on the bus.
 

 

GPIB+SRS2acC Parameters
 

GPIB Parameters RS232C Parameters
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The GPIB/RS232C Pop-up Menu
 

The following list describes each selector in the GPIB Parameters
section of this pop-up menu:
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GPIB parameters are B Mode-lets you set the modeto either Talk/Listen, Talk Only
not changed when or Off Bus. Off bus effectively disconnects the 11801A from
youOS the bus. The 11801A mustbe in taik/listen mode to communi-

cate with a controller using the GPIB. Talk only can be used
to drive a printer or plotter over the GPIB.

= Address—assigns the knobs to the GPIB address of the
11801A. The GPIB address can be from 0 to 30. No other
device on the bus can use the address that you assign to the
11807A.

m Terminator—lets you select between two types of message

terminations. All message terminations assert the EO! (End
Or Identify} signal in the interface. You can chocse to have
the 1718074 recognize a Line Feed (LF) character as a rnes-
sage terminator in addition to EOI, by setting the Terminator
selector to EOI/LF. The 178074 will then append a Line Feed
character to the end of all messages. Set the Terminator
selector to EO] to have only the EO! line recognized as a
message terminator.

m GPIB Debug—lets you turn the debugging feature On or Off.

When you turn debug on, the 11801A displays each com-
mand from the GPIB controller as it is executed. The
messages appearat the top of the display. Debug off is the
normal mode of operation. Set debug on if you need to
watch the result of each 118014 command of a controlling
program running In the GPIB controller. When debug modeis
on, it slows the GPIB interface throughput significantly.
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Graticules

 

The grid on the display where traces appearis called a graticule.
The graticule axis labels show you the horizontal and vertical
scale factors of the selected trace, most often expressed in time
per division and voltage per division.

Top EdgeValue aoaa pee

 

 

Vertical Scale
Factor

 Right Edge Value

 Horizontal Scale
Factor

Bottom Edge
Value

 

Left Edge Value

Graticule with Trace
 

Tracas extend out- if a graticule shows two or more traces, one trace is brighter
side the graticule becauseit is the trace for which the axis labels are correct. The

_ area slightly. The axis labels are displayed in the samecoloras this trace. The
axis labels represent other traces may or may not share the same axis labels.
the graticule edge,
not the trace ecige.
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You can display two different graticules, each being half the
height of a singie-graticule display. In this case, each graiicule
shows one trace brighter than any others on that graticule. In
addition, the graticule with the selected trace hasthe vertical (1)
and horizontal («» ) icons. The bright trace on the graticule with
icons is the selected trace.

The menu selectors act on and report ihe status of the selected
trace.
 

fcons

   

      Selected Trace 2Ape/div

 

eeeeee
Gé.46ns i@bas-div 62. 46ns8

Dual Graticuies with Muttiple Traces
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You can make any trace the selected trace by touchingit. If you
select the wrong one because the traces are close together,
touch again until the desired trace is selected and becomes
brightened. Other methods of selecting traces are discussedIn
Trace Definition and Management on page 239.

You can control the nurnberof graticules, the placement of traces
on the graticules, and the graticule axis units by using the Gr-

aticules pop-up menu in the Waveform major menu. When dual
graticules are displayed, the Graticules selector is renamed

Upper Graticule or Lower Graticule, depending on which graticule
has the icons and the selected trace.
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The Graticules Pop-up Menu

Managing When only one graticule is being displayed, you can create a

Graticules and dual-graticule display using the Graticules pop-up menu from the
Traces Waveform major menu. Touch the Create Second Graticule selec-

tor in this pop-up menu. The selected trace and all traces from
window time bases will be placed on the lower graticule. The
upper graticule will show all other traces.
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When twograticules are being displayed, you can move the
selected trace from the graticule it is on to the other. Touch the
Move Trace to Other Graticule selector to move the trace. After the
trace is moved, it remains the selected trace. The horizontal icon
(«<> } and vertical icon (+) moveto the newgraticule.

When two graticules are being displayed, you can cornbine the
traces from both graticules into a single-graticule display. Touch
the Reduce to One Graticule selector to combinethe traces onto
one large graticule. The trace that was selected before the opera-
tion remains the selected trace on the new single graticule.

When the iast trace is removed from the second graticule, the
second graticule is automatically removed, leaving a single
qraticule.

Changing Axis Usually, the graticule axis labels are units of time on the horizon-
Units tal axis and units of voltage on the vertical axis. For some tasks

these axis labels are more meaningful if expressed in other units.
Horizontal units of distance are appropriate for TDA and TDT
measurements. The 11807A allows you to specify the horizontal
axis units to be feet, meters or inches. You can also specify the
propagation delay, which is the fraction of the speed oflight at
which signals travel through your transmissionline.

Changing axis units The vertical axis units most appropriate to TDR measurements
on one graticule also are either units of rho (p) or of impedance (Z). The 11801A lets

_ changesthe axis you specify units of rho for the vertical axis. Rho values can be
units of all graticules Converted to impedance values by using the following equation

displayed. (where Z, is usually 50 0):

 

i+z=z,7th
T~p

However, readout of impedanceis available from the Cursors
menu whenever the vertical axis is scaled In rho units.

The status area of the Graticules selector in the Waveform major
menu always shows the numberof graticules and the axis units
of measure.

Rho is not selectabie for vertical axis units unless the selected
trace is displayed in Volis units and TDRis turned on.
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Vertical Axis Units

To change the vertical axis units, use the Graticules pop-up menu
in the Waveform major menu. The section of this pop-up menu
labeled Y Units governs the vertical axis units.

You can touch either the Velts or Rho selectors to set the vertical
axis labels to those units. The current setting is highlighted.

Rho is not selectable unless the following are true:

® The selected trace can be displayed in Volts units, as op-
posed io U or N units. Traces such as “Log (M1)” or “Mi/M2”
are not scaled in Volts and therefore cannot be scaled in
Rho. Any linear combination of channels and stored traces
can be dispiayed in Volts or Rho. .

# TDR must be on in all channels in the selected trace.

The Reference Amplitude selector assigns the knobs to control
the rho reference amplitude. This has meaning only when the
vertical axis units are rho. For TOR measurements, the rho refer-
ence amplitude should be set to the absolute arnplitude of the
TDR pulse sent by the sampling head. A voltage change equai to
the reference amplitude corresponds to a changein rho of 1.

The Baseline Correction selector is discussed in the Baseline
Correction section of this manual. The baseline correction feature
of ine 118014 is used to hold the vertical position of a trace on
the display when the TDR pulse level shifts due to a change in
termination impedance. This selector appears in the Y Units
section of the Graticules pop-up menu becausethe feature is
most useful when TDR pulses are being started or stopped,
causing the trace to shift vertically. Baseline Correction is auto-
matically turned on when TDA Preset or Differential TDR Presetis
selected in the Sampling Head Fne’s menu.
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Horizontal Axis Units

To change the horizontal axis units, use the Graticules pop-up
menu in the Waveform major menu. The section of this pop-up
menu labeled X Units governs the horizontal axis units.

You can touch the Seconds, Meters, Feet or Inches selectors to

set the horizontal axis labels to those units. The current setting is
highlighted.

The Propagation Velocity selector assigns the knobsto let you
specify the fraction of the speed of light at which the signal
passesthrough your transmission line or network. Propagation
velocity only applies to axis units of distance, and does not
apply if your horizontal axis units are seconds.

Propagation velocity is relative to an air-line transmission cable,
so a setting of 1.0 indicates that your transmission line or network
passes signals al the same speed as an air-insulated cable. The
default vaiue of 0.7 applies to most 50. SMA coaxial cables
with plastic dielectric.
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Hardcopy

instailing the

Printer

GPIB Connector

RS-232-C
Connector

PRINTER Connector

 

A variety of printers and plotters are supported for producing a
paper copy of the dispiay. This section will cover how to confi-
gure your system for most printers. Aiso, refer to your printer
manual for the properprinter seitings.

Connect the printer to the 11801A. Depending on the printer, you
will want to use the PRINTER connector, the GPIB Connector, or
the RS-232-C connector.
 

 

 

 
 

 

“\

o
o
o

   
    

 

   QDS FSD OGDDSO®
Ae °®ee® eae¢

Printer Connectors on Rear Panel

 

 

m PRINTERis the appropriate connector for Centronics®-com-
patible printers. This Is the standard interface for the 11801A
and no special configuration of the 11801A is required.

= GpPiB is the General Purpose Interface Bus parallel interface
connector. Use a standard cable fifteen meters or less in
lenath. lf you are not using a controller to initiate the hard-
copy, set the GPIB Mode parameter of the 11801A to Talk
Only and setthe printer to Listen Only or Listen Always mode
{address 31). Setting GPIB parameters is explained on
page 104.
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a RS-232-C is a serial interface connector. Use a standard,
straight-wired cable with male connectors on boih ends.
Hard flagging is used,soall lines must be connected. Do not —
use a null modem cable. The 118014 acts as a DCE device.
Connecting the 11801A to a computer also requires a
straight-wired cable, bui soft flagging may be used.

The RS-232-C parameters baud rate, parity, and numberof
stop bits, of the 11801A should be set to maich those of the
printer or computer. When you connect a printer to the
RS-232-C connector, you may aiso need to set the RS-232-C
flagging to Hard. Setting RS-232-C parameters is explained
on page 192.
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BA A A A

Hardcopy Set the printing properties of the 11801A using the Hardcopy
Parameters pop-up menu in the Utility] major menu. This menu includes

selectors for seven types of printers and for specific options
available with some printers.

 

 

Hardcopy Parameters
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The Hardcopy Pop-up Menu
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LYYT

Printer selection and

the associated
parameters are not

affected by
initialization.

Printer Selections

The selectors in the Printer section of the Hardcopy pop-up menu -
determine the printing configuration of the 118074. The settings
of the other hardcopy parameters will vary according to the
printer that is selected. When you change one of these parame-
ters, you are setting its default vaiue for the selected printer type.
These settings are not changed when you initialize the 118074.

"a 68 Pin supports several eight-pin dot-matrix printers, including
the Tektronix 4644, Epson® FX80 and Epson EX800. The
iIBM@® ProPrinter® and Epson RX80 may also be used, but

only the HiRes screen format provides useful output for these
printers. All the supported printers typically use the PRINTER
{Centronics} connector.

Set the configuration switches on your printer as recom-
mended in its manual except set No Auto Line Feed, No Perf
Skip, and inbuf On.

™ 24 Pin supports the Extended Epson command setfor 24-pin
dot-matrix printers, including the Epsan LQ500, Epson
LQ1000, NEC® P6, and NEC P7. These printers typically use
the PRINTER (Centronics) connector.

Set the configuration switches on your printer as recorm-
mended in its manual except set No Auto Line Feed, No
Auto-Carriage Return, No Perf Skip, and Inbuf On.

@ Tek 4692 supports the Tektronix 4692 color graphics copier.
The Tek 4693D may also be used when set io 4692 emula-
tion, Full Color, Maximized by Interpolation, and Portrait
Mode. These printers typically use the PRINTER (Centronics)
connector.

® Tek 4696 supports the Tektronix 4696 and 4695 colorinkjet
plotters. These printers typicaily use the PRINTER (Centron-
ics) connector.
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a =©Tek 4697 supports the Tektronix 4697 ColorQuick™Ink-Jet
printer. This printer typically uses the PRINTER connector.

= Bitmap Dump provides the ability to acquire the screen data
for external processing. For exampie, you car use this option
to send the display data to a computer. The formatof this
information is determined by the Data Format selector. (Data
format is discussed on page 121.) You will typically want to
use the GPIB or RS-232-C connector for this type of transfer.

& AK Inkjet supports the HP ThinkJet and HP LaserJetprinters.
The ThinkJet should be used in HP graphics mode,not
Epson emulation mode. For the HP ThinkJet, either Draft or
Hifes screen mode may be used, but HiRes modewill be
very slow. Only Draft screen mode will produce usabie output
with the HP LaserJet. Either the PAINTER (Centronics } con-
nector, RS-232-C connector or the GPIB connector may be
used.

= HPGL supports the HPGL color plotter command set. When
HiRes is selected under Screen Format, an HPGL hardcopy
will show graticules, axis labels, all waveforms and the major
menus at the botiomn of the screen. You can suppress the
plotting of the major menus by selecting Draft under Screen
Format. Color graded dispiays are not plotted with HPGL.
Supported plotiers include the Tek HC100, HP-7475, and
HP-7550. These printers can be connected to the PRINTER
(Centronics) connector. The HP-7474 and HP-7550 may be
connected to ihe GPiB or RS-232-C connector.

Color Map

The selections in the Color Map section of ihe menu become
available whenevera colorprinter or plotter is selected. A color
selector is available for selected elemenis of the display. To
change a color, simply select the elementin the menu, then use
the control knobs or keypad pop-up menu to adjust the setting.
To rastore the color mapto its factory default settings, touch the
Default Color Map selector.
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The color selections are expressed in terms appropriate to the
selecied printer. When Tek 4692 is selected, the colors are ex-
pressed as hexadecimal RGB values. For the Tek 4696 selection,
thirteen color name selections are available. HPGL supporis pen
numbers 6 to 8.

Screen Format

The Screen Format selector provides several qualities of hard-
copy output. Different format selections are available for different
printer types.

®  Hiftes produces an enhanced contrast display on printers
with limited gray-scale capability. Selected items, including
windows, are highlighted for easy identification.

# Draft produces hardcopies faster than HiRes mode, but
sacrifices some gray-scale capability.

Reduced produces low-resolution hardcopies a quarter of the
size of Draft hardcopies. Advantages are quicker printing and :
use of less memory.

m Screen produces ar exact color replica of the screen without
reformatting to enhance features. Available for colorprinters
and piotiers only.

« Dithered reduces saturation and increases contrast by dither-
ing icons and selector backgrounds. May be used with
Tek 4692, Tek 4696, Tek 4697, and Bitmap Bump.
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Direction

The Direction selector controls whether information is sent to a
printer as horizontal rows or as vertical columns. For most print-
ers, this has the effect of rotating the image by 90°. Some
printers will produce an image more quickly in one direction than
in the other. When Direction is set to Horizontal, screen informa-
tion is sent to the printer by horizontal rows starting at the top left
corner of the display. When it is set to Vertical, the information is
sent by vertical columns starting at the bottom left corner of the
dispiay.

Data Format

When Bitmap Dump is selected, the screen data is transferred as
an ASCIltitle block followed by a pixel data block. The format of
ihe pixei data is determined by the Data Format setting. Touch
this selector to cycle through the four availabie formats.

™ Binary modebytesof pixel data are sent as a stream of
binary values without delimiters.

m Binary Compacted moce pixel data are compressed before

being sent. See the discussion of compression, below,

= =©6BinHex mode converts every four bits into a hexadecimal
character. Each line is terminated by a new-line character.

® BinHex Compacted modepixel data are compressed and
then converted into BinHex characters.

Title Block -- consists of three character strings terminated by
new-line characters. The first line contains the firmware version
numbers, time and date, and the 11801A ID number. The second
and third iines give the numberof pixels per display line and the
numberof display lines, respectively. In Binary mode, the title
block Is terminated by a NULL character.
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Making a
Hardcopy

The

Pixel Bata Compression — significantly reduces the size of the
pixel data block. Without compression, each data byte contains
a single three-bit pixel. With compression, two pixels are stored
in the six low-orderbits of the data byte, and the two high-order
bits are a repetition encoding with the following meaning:

Repetition Encedings

 

Bit 7 Bit 6 Meaning
 

0 1 Pattern repeats once
 

4 0 Pattern repeats twice

1 7 Pattern repeats three times

0 0 Following byte(s} contain repetition count

 

 

if the second byte of the pixel block has 4 value in the range
4-225, it is the pattern repetition count. if the value is 1-3 decimal,
it is the high order bits of a 10-bit repetition count, and the third
byte of the pixel block contains the eight lower-orderbits.

Quiput Port

The Output Port selecior allows you to choose GPIB, HS232C, or
Centronics (the PRINTER connector. The selection must match
the rear panel connection.

Once you have instailed a printer and configured the 11801A
properly, you can make a hardcopy of the screen by pressing ihe
HARDCOPYbution on the front panel.
 

HARDCOPY —rroooF=Fe
Buttor
 

ACQUISITION anoser SEQUENCE O on

RUA~oO} odo A   
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When you press the HARDCOPYbutton, the display freezes for a
short time. The shades of intensity on the display may be altered.
The printer starts printing immediately.

The length of time that ihe display is frozen depends on the
hardcopy mode, complexity of the display, and memory available
for hardcopies. During this pause the 11801A formais and buffers
the print commands.

After the pause, the 118071A retums to normal operation and
continues to print the hardcopy. When the display becomes
active again, you may operate the 118014 without affecting the
hardcopy being printed.

You car also initiate a new hardcopy at this point. The 11801A
will automaticaily queue multipie screen displays for hardcopy
output. The number of hardcopies that can be queued is subject
to the amount of available memory.

Deo notturn off the When the hardcopyis printed, a message is displayed. The
118014 or perform hardcopy is not complete until this message appears. You should

diagnostics until the not turn off the 11801A, perform self-test diagnostics, or use the
noma. Extended Diagnostics menu until the hardcopy is complete, or

the hardcopy will be terminated before itis finished,

Terminating A You can terminate a hardcopy by selecting Hardcopy Abort, in the
Hardcopy In Hardcopy pop-up menu. A message will appearstating that the

Progress hardcopy has been cancelled,

You can also terminate the hardcopy while the screen is still
frozen by pressing the HARDCOPYbutton a second time.
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Hardcopy The following table summarizes the factory default settings
Defaults associated with each printer selection in the Hardcopy pop-up

menu. These settings are not affected by initialization.

   

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hardcopy Defaults

Printer Screen Direction Data Qutput Port
Format Format

8 pin HiRes N/A N/A Centronics

24 pin HiRes N/A N/A Centronics

Tek 4692 Screen Vertical N/A Centronics

Tek 4696 Dithered Vertical N/A Centronics

Tek 4697 Ditherec! Horizontal N/A Centronics

Bitmap Screen Vertical BinHex Centronics
Bump Compacted

Alt Inkjet Draft Horizontal N/A Centronics

HPGL HiRes N/A N/A Centronics
 

The default settings for the color map associated with a color
printer setting may be recovered by selecting Default Color Map
in ihe Hardcopy pop-up menu.
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Histograms Door

The 11801A can display histograms constructed frorn the se-
lected trace’s waveform data. You can display either a vertical
(voltage) or horizontal (time) histogram. Only one type of histo-
gram can be displayed at a time.
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To create a histogram, use the Persist/Histograms pop-up menu.
You can specify the section of the selected trace used to deter-
mine the histogram and set histogram scaling to either linear or
logarithmic. You can specify that acquisition stop after a set
number of trace acquisitions or after 4 set number of samples
have been acquired,
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Displaying a To turn on the histogram display, prass the DISPLAY MODES
Histogram button, touch Persist/Histogram and then touch eitherthe Vertical

Histogram or Horizontal Histogram selector. This changes the
cisplay modeto infinite persistenceif the current mode is normal
or variable.lf the current display modeis color graded,it won't
change. When the histogram display is tumed on, the waveform
record length is set to 512 points. if the record length was greater
than 512, you will see a messageinforming you of the change in
record length.

A rectangular box, used to specify the section of the selected
trace used to generaie the histogram,is displayed when hisio-
grams are turned on. lf the display is in color graded mode when
the histogram display is turned on, the histogram Is initialized
with data from the color graded display.

Noie that the color graded display does not make a distinction
betweenthe selected trace and non-selected traces when the
histogram is initialized with data from the color graded display.
Thusit is possible to get samples from non-selected traces in the
histogram data (if the histogram box encompasses any non-se-
lected trace). Therefore, when using the color graded mode,
display only one trace or maintain enough vertical separation
between traces so they don’l overlap. Also, histograms can be
displayed (calculated) after waveforms have been accumulated
in color graded mode (even if acquisition has been stopped),
whereas they cannotin infinite persistence mode.

By using dual graticules, you can acquire histograms on two
traces simultaneously. Display one trace on each graticule, and
set up a histogram for each trace. Only the histogram for the
selected axis is displayed, but both are acquired.

Histogram The histogram display can be affected by several controls. You
Controls can specify which part of the selected trace is used to calculate

the histogram. You can stop acquisition based on the numberof
waveforms acquired or ihe numberof histogram samples ac-
quired. You can set how often the histogram display is updated
with new data and you can set scaling to logarithmic orlinear. All
the histogram controls are located in the Persist/Histograms
pop-up menu.
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Changingthe Size of the Histogram Box

To changethe section of the selected trace used for the histo-
gram, touch either Vertical Limits or Horizontal Limits. Touching the
Vertical Limits selector assigns the top knob io Upper Limit and
the bottom knob to Lower Limit. Touching Horizontai Limits as-
signs the top knob to Left Limit and the bottom knobto Right
Limit. Turing either knob will change the position of the assigned
edge of the histogram box, thuslimiting the part of the selected
trace used for the histogram.

The vertical and horizontallimits of the histogram box can be set
without turning on the histogram display. To set the size and
location of the histogram box without turning on the histogram
display, touch either Vertical Limits or Horizontal Limits first without
touching either the Vertical Histogram or Horizontal Histogram
selector. This way, you can set up your histogram limits before
you begin acquiring your data.

Histogram limits are set separately for each displayed trace. And
because a histogram applies only to the selectedtrace,if you
select a different trace, the histogram display will disappear. If
you then reselect the original trace, the histogram displaywill
reappear. This enables you to display several traces, each with a
different histogram display. (Rememberthat only one histogram,
that of the selected trace, can be displayed at a time.)

Histogram limits are expressed in axis units (usually volts and
seconds), but are actually determined by screen position. The

histogram limits will remain fixed on the screen regardiess of
changesin vertical or horizontal size and position.
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Limiting Acquisition

You can limit acquisition based on either the number of wave-
forms or the numberof samples, or “hits,” acquired in the
histogram. These functions are controlled by the Set N and Stop
N selectors in the Persist/Histograms pop-up menu.

To limit acquisition based en the number of waveforms acquired,
display the Persist/Histograms Menu and touch Set N Waveforms.

This assigns the knobs to limit the number of waveforms ac-
quired. The range for the number of waveforms acquired is 1 to
232.1 (approximately four billion}. To begin conditional acquisi-
tion, touch Stop N Waveforms. Acquisition will stop when N

waveforms have been acquired.

The number of waveforms ieft to acquire is shownin the lower-left
comerof the display.

To limit acquisition based on the nurnber of histograrn hits, first
touch Set N Samptes. This assigns the knobsto limit the number
of sampies acquired. Using the knobs, set the number of sam-
ples you wish to acquire. The range for the number of samples
acquired is 1 to 22-1 (approximately fourbillion). To begin
acquisition, touch Stop N Samples. Touching this selector starts
acquisition, which then continues until N samples have been
acquired.

The number of sarnples left to acquire is shown in the lower-left
comerof the display.

Thus, there are two steps to stop acquisition based on the num-
ber of sarnples acquired:

[_] Step 1: Set the number of waveforms or samples using Set
N Wms or Set N Samples.

["] Step 2: Begin the acquisition by selecting Stop N Wimsor
Stop N Samples.

If you want to stop the acquisition before the conditiona! acquisi-
tion completes, press RUN/STOP.
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The data that appears in the histogram reacout is calculated as
waveforms are acquired. The histogram display is updated
based on the Refresh Raie.
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Changing the Refresh Rate

The rate the histogram display is updated can be varied from five
seconds to three minutes (180 seconds). To change how often
the histogram is updated, touch Refresh Rate. You can now turn
either of the contral knobs to change the time between updates
or you can use the knob pop-up menu io enter the time directly.

Changing Scaling

You can set the histogram scaling to either linear or logarithmic.
To change the histogram scaling, touch Histogram Sealing. Linear
scaling better illustrates the relative quantity of various data,
while logarithmic scaling provides better detail at the edges of
the histogram. Histogram scaling is a display feature; it does not
affect the histogram daia.
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The Histogram
Readout

Clearing the Histogram Data

To clear the daia in the histogram display, touch the Ciear selec-
tor in the Persist/Histogram pop-up menu or touch the Clear Trace
selector in ihe Remeve/Cir pop-up menu

Histograms cannot be displayed for stored traces. Histograms
can be displayed for calculated tracesif the calculated trace

contains at least one active channel, evenif the calculated trace
comains a stored trace.

in the major menu area of the display is a readout of histogram
characteristics. Included in the display are the values for ihe
position of each of the sides of the histogram box,statistical
values and measurements.
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Histogram Readout Appears Below the Trace Display
 

= ‘Top, Bim, Lft, and Rgt representthe pesition of each of the
sides of the histogram box, in appropriate axis units. Thatis,
Top and Btm values are given in volts; Lit and Rgt are given
in seconds.

m Mean is the average value of ail the acquired points within
the histogram box. Pk-Pk is the difference between the most
positive acquired point and the ieast positive acquired point,
when Vertical Histogram Is selected. When horizontal Histo-
gram is selected, Pk-Pk is the difference between the
left-most data point and the right-most data point within the
histogram box.
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m AMSA is the RMS deviation (also known as standard devi-
ation). uckio represents the percentage of waveform poinis
which fell within one standard deviation of the mean. p-k2o
and p-k3c represent the percentage of waveform poinis
which fell within two and three standard deviations of the
mean, respectively.

m Wms Is the number of waveforms that have been acquired
since the histogram display was turned on. Hits is the num-
ber of waveform data points that have fallen inside the

histogram box.
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Horizontal Controls OOo

The horizontal controls let you set the horizontal size and place-
ment of your traces, Touch the horizontal icon (<>) to access
these controls.
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Setting
Horizontal Size

and Position

Touch 4 knob label

to display the

Keypad pop-up
menu. This lets you
set herizental size

and position
numerically, or

quickly set them to
maximum or

minimum limits. ff

also lets you set ihe
knob resolution,

You can change the horizontal magnification, or size, of a trace.
You can alsa move the trace left or right to see different portions
of the trace. This is called adjusting the horizontal position. To do
either of these, touch the horizontal (- ) icon. This assigns the
knobs to adjust the horizontal size (top knob) and position (bot-
tom knob) of the selected trace.

The axis label for the left edge of the graticule is slightly different
than the horizoniai position of a trace. This is because traces
extend slightly beyond the edges of the graticule. Theillustration
on the previous page shows the main position (the knob label) is
59.5 ns, and the feft edge of the graticule is 58.5 ns.

If you want to change the size or position of a different trace,
touch the desired trace to select it. Then you can use the knobs
to adjust horizontal size and position.

Interactions With Other Traces

Tne knob labels tell you whether the selected trace is from the
main time base or a window time base.

Ail traces fromm the main time base share the same size and
position. If you change the size or position of one main trace,
you will change the size or position ofall of main traces.

All traces from window time bases have the same horizontal size.
if you change the horizontal size of one window trace, you will
change the horizontal size of all window traces. Each window
trace can have a unique horizontal position.
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Pan/Zoom Pan/Zoom allows you to magnify any portion of the selected
trace to examine it more closely. You can magnify (zoom) the
selected trace to the point where each digitized sample appears
on the display, and you can movethe magnified trace left and
right (pan) to examine any part of the trace.

Pan/Zoom does not The maximum magnification is determined by the trace record
change the way length, which is described in the Record Length section of the

trace datais user reference manual. The trace display area is 512 pixels wide,
sampled andded, it ont $0 you can magnify a 5120-point trace up io 10 times. A

changesthe Waythe 512-point trace already displays only one digitized sample per
trace data is pixel, and cannot be magnified.

displayed. Whenever the ~«» icon is highlighted, the lower right comerof the
display shows the Pan/Zoom selector, Normally, Pan/Zoom is off,
and the knobs are assigned to horizontal size and position.
When you touch the Pan/Zoom selectorto set it on, the knobs are
assigned to Horz Mag (Zoom) and Horz Pos Gr (Pan).

You use the top knob, Horz Mag, to specify how much magnifica-
tion you want on the selected trace. You use the bottom knob,
Horz Pos Gr, to position ihe segmentof the trace that you want to
view onto the display. The knob label status area shows how
many trace data points are not shown because they are off the
left end of the screen, When you set Horz Pos Gr to zero, you
display the leftmost portion of the trace.

You can use horizontal magnification to see the exact data points
of a trace record. Set horizontal magnification to the maximum
and turn off trace vectoring. Trace Vectoring is discussed in the
Vectored Traces section of the user reference manual. The dis-
play will show each sampled data point of the trace.
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mA A AA

Changing the When you change the horizontal size of 4 trace, you magnify or
Horizontal compress the horizontal scale. Normally, the same point of the

’ Reference Point trace showsatthe left edge of ihe display after the horizontal
size is changed. The point about which the expansion or contrac-
tion of the trace occurs is called the horizontal reference point.

You rnay find that having the horizontal reference point at the left
edge of the display is not appropriate for your task. For example:
you have a trace that shows a rising edge of @ pulse near the
center of the display. When you increase the horizontal size of
ihe trace, the rising edge movesoff the right edge of the display.
You must move the trace to the left with horizontai position in
order to view the rising edge of the pulse at its new size.

You can change the horizontal reference point to keep the inter-
esting portion of the irace on the display whenever you change
horizontal size. In the example above, before you changed the
horizontal size, you could change the horizontal reference point
to the center of the display. Then, the part of the trace that was in
the center of the display remains in the center of the display after
the the horizontal size changes. The current setting for horizontal
reference point is indicated by a letter next to the horizontal icon
(— ). L indicates the horizontal reference point is set to Left, C
indicates Center and R indicates Right.

The horizontal reference point applies only to horizontal size. In
Pan/Zoom mode, the Horz Pos Gr setting serves a similar pur-
pose.

Use the Horizontal Dese pop-up menu of the Waveform major
menu to control the horizontal reference point. The pop-up menu
has three selectors in the section labeled Horizontal Reference
Point: Left, Center, and Right. The selector for the current setting
is highlighted, Touch the selector that correspondsto the setting
you want.  
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In some cases, changing the horizontal size contro! (time per
division) may force the horizontal position tc change. For exam-
ple, with the reference point set to Center, small main position
settings may cause thefirst point of the record to reach the
minimum delay for the trigger point. Further increases in the main
size will cause the horizontal position tc be moved to maintain
the minimum delay forthe first sample of the record. However,
the oscilloscope remembers any forced horizornal position
changes and restores the position to its original location when
the main size is set to smailer values.If the user adjusts the main
position, when the setting has been forced to change, the
118014 does not restore the old position when main size is
decreased.
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Horizontal Description
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Initialization
 

 

 

 

Whenever you begin a new task using the 11/801A, you should
initialize the system so that all settings are at “factory default.”
That way you do not get unexpected results because cf settings
remaining from the last use of fhe 11801A.

To initialize the system settings to default, touch the Initialize
selectorin the Utility? major menu, then touch Initialize in the
Verify Initialize pop-up menu.
 

 

Verify Initialize
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The tnttiallze Verification Pop-up Menu
 

An alternate method toinitialize is to select Initialize Setting in the
Recall Setting pop-up menuin the Store/Recall major menu.

The following settings are not affected when youinitialize:

Stored traces, stored settings, and saved trace descriptions

Sampling head calibration values

Time and Date

The following GPIB parameters: Address, Mode, and Termi-
nator

The folowing RS-232-C parameters: Baud Rate, Echo, Stop
Bits, Parity, Flagging, Delay, and EOL String

Hardcopy parameters
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initializing and
Erasing

Nonvolatile
RAM

You can erase all information stored in nonvolatile RAM by hold-
ing down the WAVEFGRM and TRIGGER major menu buttons
when you tum on the 11801A. Release the buttons when the
lights next to the major menu buttons stop flickering. When the
power-on sequence is complete, the message “Teksecure Erase
Memory Status: erase, instrument ID, on-time, and nurnber of
power-ups retained” will appear on the display.

When nonvolatile RAM is erased in this manner, ihe 11801A
writes over al nonvolatile RAM locations where settings can be
stored with the hexadecimai value FFFF and writes the hexadeci-
mal value ABCD overall locations where traces can be stored.

Any Enhanced Accuracycalibration of the 118014 is lost.

The following information is not lost when nonvoiatile RAM is
erased:

® Serial number of the 118014

= Accumulated time the 11801A has been on

# Number of times the 11801A has been powered on

* Factory calibration constants, which are established at the
factory and cannot be changed by the user or by the 11801A

« Time and Date
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Labeling

You can label active traces, stored traces, and stored settings for

easier identification.

A label is a string of up to ten letters, numbers, or spaces that
appears next to a displayed trace or as part of a ace or stored
setting selector in menus.
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Creating Labels

You cannot enter the

same label for two
items of the same

type.

You can create and edit labels by using the Labeling pop-up
menu, shown on the next page. Select Labeling in the Utility1
major menu to display the pop-up menu. The uppermost section
of ihis menu contains selectors for Displayed Traces, Stored

Traces, and Stored Settings. Beneath these selectors, the selec-
tors for individual active traces, stored traces, or stored settings
appear. if there are more stored traces or stored settings than can
be displayed at once, use the Paget and Page| selectors to
scroll through the menu.

To create or change a label, select the item you want to label
trom the Labeling pop-up menu. For example, select Stored
Trace, then select the stored trace you want to label. You can
then type the labei by touching the character selectors in the
lower half of the menu. (Letters are laid out as if they were on a
standard keyboard.) The selectors beneath the characters aliow
you to choose Upper Caseletters, Lower Case letters, Numbers
(which include some punctuation and symbols), Graphics, Greek
letters, or Other characters. You can mix character types within a

label. As you type, the label appears in the selector, just below
the trace or setting number. A maximum of 10 characters can be
used for a label.

Use the Back Space selector to correct errors as you type a label.
Touch Erase to completely erase the selected label. Use the Exit
selector to leave the pop-up menu. When you leave the pop-up
menu, new labels are entered automatically. If you want to enter
a label without leaving the Labeling menu, touch the selector for
the labeled item in the menu.

You cannot use the same labelfor two items of the same type
(for example, two active traces or two stored traces). If you
atternpt to enter a duplicate label, the error message “Duplicate
jabel” appears on the display and the previous labelis restored.

You can use automatic labeling if you don’t want to enter labels
yourself. Automatic labeling labels the trace with its trace de-
scription. For example,if you tum on channel!2, the label
attached to the irace will be M2.If you define a trace using the
Def Tra pop-up menu, the label will be the trace description, up to
10 characters. To enable automatic labeling, touch the Label
Mode selector to set it to automatic.
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When you store a labeled trace, or create an activetrace that
displays a stored trace, the label will be copied to the new trace
unless this would duplicate a label on another trace in the same
class.
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Displaying
Labels with

Traces

Changing the trace description of an active trace will not change
the label of the trace.

Labels of displayed traces may be displayed on the screen with
the traces. When Displayed Traces is selected, Display and
Position selectors appearto the right of the trace selectors in the
Labeling Pop-Up menu. Tuming on Display will cause the labels to
appearwith the traces. Labels will appear in the selectors for all
traces whether Display is turned oni or off.

Labels that are dispiayed cn the screen move with the traces.
You can position each label relative to its trace. Select Position to
assign the knobsto set the vertical (top knob) and horizontal
(bottom knob) position of the label. The label positionis relative
to a specific point on the trace. By changing the horizontal
position of the label, you are changing the point the label wili
follow. By changing the vertical label position, you can specify
the vertical offset of the label from the point. If the trace record
point is out of the range of the graticule, the label will rernain at
the top or bottom of the graticule.

You can select a trace by touching its displayed iabel.
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Mask Testing

The 11801A enables you to perform mask testing using the Mask
Testing pop-up menu. The Mask Testing menu allows you to
create, edit, delete, and activate masks.
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Masks are created using the Mask Testing pop-up menu. To
display the Mask Testing menu, press the DISPLAY MODES
button, then touch Mask Testing. You can create up to 10 masks,
of up to 50 points each. The Mask Testing menu also enables you
to specify that acquisition stop after a set numberof trace acqui-
sitions or after a set number of mask hits have been acquired. To
remove the Mask Testing menu, touch Exit.
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Creating Masks A mask is created by moving a cross-hair cursor on the display
and adding cr delisting poinis as required. You can edit or use the
masks at any time by selecting the Mask Testing pop-up menu
from the Display Modes major menu.

To create a mask, press the DISPLAY MODESbutton, and then
touch Mask Testing. This brings up the Mask Testing pop-up
menu. To create a new mask, select any one of the “MaskN”
labels, for example, Mask1. Next, touch Edit Mask Definition. This
displays the mask editing screen. A cross-hair cursor is located
at the center of the display. The cursor is moved by turning the
knobs. The upper knob is assigned to Mask Cursor X and the
bottem kncb is assigned to Mask Cursor Y.

To add a point to a mask, use the cursors to locate the cross-hair
cursor over the location where you want to add a point. Touch
Add Point. To delete a point from a mask, locate the cursor over
the point to be deleted. Touch Delete Point. When you are fin-
ished creating the mask, touch Exit Mask Editing.

To edit an existing mask, touch MaskTesting in the Display
Modes major menu. Select the mask you want to edit by touch-
ing the appropriate MaskN Definition selector and then touch Edit
MaskDefinition. You can now add or delete points as described
previously.

Storing Mask Definitions

For more details on Masks are saved with stored settings, so you can save sets of
Stored Settings, see masks by defining them, then storing the instrument setting. For

page 207. the same reason, any defined masks will be overwritten whenev-
ef you recall a stored setting or initialize the 11801A.
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Masks are created by connecting the points independentof the
order they are entered. Points are connected by sorting the
points into left-to-right order and grouping them across a diago-
nal from the left-most point to the right-most point. If two points
share the same horizontal position along either the left or right
edge of the mask, then the diagonal runs from the top left-most
point to the bottom right-most point. Poinis below the diagonal
form the bottom boundary of ihe mask; points aboveit form the
top boundary. Thus,it is difficult to make masks that have con-
cave sides. (See Hints for Creating Masks, below.)

The Ulusirations on the following pages show how maskpoints
are connecied when you edit a mask.

Deleting Masks

To deiete a mask,first display the Mask Testing menu. Select the
mask to delete by touching the MaskN selector and then touch
Delete Mask Definition.

Hints for Creating Masks

To ensure the best results when creating masks, rememberthe
following:

# Locate one point along the left edge or right edge of the
mask further left or further right than any other. You can still
create straight lines along the edge; just place one point
further left or right than the others on the edge.

a §Points are connectedleft to right.

# All points above the imaginary line between the left-most
point and the right-most point are grouped together as the
“top.” All points below the imaginary line betweenthe left-
most and right-most point are grouped together as the
“bottom.” Thus, an added point that falls below the imaginary
line will be added,in left-to-right order, to the bottom group of

points. And an added point which falls above the imaginary
line will be added to the top group of points.
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= ={f you wish to create a mask with a concave area, create
several masks to cover the same area, Data falling into two
overlapping masksis counted only once as parof Total.
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Siarting Mask
Testing

After exiting mask editing, masks will remain on the display.
However, mask testing does not begin automatically. To initiate
mask testing, display the Mask Testing menu, and touch Count

Mask Hits.

Mask counts are allowed onlyin Infinite or Color Grading display
modes.If the display modeis either Normal or Variable when
mask tasting is initiated, the display mode is switchedtoInfinite
Persistence. if the display mode is Color Grading, then the
display mode isn’t changed.if ihe display mode is Color Grading
when mask testing is turned on, the mask count data is initialized
with data from the color graded display.

Note that the color graded display mode makes no distinction
between selected and non-selected faces. Thus, if your mask
overlaps a non-selected trace in Color Grading mode, the mask
will contain samples from the non-selected trace. To avoid this,
maintain enough vertical separation between traces to prevent
overlap. Masks are not allowed on stored traces, though masks
can be applied to calculated traces with stored components (for
exampie, Mt - STO).

When mask testing begins, the mask count readout, just above
the Mask Testing selector, begins displaying results. There are
three boxes which contain the mask count readout.

The numbers in the three boxes are:

® Total number of hits (data points within all masks)

*% Total number of waveforms acquired

m Numberof hits in each mask

Total is the surn of data points that fall inside ai of the defined
masks. This number takes into account the overlap between
masks. That is, if a data point falls into two overlapping masks,
the data point will be counted only once.

Wimsis the number of waveforms which have been acquired,
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To turn on mask

counting, select
Count Mask Hits in

ihe Mask Testing
pop-up menu.

Mask Testing
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Maskt through Mask10 show the numberof data points that have
fallen inside the named mask.

When masktesiing is initiated, the readouts are active as long
Mask Testing is selected (Mask Testing is highlighted). Like the
histogram display, the counting is continued in the background
as long as the Display Modes major menu Is displayed even if
you select the Persist/Histograms pop-up menu. Counting is
cancelled if you select another major menu.

Masks are gicbal. Thatis, all traces share the same masks.
However, only data fromm the selected trace is counted when
masktesting is on, even if other traces fail within the mask
boundaries. (As described earlier, mask testing in Color Grading
modeis an exception; samples from ali traces are counted in
Color Grading mode.) When you select anothertrace, all mask
counts are cleared.

Clearing the Hit Count

To clear ihe counters in the mask readout, display the Mask
Testing menu and select Clear Hits. This sets the Counters for the
various masks,the total hits and waveform counters to zero, in
addition to clearing the waveform data for the selected trace.
Like histograms, these counters are cleared by any implicit or
explicit clearing of ihe waveform data such as selecting Clear
Trace from the Remove/Cir pop-up menu.
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Limiting Acquisition

You can limit acquisition under mask testing based oneither the
number of waveforms acquired or the number of maskhits de-
tected. These functions are controlled by the Set N and Stop N
selectors in the Mask Testing pop-up menu.

To limit acquisition based on the number of waveforms acquired,
display the Mask Testing pop-up menu and touch Set N Wims.
This assigns the knobsto limit the number of waveforms ac-
quired. The range for the number of waveforms acquired is 1 to
232 (approximately four billion). To begin conditional acquisition,
touch Stop N Wims. Acquisition will stop when N waveform
records have been acquired.

The number of waveformsieft to acquire is shown in the lower-left
cornerof the display.

To limit acquisition based on the number of samples acquired,

first touch Set N Samples. This assigns the knobsto limit the
number of samples acquired. Using the knobs, set the number of
samples you wish to acquire. The range for the number of sam-
ples acquired is 1 to 23° (approximately four billion). To begin
acquisition, touch Stop N Samples. Touching this selector starts
acquisition, which then continues until N sarnpies have been

acquired,

The number of samples left to acquire is shown in the lower-left
corner of the display.

Thus, there are two sieps to stop acquisition based on the num-
ber of samples acquired:

[_] Step 1: Set the number of waveforms or sampies using Set
N Wfms or Set N Samples.

[_] Step 2: Begin the acquisition by selecting Stop N Wfms or
Stop N Samples.

If you want to stop the acquisition before the conditional acquisi-
tion completes, press RUN/STOP.
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Using Stop N Wims
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Measurements
   

 

Measurements are numeric readouts of properties of a trace.
Measurements are updated continuously so that as the signal
changes the numeric readouts change also. You can select up to
six measuremenis for each of your traces. The readouts of the
measurements of the selected trace appear in the Measure major
menu. The measurements are listed in the table below and on the

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

next page.

__ Measurements

Selector Measures

(- Max Maximum amplitude, the most positive peak voltage/rho
value. -

Min Minimum amplitude, the most negative peak voitage/
rho value.

Mid Middle amplitude, halfway between maximum ampli-
, tude and minimum amplitude.

Mean Arithmetic mean of all signal points.

AMS True Reot Mean Square voltage.

Peak-Peak The voltage cifference between maximum amplitude

and minimum amplitude.

M Amplitude <  Overshoot Thedifference between the maximum amplitude and
easuremens the topline value, expressed as a percentage ofthe cif-

ference between the topline and baseline values.

Undershoot The difference between the baseline value and the mini-
mum amplitude, expressed as a percentage of the di-
ference between the topline and baseline values.

Amplitude The difference between the topline and baseline values.

Extinet The extinction ratio; equal to the topline value divided
Ratio by the baseline value.

Noise Theverticai dispersion of a trace. (Available in Statistics
\ mode only.)
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Timing
Measurements

Area and Energy <
Measurements

Selector

Measurements (Cont.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

Measures

Rise The transition time of a rising pulse edge.

Fall The transition time of a falling pulse edge.

Frequency The reciprocal of the period.

Feriod The time taken for one complete signal cycle.

PropDelay The time between mesial crossings of two cifferent
traces or two points on the same trace.

Cross The time from the trigger paint te a specified fevel cross-
ing.

Width The time the signal takes to go from a voliage level
crossing to the next crossing of the opposite slope.

Duty Cycle The percentage of a period that a waveform spends
above the mesial.

Phase The phase angle from the selected waveform to the ref-
erence waveform.

ditter The horizontal dispersion of the trace. (Available in Sta-
tistics modes oniy,)

Area + The area under the curve of a trace.

Area — The difference between the area under the curve above
a reference level, and the area under the curve below
ihat reference level.

Energy The energy represented under the curveof a trace. This
integral of the squared voltages can be divided by the
resisiance of the circuit to yield power measurernents.
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Setting Up Measurements are taken from displayed traces. The trace on
Measurements which measurements are based must be adjusted so that all

areas thai are needed to take the measurements are visible on
the display. No part of the trace should extend above or beiow
the graticule display area, If a measurement requires a full cycle,
as in frequency or period measurements, then adjust the horizon-
tal size to show at least one complete cycle of the signal. Ifa
measurement requires a rising or falling edge, as in rise or cross
measurements, then adjust the horizontal size and position to
show the complete rising orfalling edge.

Hardware measurements, described on page 166, are an excep-
tion. Hardware measurements are not taken from the displayed
data, and are not affected by the vertical size settings. (Hardware
measurements are, however, affected by horizontal settings.)

Once the trace display is established, press the MEASUREbution
to display the Measure major menu. Initially, this menu is mosily
blank. The six empty selectors are reserved as places where
measurement readouts will appear when you select your meas-
urements.

 

 

[ Measure
ments

 

Campare §,
Refereaces

   
 

Measure Major Menu
 

Touch the Measurements selector to display a pop-up menu with

all the measurement selectors available. Touch the individual
measurement selectors to take measurements of your trace. As
you select each measurement, the result of the measurementis
immediately displayed in one of the selector areas of the Meas-
ure major menu.
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The illustration below shows the Measurements pop-up menu
with wo measurements, Frequency and RMS, selected. The
numeric readouts for these wo measuremenis are in the major

menu area.
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Measurements Pop-up Menu with Frequency and RMS Selected
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if your Measure- When the measurements you want are selected, you can remove
. Ments pop-up menu the pop-up menu by touching either the Exit selector in the pop-

showsonly timing up menu or the Measurements selector in the major menu area.
measurements, This lets you see the trace as the measurements are taken.

touch the Software
Mode selector at the Measurements are part of the definition of a trace. When the

top of the menu. Measure major menu is displayed, the measurermenis of the
selected trace are also displayed.

Deleting To delete a measurementthat is established on a trace, touch the
Measurements Measurements selector in the Measure major menu. In ihe pop-up

menu, touch the selectors for the measurements you want io
remove. As you touch the measurement selectors, they will turn
off highlighting and the measurement readouts will be removed
from the major menu area. Clear All deletes all measurements.
When you are finished removing measurements, touch the Exit
selector to remove the pop-up menu.

Topline/ The Top/Base Method selector allows you to select the method of
Baseline determining the topline and baseline. You can choose between |

Calculation the standard IEEE method (histograms) or an alternate method
that smooths and differentiates the waveform data before caicu-
tating topline and baseline. The alternate method is particularly
sulted to pulse waveforms with ringing or other anomalies. Try
this method whenever the IEEE method produces unstable
topline and baseline results.

The IEEE method is always used for statistics mode measure-
menis.
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Measurement

Mode

Measurements may be taken in software mode, hardware mode,
or statistics mode.in software mode, measurernents are taken
from the digitized trace data record, the same data that forms the
trace on the display. Software mode is the default.

In hardware mode, measurements are taken from the analog
signal output from the sampling head before it is digitized and
assembled into a trace record. The 118014 uses special timer
circuits to take hardware measurements. The advantage of
hardware measurements is that they are performed faster than
software measurements.

In statistics mode, measurements are taken from color graded
waveform data and are based on histograms computed at the
crossing levels. You can use statistical measurements io mea-
sure “random” data such as eye diagrams. Statistics mode also
providesjitter and noise measurements, and can be more accu-
rate for other measurements on waveforms with significant fitter
or noise.

Statistics mode can be selected only in color graded display
mode. Because the color graded database does not distinguish
between traces, statistical measuremenis are limited to one trace
per graticule. (Stored traces may be left on the display, ihey are
Ignored by the statistical measurement algorithm.)

All 24 measurements in the Measurements pop-up menu can be
taken as statistical measurements. in software mode,all mea-
surements except Noise and Jitter are available. Only seven
timing measurements (Rise, Fall, Frequency, Periad, Prop Delay,
Cross, and Width) can be taken as hardware measuremeris,
Duty Cycle and Phaseare software measurements; Jitter and
Noise are statistical measurements. For example, the Rise meas-
urement can be taken as a software measurement, a hardware
measurement, or 4 statistical measurement. The RMS measure-
ment is not a timing measurement, and cannot be taken as a
hardware measurement.

You cannot take measuremenis in different modes on the same
trace. You can, however, create two or three identical traces and
take measurements In different modes on each. You can display
only the measurements for the one trace at a time.
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Statistical Measurement Considerations

A number of factors can affect measurements in statistics mode.
Most of these limitations result from the need to collect histo-
grams tc determine the topline, baseline, and crossings of the

trace.

w Measurements may be incorrect if not enough trace records
have been acquired. Eye diagrams and signals with signifi-
cant noise or jitter are examples of signals that will require
many trace records for accurate measurements.

m {f arising or falling edge is nearly instantaneous(relative to
the horizontal size), no data may be acquired on that edge,
and timing measurements will be incorrect or will report an
error.

= The 11801A may not be able to recognize an eye diagram if
the the areas above and below the eye crossings are closed,
or if the proximal and disial leveis do not pass through the
open areas. You may need to adjust the proximal and distal
parameters so that they pass through these areas, and adjust
the mesial so that it does not.

« ([f the measurement zoneleft limit passes through the cross-
ing of an eye diagram, the statistics mode algorithm will
automatically move the left limit for timing measurements. To
resetthe left limit, use the default parameters or the
parameters of anciher measurement, such as Rise, to move
the ieft limit to the left of the first eye crossing.)

« §=6[f you use dual graticules, each graticule has oniy 128 vert-
ical values (compared to 256 for a single graticule), so set
the vertical size as large as possible for better precision.

a The time required to take statistical measurements can vary
from a few hundred milliseconds to over a second, depend-
ing on which measurements are selected and what the
measurement parameters are.

Refer to the table on the next page to determine the best meas-
urement type for your application.
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Measurement Mode Comparison

Statistics
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Software Hardware

Functions Ail measure- Limited to 7tim- Full range of 24
ments except ing measure- measurements
Noise and Jitter ments. available.
available.

Trace Alltrace expres- Only traces with- All trace expres-
Complexity sions supported out arithmetic sions that in-

operziors or clude an active
functions are al- channel are sup-

lowed. Averag- ported.

ing and envelop-
ing are allowed,
but the measure-
ment is taken
from unaver-
aged sampies.

Display Any display Any display Color graced
Restrictions mode. Measure- mode. Measure- mode only. One

mernis aretaken menis aretaken active trace per

from a single from a single graticule.

trace record, re- trace record, re-
gardless of dis- gardiess of cis-
play mode. play mode.

Resolution Affected bydis- Unaffected by Affected by dis-
played vertical display orfune- played vertical
size and trace tions. Only san size and trace
functions(e.g., . pling head functions (e.c.,
averaging) and smoothing will averaging} and

smoothing. affect hardware smoothing. Lim-
measurements. ited to 512-point

record length.

Speed Slower Faster Updated when
color graded da-
tabase is up-
dated {based on
refreshrata).
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Use the Measurements pop-up menu of the Measure major menu
to select the measurement mode. At the top of this pop-up menu
are three selectors: Software Mode, Statistics Mode, and Hard-
ware Mode. The selector for the current mode is always
highlighted. Touch the selector for the mode you want.

When you select Hardware Mode, the Amplitude, Area/Energy,
Duty Cycle, Phase, and Jitter measurement selectors do not
appear. If any of these measurements were established when you
selected hardware measuremenis, they are removed from the
frace measurements, and a message appears on the display to
warmyou that some measurements have been removed. Any
timing measurements that were established are kept and
changed to hardware mode measurements.

When you select Software Mode,all existing timing measure-
ments are kept and converted to software measuremenis.If the
Jitter or Noise measurements were establishedin statistics
mode, they will be removed when you switch to software mode,

When you select Statistics Mode, all existing measurements are
corwerted to statistical measuremerits. You must be in the color
graded display mode in order to use statistics mode.
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Comparing
Measurements

to References

If you change the
axis units on a trace,

for example from
volts to rho, the refer-

ence values are not
changed to match
the new units. Be

sure ihe reference
value is stored with

appropriate units.

You can establish reference values for your Measurements and
have the 11801A display the measurement readouts as the
amount of variance from the reference value. For example, you
can store the propagation delay through the cables that connect
fo your device under test. Then, by tuming on compare mode,
you can measure the delay through the device under test with the
cable delay automatically removed from the measurement result.
You can also use this feature to compare measurements on
several different tests or parts.

You can aiso tell the 11807A to save the current measurement
readouts as the reference values for those measurements.if you

then turn on the compare feature, you can observe how much the
signal deviates from those references as you tune the circuit
under test.

When the compare mode is on and measurement readouts show
difference values, the measurement readouts snow a delta ( A }
in the selector label to remind you that difference values are
being displayed. For exampie, the RMS measurement readoutin
the major menu area becomes the ARMS readout when compare |
mode is tumed on.

Measurement reference values are stored separately for each
trace. The reference vaiues you establish for one trace will not
affect the reference values for other traces.

The compare feature affects all measurements onall traces.
When you turn on compare mode,all measurement readouts
show A comparison values, even if you select a different trace.

Compare modeis turned on or off using ihe Compare & Refer-
ences pop-up menu in the Measure major meriu.

You set the reference values to the current measurement values
by touching the Save Current Meas Values as References selector.
When you touch this selector, all the reference values forthe .
measurements established on ihe selected trace are copied from
the current measurement readouts.
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Compare & References Pop-up Menu

When compare modeis off, you can use the Knobs or keypad
menu to set the reference values. A selector appearsin the
Adjust References section of the Compare & References pop-up
menu for each measurement currently established on the se-
iected trace. Each of these has the word Ref after the
measurement name, for example, the RMS Ref selector. Touch the
reference selector for the measurement reference you wari to
adjust, and both knobs are set to adjust that reference value. Turn
elther knob, or touch either knob label to display the keypad
pop-up menu, to enter the numeric refererice value.
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Changing
Measurement

Parameters

You can remove the
annotation lines

completely by press-
ing the MEASURE
major menu button.

Once you have established a measurement on a trace, you can
find out more information about the measurement and you can
control the way the 11801A takes the measurement by changing
the measurement parameters.

Touch the measurement readout selector in the major menu area
to see the additional information, This displays a pop-up menu
for the individual rneasurement.It alse displays annotation lines
that averlay the selected trace displayed on the graticule. These
lines show the value of the measurement parameters that pertain
to that particular measurement.

in addition to the annotationlines, the portion of the trace that is
used by the 11801A to determine the measurement valueis
highlighted when in Normal display mode, or marked by dashed
vertical lines in other display modes.

Theiflusiration on the next page showsa typical pop-up menu for
an individual measurement, along with the annotation lines and

ihe highlighted portion of the trace.

Many of the selectors in the measurement pop-up mienu set the
knobsto adjust the measurement parameters. As you tum the
knob, the annotation lines move to refiect the new value of the
measurement parameter. For example, in the software Frequency
pop-up menu,the Left Limit, Right Limit, Mesial, and S/N Ratio
selectors set the knobs to those measurement parameters.

The dotted line style of the annotation lines is repeated in the
relevant parameter selectorin the pop-up menu for the individual
measurement.

When you remove the measurement pop-up menu by touching its
selector in the major menu area, the annotation lines remain on
the display. The knob settings remain also; so you can set ihe
knobs in the pop-up menu, remove the pop-up menu from the
display, and adjust the measurement parameter with the annota-
tion fines on the trace.
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A Typical individual Measurement Pop-up Menu
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in the illustration above, the Left Limit measurement parameteris
set to 36%. Theleft limit vertical line is positioned 36% of the
way acrossthe graticule, and the 11801A measuresthefre-
quency from the first complete cycle to the right of the left limit.
The highlighted portion of the trace shows the area being meas-
ured.

The following table shows the measurement parameters. Some
apply only to hardware measurements, some only to software
measurements, some only to statistical measurements, and

some apply to ali three. No pop-up menu for an individual meas-
urement uses ail these pararneters; only the ones that apply to
that particular measurement are shown in the pop-up menu.

Changing a measurement parameter in one measurement
changesit in all measurements of the selected trace that use that
parameter.

 

  
SW HW Stat Name Definition
 

mw ye et Baseline The 0% level on which proximal,
mesial, and distal levels are
based. When tracking mocieis on,
the 118074 repeatedly determines
the baseline and you cannot ad-
just it. When tracking modeis off,
you can set baseline, or you can
have the 118074 set it once by
touching the Setup selector.
 

val ~ Data Interval Determines whether the measure-
ment will be taken fron one cycle
of the trace or the entire measure-

ment zone.
 

i Dispersion Selects ihe peak-to-peak or
RMSA(standard deviation) statis-
tic for the Noise and Jitter mea-
surements.
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Measurement Parameters (Cont.
  
SW HW Stat Name Definition
 

wow Distal The distal {mosi distant from the

origin) voltage level. Rise and fail
times are measured between the

proximal and cisial voltage leveis,
which are typically 10% and 90%
of the baseline t6 topline voltages.
May be set as a relative (percent)
or absolute (volts) value.
 

uo Filtering The number of successive sam-
ples that must cross a threshold
jevel before the transition is con-
sidered valid. Noisy signais will be
most affected by filtering.
 

Histogram The number of points in the histo-
Points grams taken for Jitter and Noise

measurements. This parameter
cannot be adjusted, sut appears
in the Jitter and Noise pop-up me-
nus as Hist Pts.
 

iw Jitter Levet The fevel at which the Jitter mea-

surementis taken,in volts. This
parameter cannot be adjusted, but
appears in the Jitter pop-up menu
as Jitt Lvl. This parameter will be
affected by the Jitter Location set-
ting.
 

iw Sitter Location The location of the histogram for
the Jitter measurement. May be

Mesial or Eye Cross. if the 11801A

does not recognize the signal as
an eye diagram, only Mesialis
available.
 

” Left Limit The beginning of the race meas-
urement zone.
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Measurement Parameters (Cont.)
  

SW HW Stat Name Definition
 

im rt lw Level Mode in absolute level mode, you set
proximal, distal, mesial, and refer-
ence levels in absolute voltage
values. in relative level mode, you
set these parameters in terms of
percentages of the baseline to
topline distance.
 

wm ow of Mesial The middie voltage level, ex-
pressed as a percentage of
baseline to topline distance. May
be set as a relative (percent) or ab-

solute (volts) value.
 

~ Noise Location The location of the histogram for
the Noise rneasurement. May be
Baseline or Topline.
 

woe Proximal The proximal (closest from origin)
voltage level. Rise and fall times
are measured between the proxi-
mal and distal voltage levels,
which are typically 10% and 90%
of the baseline to topline voltages.

May be set as a relative (percent}
or absolute (volts) value.
 

 

woof lf Reference The transition crossing voliage
Level level. May be set as a relative {per-

cer) or absolute (volts) value.

“ em Right Limit The end of the trace measurement
zone.
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Measurement Parameters (Cont.)

 

SW HW Stat Name Definition

 

al S/N Ratio The amplitude of a noise rejection
band centered on the mesiallevel.
Transitions through the mesiai
level are qualified by S/N ratio by
the requirement that the signal en-
ter the noise rejection band and
leave the band at the opposite
limit with the same slope and with
no intermediate values outside the
noise rejection band. S/N ratio
may be set to any value from 1 to
99. The reciprocal of the number
is the fraction of the topline to
baseline distance that the noise
rejection band extends above and
below the mesial line. Fora 1V
peak-to-peak signal, S/N ratio of
20 creates a noise rejection band
0.05 V above and 0.05 V below the
mesial level.

moot ew Second Trace The Prop Delay and phase mea-
surements shows ihe timing differ-
ence between two traces. One of
the traces is always the selected
trace. Second Tracelets you se-
lect which trace the selected trace
is Compared to.

wm ye Slope The direction the trace must pass
through a reference level.
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Measurement Parameters (Cont.}

 

SW HW Stat Name Definition
 

ew i Topline The 100% level on which proxi-
mal, mesial, distal, and reference
levels are based. When tracking is
on, the 118014 repeatedly deter-
mines the topline for itself and you

cannot acjust it. When tracking is
off, you can set topline, or you can
have the 11807A set it once by
touching the Setup selector, and
theri adjust the values with the
knobs.

ee Tracking With tracking on, the topline and

baseline are repeatedly deter-
mined by the 11807A. Tracking off
allows you to Set topline and
baseline. Tracking is only avail-
able if level mode Is relative.

 

 

 

al Transition Num- The number of times the signal
ber must pass through a specified

voltage level before the measure-
ment zone begins.
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Measurement The 11801A collects measurernent statistics automatically when
Statistics in either software or hardware mode.(Statistics are not coilected

in statistics mode.) You can set the N parameter to determine the
number of individual measurements on which the statistics are
based,

Each measurement readout selector in the Measure major menu

can be touchedto bring up the pop-up menuforthe individual
measurement. This menu shows the number of measurement
sampies taken so far, the mean, and the standard deviation. The

Set N selector sets the knobs to control the N parameter.
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Changing
Default

Parameters

Whenever you define a new trace, the measurement parameters
for that trace are initialized by copying them from a set of default
parameters. There is one set of default parameters for the
11801A. You can set the defauit parameters to the values you
want. This does not change the measurement parameters of any
existing traces, but will set the initialized state of all new traces

that you define.

You might want to change the default parameters if you are about
{Oo create a numberof traces and take measurements from them,
knowing that they will all need the same measurement parame-
ters. Setting the default parameters before creating the traces
saves time over the process of changing the measurement
parameters of each trace individually.

You access the default parameters through the Measurements
pop-up menu in the Measure major menu. When this pop-up
menuis first displayed, # shows a list of measurements, and the
Measurement Functions selectoris highlighted. If you touch the
Default Parameters selecior, the menu changes io show the
default parameters.

Defaults for either software, hardware, or statistics mode are
shown, depending on whether Software Default, Hardware Default,
Or Statistics Defauit is highlighted at the top of the menu. You can
change to another set of defaults by touching the appropriate
selector. Changing the default does not affect the current meas-
urement mode.

Once the appropriate set of defauits is displayed, touch the
selector that names the default you want to set. A knob will be
assigned to set the value of that default parameter,

Once you have the defaults set the way you want them, you can
change ail the measurement parameters of the selected trace to
the default settings by touching the Initialize All selector. This
selector changes all the measurement parameters of the selected
trace only; other traces are not affected.
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Power-On

Installation

Power Area

The

ON/STANDBY
Switch

Before you first power on your 11801A, you should make certain
it is correctly installed. The installation sequence involves the
following controls, connectors and switches on the rear panel:

POWER Connector

mw =6FUSE

LINE VOLTAGE SELECTOR switch

PRINCIPAL POWER SWITCH

 

@ © @ OOOOOOo
@ ODDO ® @ W® 6)

 

Power Connector, Fuse, and Switches
 

In addition, you will need to know the location of the
ON/STANDBYswitch on the front panel.
 

 

\
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Power-On

 

CAUTION

Neverinstall or

remove a sampling
head with the

118G1A power on.

The following steps describe the installation procedure for the
1i80TA.

[} Step 1: Set the PRINCIPAL POWER SWITCHto OFF.

[] Step 2: Set the front pane! ON/STANDBYswitch to
STANDBY.

[_] Step 3: Set the LINE VOLTAGE SELECTORto the proper
range for your power system.

[| Step 4: Check the FUSE to be sureit is of the propertype
and rating, as printed on the rear panel.

[| Step 5: If you have optional SM-11 Multi-Channel Units,
see Appendix for installation instructions and connect them
now.

L.] Step 6: install one or more sampling headsinthefront
panel compartments.

To install a sarnpling head, piaceit into a compartment and push
it in with firm pressure. Onceit is seated, turn the screw shaft on
the sampling head to tighten the headinto place. Sampling
heads are described on page 197.

["] Step 7: Connect the power cord from the POWER connec-
tor to your power system.

["] Step 8: Set the PRINCIPAL POWER SWITCHto ON.

The PRINCIPAL POWER SWITCH controls all AC powerto the
instrument. The ON/STANDBY switch controis power to most of
the instrument's circuits, but continues to supply powerto certain
circuits even when set ta STANDBY.

[_] Step 9: To operate the instrument, set the front panel
ON/STANDBYswitch ic ON.
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Record Length

The number of samples that form a trace is called the record

length. You can select record lengths of 512, 1024, 2048, 4096,
and 5120 samples.
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Traces with Record Lengths of §12 (top) and 6120 (bottom)
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Record Length

 

You can set the main record length and the window record length
using the knobs.All traces on the main time base have the same
record length. Window traces similarly share identical record
length.

Variable,Infinite and Color Graciing persistence displays will
work only with the 512-point record length. If the record length is
longer when one of these display modes is selected, the record
length is automatically shortened to 512 points. Returning to
Normal persistence does not reset the record lerigth; it remains
at 512 points.

The 4096-point record length has the same sample interval (the
lime between successive trace samples) as 5120-point records.
The 4096-point trace appears shorter on the display than
§120-poaint traces. Many Fast Fourler transform algorithms require
record lengths that are a power of twa. The 4096-point record
length is provided as a convenience, and the visual truncation is
a natural result.

You control the record length by using the Horizontal Dese pop-up _
ment in the Waveform major menu. The Main Record Length and ~
Window Record Length selectors assign the knobs to set the
record lengths, The Horizontal Dese pop-up menu showsthe
sample intervais for the current settings.
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Record Lengih
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The Horizontal Dese Pop-up Menu
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Flecord Length
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RS-232-C Parameters

RS-232-C

Connection

AS-232-C Connector

The 11801A can be controiled by a remote computer, through one
of two interfaces. These interfaces are industry standards IEEE
Sid 488 (GPIB) and RS-232-C.

This manual does net discuss the details of connecting a remote
computer to the 11801A or the syntax and capabilities of remote
commands. That information is found in the CSA 803 and 11807A
Programmer Reference.

Connect the cable from your computer to the RS-232-¢ connector
on the 11801A rear panel. The 11801A is configured as data
communications equipment (OCE), and the computer must be
configured as data terminal equipment (DTE).
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RS-232-C Parameters

 

Setting Communication between the 118071A and the attached computer
RS-2329-C can occur only if the two are configured in a compatible manner.

Parameters Use the GPIB/RS232C pop-up menuin the Utility1 major menu to
set the RS-232-C parameters directly, befere you attempt to
communicate with the atiached computer.
 

 

GPIB-RSZ3¢C Parameters
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The GPIB/RAS232C Pop-up Menu
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RS-232-C Parameters

TOIT

The following list describes each selector in the RS232¢
Parameters section of this pop-up menu:

The RS-232-C ® Baud Rate~~ assigns the knobs to adjust baud rate and delay.
parameters are not You can set the baud rate to 110, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400,

_ changed when you 2400, 4800, 9600, or 19,200. You should set the baud rate to
initialize the 118074. match the computer you are using.

m Echo—lets you set echo to ON or OFF.If you observe two
identical characters transmitted when you expect only one,
echo is on whenit shouldn't be. If you see no character
transmitted when one was expected, echo might besetto off
inappropriately.

= Stop Bits—lets you select among 1, 1.5, or 2 stop bits. Touch
ihe selector repeatedly until the appropriate number is shown
in the selector. You should set the numberof stop bits to
maich the computer you are using.

= Parity--iets you select among Even parity, Odd parity, or
None, Touch the selector repeatedly until the appropriate
setting is displayed in the selector. Parity is an error detec-
tion scheme. You should set parity to match that of the
computer you are using.
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RS-232-C Parameters

 

Fiagging—lets you select among Hard flagging, Soft flagging,
or None. Touch the selector repeatedly until the appropriate
setting is displayed in the selector. Flagging is used by the
11801A or the computer to signal that its input buffer is full,
and that the other device should stop transmitting until further
notice.

Whensoft flagging is selected, the 11801A sends a Ctr-S
(decimal 13) to signal the cther device to stop transmission,
and recognizes Cirl-S as a signal to stop transmitting. Cirl-Q
restarts transmission. When hard flagging is selected, the
118014 uses the RS-232-C DSR/DTR signal to control data
transmission. You should set the type of flagging to match
the computer you are using.

Belay— assigns the knobs to baud rate and delay. Delay is
the minimurn time that the 11801A will wait before responding
io a command sent from the computer. The delay setting can
be 0 to 60 seconds.

EOLString—lets you select the end-cf-line query terminator
to one of the following: LF (Line Feed), CR (Carriage Return),
CR/LF, or LF/CR. Touch the selector repeatedly until ihe
appropriate setting is displayed in the selector.
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RS-232-C Parameters

 

m Verbose—iets you set verbose ON or OFF, When verboseis
on, the 11801A posts to the computer a message indicating
the successorfailure of each command sent to the 11801A.
When verboseis off, the computer can specifically query the
11801A about the success orfailure of each command if so
programmed.

m RS232C Debug—lets you set debug ON or OFF. When debug
is on, ihe 11801A displays each commana from the computer
as itis executed. The messages appearat the top of the
display. Debug off is the normal mode of operation. Set
debug on if you need to watch the result of each 11801A
command of a program that is running in the computer. When
dedug mode is on it slows performancesignificantly.
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RS-232-C Parameters
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Sampling Heads Dorr

A sampling head is a small plug-in device that samples electrical
signals and converts therm to a much lower speed analog output
signal. At least one sampling head must be installed in the
11801A or in an attached SM-11 Multi-Channel Unit to acquire
signals.

Several types of sampling heads are available. The type and
number of sampling heads you will use depends on the tasks
you are performing with the 118014.

The 11801A mainframe provides four compartments for sampling
heads, as shown below. You can attach SM-11 Multi-Channel
Units to expand this capability to a limit of 68 sampling
heads.Some sampling heads have two separate channels; others
have only one.

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
         

 

  
 

 

[3Sampling Head =
Compartments 3

C3)

Location of Sampling Head Compartments

Installing Poweroff the Instrument before installing or removing sampling

Sampling heads. To install a sampling head, place the head in the com-
Heads partment and slowly push # in with firm pressure. Once the head

is seated, turn the screw shaft on the sampling nead to tighten
CAUTION the head into place.

Neverinstall or
remove a sampling

head with the
118014 poweron.
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Sampling Heads

 

Sampling Head
Front Panel

Screw Shaft

SELECT
CHANNEL Sutton

Channel indicator
Light (Yellow}

Signal Connector

TDR ON Light(Red)

&® CAUTION
Applying 4 voltage

outside the range
printed on the

sampling head can
result in darnage.

Static electricity is a
hazard.

The front panel of a typical sampling head is shown below. The
sampling headiilustraied, the SD-24 TDR/Sampling Head, has
two channels.
 

 

 

 

  
> Top Channel

 

 

> Bottom Channel 

 

Sp-24
TDOR/SAMPLING

HEAD    
Sampling Head Control Panel (SD-24 shown)
 

Each channel has a signal connector for signal input and for TDR
pulse output. Each channel also has 4 SELECT CHANNELbutton
and an associated yeliow channel indicator light, and a red TOR

ONindicatorlight.

The input diodes in sampling heads are susceptibie to damage
from electrostatic discharge and from voltage levels that are
outside the range printed on the face of the sampling head.
Always wear an antistatic wrist strap connected to the ANTISTAT-
iC CONNECTION on the 11801A when you are making
connections to a sampling head or handling the device under
test.
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Sampling Heads

 

The channel indicator light can have three states: off, on steady,
or blinking. The operation of the SELECT CHANNELbutton ce-
pends on the light:

w= if ihe yellow light is off, ihe channel is not displayed. Press-
ing the button creates a trace of that channel.

w if the yellow light is on steady, the channel is displayed but is
not part of the selected trace. Pressing the bution selects that
trace, causing the light to blink.

= if the yellow light is blinking, the channel is part of the se-
lected trace. Pressing the button will remove ai! traces
displaying that channel.

The red TDR ON light indicates whether or not the sampling head
is sending out a TDR (Time Domain Reflectometry) pulse through
the signal connector. You cannot control ihe TDR function from
the sampling head front panel; a menu in the mainframeis used
to turn this feature on and off.

Controlling TDR The time domain reflectometry (TDR) and smoothing functions
and Smoothing cannot be controlled from the sampling head front panel. These

Functions functions are controlled using the Sampling Head Fne’s pop-up
menu in the Waveform major menu.

The left part of the Sampling Head Fne’s pop-up menu lets you
select the sampling head channel on which to set TDR or
smooihing. The selectors in the right part of the pop-up menu
alwaysreflect the status of the TDR or smoothing for the sam-
pling head channel selected in the left part.

Time-Domain Reflectometry (TDR) and
Time-Domain Transmission (TDT)

Time Domain Reflectometry, or TDR, is a method of characteriz-
ing a transmissionline or network by sending a signal into one
end and monitoring the electrical reflections. Some sampling

heads have a TDR feature.
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Sampling Heads

 

A TDR pulse can also be used to make Time Domain Transmis-
sion (TDT) measurements. TDT is a technique that allows you to
measure the response of a system by sending pulses through a
device and monitoring the output of the device. The measure-
ments are made on signals transmitted through the device, rather
than reflections from the device (as in TDR).

The selectors in the Head Type section of the Sampling Head
Frne’s pop-up menu let you contro! the TDR functions of a sam-
pling head that has the TDR feature. The TDR/TDT selector turns
ihe feature On or Off. The TDR Polarity selecior sets the polarity of
the TDR pulse to + or -. TDR ADelay assigns the knobsto set
ihe delay between the TDR pulses generated by the iwo chan-
nels of ihe sampling head.

TOR Preset turns on the TDR siep generator, selects intemal
Clock trigger, creates a waveform on the selected channel, tums
on rho scaling, turns on baseline correction, and autosets the
TDR pulse. Diff TOR Preset performs the same actions as TDR
Preset except it creates two channels of TDR, with opposite
polarities. Preset Clear partially undoes TDR and Diff TDR set-
tings by tuming off TDR generators (waveforms are not deleted),
and if no channeis have TDR on, trigger source is set to external,
trigger mode is set to Auto, baseline correction is turned off and
vertical scaiing is set to Volts (instead of rho}.
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Sampling Heads
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The Sampling Head Fne’s Pop-up Menu
 

External Channel Attenuation enables you to enter a number
representing the external attenuation of a channel. Once the
number has been entered (1 is the defauit), the instrument then
uses the total attenuation factor in scaling measurementresults.
Note that the attenuation factor is atso applied to Vertical Size.

Total attenuation is the product of the extemal attenuation times
the hardware attenuation of the probe or sampling head. The
hardware attenuation factor is displayed in the identify pop-up
menu of the Utility? major menu.
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Sampling Heads

 

If you turn-on
smoothing for one
channel of a dual-

channei sampling
head, both channels

are smoothed.

External attenuation can be specified either as a scaling factor (2,
5, 10 etc.) or in decibels (dB). dB is related to the attenuation
factor by the formula:

dB = 20 X logy (attenuation factor)

The range for dB is -120 to + 120.

Negative dB values or fractional attenuation factors indicate gain,
rather than attenuation.

External channel attenuation is a feature of the mainframe, not of

the sampling head. Thus, this feature applies to all sarnpling
heads.

Smoothing

Smoothing is processing applied by the sampling head priorta
the digitization of a trace, to reduce noise. When smoothingis
on, the sampling head samples each trace sample, or dot, eight
times before going on to the next dot. The average of the eight
samples is digitized as the dot value in the trace record.

You turn smoothing on or off with the Smoothing selectorin the
Sampling Head Fne’s pop-up menu. Not all sampling heads
provide smoothing, so Smoothing may not be selectable in some
cases.
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Saved Trace Descriptions yyyyy

Saved trace
descriptions are
saved when you

poweroff the
instrument. They will
be avaliable when

you power on.

A saved trace

description is

different than a

stored trace, Stored

traces are described

on page 213

4

 

The 11801A can display eighi traces at any one time. However,
the instrument is capable of handling many more traces than it
can display. A trace that is defined but not displayed is called a
saved trace description.

Saved irace descriptions are useful when you aré working with
many traces and many channels. If you have more traces than
can be displayed, you can save a trace as a saved trace de-
scription and remove the displayed version of the trace. Thislets
you display another trace, while keeping the original trace in a
form that can be easily retrieved.

Another use for saved trace descriptions is measuring between
two traces using prop delay. Hardware prop delay measurements
permit the comparison trace to be a saved trace description.
Only one trace must be displayed to take measurements be-
tween two traces, which iets seven other traces be displayed.

A saved trace description does not store any digitized samples,
and is not a record of a trace ai some specific time. A saved
trace description consists of parameters that define how 4 trace
is to be acquired onceit is displayed or used In taking a meas-
urement. A saved trace description stores the following:

« The trace expression.

m The window information, if it is a window trace.

a §=6‘The hardware measurements and measurement parameters

associated with the trace.

Saved trace descriptions do not save the size and position of
traces on the main time base, or the window size of traces on a
window time base. When the saved trace description is recalled
or used in a measurement, these pararneters are set to match the
current time bases.
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Saved Trace Descriptions
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Thelimitations on Saved trace descriptions must be of simple one-channeltraces,
savedtrace and cannot be of traces that use any arithmetic operation such as
description subtraction or multiplication. Averagingis the only trace function

complexity aresimilar to the ihat can be applied to a saved trace description.

imitations for

hardware

measuremernis.
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Saving a Trace
Description

Saved Trace Descriptions

 

 

The Save Trace Dese pop-up menu in the Waveform major menu
is usec to save and recall trace descriptions.

The largest section of the Save Trace Desc pop-up menu Is lis?
of trace description selectors. These represent the storage “cells”
where a saved trace cescriptions may be stored.In theillustra-
tion above, a trace description has been saved In cell number9,

and this is displayed as the trace expression (M1) and time base
designation (Main).

The numbers of saved trace descriptions begin with 9 because
traces 1 through 8 are the displayed traces.

The number of saved trace description cells that are available
depends on the configuration of your 11801A system. If no SM-11
Multi-Channel Units are connected, 32 cells are provided, num-
bered 9 through 40. If one or more SM-11 Multi-Channel Units are
connected, then more saved trace description cells are provided,
The additional cells can be shown using the Page -« and Page =

selectors to scroll through the list.

The five selectors at the botiom of the Save Trace Desc pop-up
menu are used io save, recall, and delete saved trace descrip-
tions.

You can copy the parameters of the selected trace on the display
into 4 saved trace description cell. Any saved trace description in
that cell will be replaced by the new trace description.

[|] Step 1: Select a displayedtrace.

["] Step 2: Press the WAVEFORM button and touch the Save
Trace Dese selector in the major menu area,

["] Step 3: In the pop-up menu, touch the selectorfor the cell
where you want to save the trace description.

["] Step 4: Verify that the Save Trace Desc selectorat the
bottom of the pop-up menu shows the two trace numbers
you want: the numberof the displayed trace and the number
of the saved trace description call. Touch the Save Trace
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Saved Trace Descriptions

 

Recalling a
Saved Trace
Description

SavingAll
Displayed
Traces as

Saved Trace
Descriptions

Deleting a
Saved Trace
Description

Deleting All

Saved Trace
Descriptions

Desc selector. The selector for the saved trace description
cail will show the new trace expression and time base.

You can display a saved trace description by touching the Save
Trace Desc selector in the Waveform major menu. In the pop-up
menu, touch the selector for the saved trace description cell you
want to display. Touch the Recail Stctd Desc selector.

You can quickly save all displayed traces as a group of saved
trace descriptions. The procedure is similar to saving a singie
trace description.

[| Step 1: Press the WAVEFORM button and touch the Save
Trace Dese selector In the major menu area.

[|] Step 2: In the pop-up menu,touchthe selectorforthefirst
cell of a group of consecutive cells that will hold the trace
descriptions. One cell will be used for each trace currently
displayed. Any trace descriptions saved in these cells willbe .
replaced by the new trace descriptions of the displayed
traces.

[“] Step 3: Touch the SaveAll Trace Desc selector. The selec-
tors for the saved trace description ceils will show the new
trace expressions and time bases.

You can delete a saved trace description. Touch the Save Trace
Bese selector in the Waveform major menu, In the pop-up menu,
touch the selector for ihe saved trace description ceil you wani to
delete. Touch the Delete Sictd Desc selector.

You can quickly delete all saved trace descriptions. Touch the
Save Trace Desc selector in the Waveform major menu. In the
pop-up menu, touch the Select All Desc selector, and then touch

ihe Delete Sictd Desc selector.
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Stored Settings  

 

When youinitialize the 11801A, you recall a stored setting that
was established ai the factory. You can save your own instrument
settings for quick recall.

If you establish a test set-up, you might want to store the setting
and go to another task. After the instrument settings have been
changed because of the intervening work, you could recall the
test setting that you saved. Masks are saved wiih stored settings,
so you can use stored settings to store sets of masksfor different
tests.

You can store up to ten different instrument settings for recall. You
can also use the SEQUENCE SETTINGSbutton to recall saved
settings in a specific order. This is useful if your work requires
severai instrument set-ups for standardized tests.

Stored settings are saved when you poweroff ithe instrument.
They will be available when you power on.

The following instrument controls are not saved with stored
settings, and are not changed when settings are recalled:

= Stored traces

a Saved trace descriptions

m GPIB and RS&-232-C parameters, except GPIB addressis

saved

m Enhanced accuracy calibrations, except Delay Compensate
and Time Base Cal Mode are saved

= Display colors and intensity, audio feedback, vectored trace

mode, and hardcopy mode

m Sequence settings mode
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Stored Settings

 

Storing Settings Use the Store Setting pop-up menu in the Store/Recall major
menu to store a setting. After you set the instrument, touch the
Store Setting selector to display the pop-up menu.
 

 

Store Present Front Panel Setting
 

Setting 1 Bettthg 2 Undefined Undefined UAdefited.

1 2
Undefined Undefined Undefited Setting 9 Undefined:
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The Store Setting Pop-up Menu
 

You can choose which major menu you want to be displayed
when the stored setting is recalled. Touch the selector of the
desired major menu in the section of the pop-up menu titled
Menu Displayed with Stored Setting. Both Waveform major menus

are listed as options, and the Cursors major menuis also listed
as an option.
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Stored Settings

ooo

After you choose the major menu you want recalled with the
stored setting, touch one of the ten selectors in the top part of the
Store Setting Pop-Up menu io store the setting in that storage
area, This removes any setting previously stored there.

Recalling You can recall a stored setting using the Recall Setting pop-up
Stored Settings menu in the Store/Recall major menu. Touch the Setting n selec-

ior, where nis the setting number you want to recall.

The Recall Setting pop-up menu also provides a wayto initialize
the 118C1A. Theinitialize Setting selector operates the same as
the Utility! maior menu Initialize selector. initialization is de-
scribed completely on page 143.
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The Recall Setting Pop-up Menu
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Stored Settings

 

Deletirig Stored Use the Delete Setting pop-up menu in the Store/Recal! major
Settings menu ic delete a stored setting. Select the setting or settings to

delete by touching the selectors in the top part of the pop-up
menu. As you touch these selectors, they highlight to showthat
they will be deleled when you touch the Delete Selected Settings
selector, Touch a highlighted selector a second time te remove it
from the list of settings to delete. The All Settings selectoris a
quick way to select all ihe stored settings.
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The Delete Setting Pop-up Menu
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Stored Settings

 

Sequencing lf you have several settings saved, you can quickly cycle through
Through Stored the settings in a specified order. This is useful if you have a

Settings series of test set-ups that you want to use repeatedly.

When you store a setting using the Store Setting pop-up menu,
the setting selector is assigned a numberfrom 1 through 10. This
is the sequence numberfor cycling through the settings. The
sequence number is always from Setting 1 through Setting 1¢ in
numeric order, omitting the storage areas that have no seiting
stored.

You can store settings in any storage area, You can determine the
sequencing position of settings you store, because you can
determine which setting comes before and comesafter the
setting you are storing.

Enable sequencing of settings by touching the Sequence Settings
selector in the Store/Recail major menu. This selector can set
sequencing to On or Off. Whenthis selector is set to Off, the
SEQUENCE SETTING button on the front panel does not operate.

When you have stored all the settings you want to sequence

through and have enabled sequencing, use the SEQUENCE
SETTING button to recail the next setting of ihe sequence. This
button is located above the sampling head compartments, near

the ON/STANDBYswitch.
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Stored Settings
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   Stored Traces vcoety

 

A stored traceis cit- A stored trace is a4 trace record of a single acquisition cycle. You
ferent from a saved can thinkofit as a “snapshot”of a trace. In normal acquisition
trace description. mode, the stored trace is the same as the trace record on the

Savectrace descrip- display. For traces acquired in variable persistence,infinite
tlons are describedon page 203 persistence, or color grading modes, only the current 512-point

trace record is saved (not the entire history of displayed points).

Once you have stored a trace, you can use it as an elemerit of
trace expressions in other traces. For example, you could define
a trace to be Mi-STO3. This trace acquires data from sampling
head channel M1 and subtracts from each sample the data
recorded in stored trace number3.

Stored traces are not saved when you poweroff the 11801A.
When you power on the instrument there are no traces stored.

Storing Traces When you store a trace, you take a copy of the trace record of
the selected trace. The trace record is always copied into the
stored trace location with the lowest available number.
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Stored Traces

 

Use the following steps to store a trace:

|_| Step 1: Create a stable trace on the dispiay.

[| Step 2: Press the Store/Recall major menu button, and
iouch the Store Trace selector in ihe major menu.

["] Step 3: Observe the Next Storage: notation at the top of the
pop-up menu. The trace you store will be assigned this
number.

(_] Step 4: Touchthe selectorthat represents the trace you
wani to siore. All displayed traces are listed.

You can also use the Store Ali selector to store all the displayed
traces as separate stored traces. In this case, the Next Storage:
notation tells you the first storage numberthat will be used.
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Stored Traces

 

 

Recalling Once a trace is stored, you can use it when creating a trace
Stored Traces expression, To create a irace that displays a stored trace, touch

ihe Def Tra icon, then in the pop-up menu touch the Stored Traces
selector, the selector for the stored trace you wantto display, and
the Enter Dese selector.

The Recall Trace pop-up menu provides a simpler way to do the
same thing. Press the Store/Recall major menu button and touch
the Recali Trace selector to display the pop-up menu. In the
pop-up menu, touch the selector for the stored trace you want to
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Stored Traces

 

Deleting Stored
Traces

You can delete stored traces by using the Delete Traces pop-up
menu in the Store/Recall major menu. This pop-up menuis aise
used to delete displayed traces.

In the Delete Traces pop-up menu, touch the selectors for the
displayed and stored traces you want to delete. The traces are
not deleted until you touch the Delete Selected Traces selector.
You may select several traces to be deleted before touching the
Delete Selected Traces selector. As you seleci traces to delete,
their selectors highlight to teil you they will be deleted, If you
touch a trace selector by accident, touch it again to remove ihe
highlighting. If you want to delete all the displayed and stored
traces, fouch the All Traces selector.

You cannot delete a stored trace if itis being used as par of a
displayed trace. In the illustration on the next page, stored trace
1 is used in the trace definition of displayed trace 3. The selector
for stored trace 1 cannot be selected.
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Stored Traces
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Stored Traces
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System Identification

 

 

You can determine the configuration of your system by looking at
the Identify pop-up menu in the Utiity? major menu.
 

 

Sustem Identification
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System identification

 

 

The top section of the Identify pop-up menu shows the devices;
you can see the status of the 11801A mainframe or any attached
SM-11 Multi-Channe! Unit by touching its selector.

The middie section of the identify pop-up menu showsthe instru-
ment serial number, and the version numbers of the firmware
(pragramming) for the various internal microprocessors.

The lower section of the Identify pop-up menu shows which
channels have sampling heads installed (1X) and which channels
are not available (0x). For those channels that have sampling
heads, the sampling head type and serial number are shown.
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TDR

TDR Step
Generation

 

This section describes how to perform time domain reflectometry
(TDR) measurements. TDR measurements can be made only with
an SD-24 TDR/Sampling Head or an SD-20 Loop-Thru Sampling
Head; none of the other SD Series sampling heads provide TDR
capabliities.

Both channeis in the SD-24 TDR/Sampling Head have a step
generator, which gives both channels TOR measurement capa-
bilities. You can use the outputs of both generators to perform
differential and common mode TOR measurements.

The SD-20 Loop-Thru Sampling Head is capable of performing
single-ended TDR when used with an external signal generator.
This discussion pertains mainly to ihe SD-24 TDR/Sampling
Head.

The step generater circuitry consists fundamentally of an adjust-
able current source and a diode switch. Initially, before the step,
the diode switch is biased to conduct current to the output. When
the diode switch opens, the step occurs. The following simplified
diagram shows the switch and the current source.
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Siteo Generator Simplified Schematic Diagram
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Because of the architecture of the step generator, ihe oulput
voltage of the step depends on the DC resistance to ground of
ihe device undertest. The following sections describe the opera-
tion with a short circuit, an open circuit, and a 50 © load.

Operation into a Short Circuit

Initially, the diode switch is conducting ~10 mA. Since the step
generator output is initially shorted, the resistance to groundIs
0 © and the output voltage is 0 V.

When the diode switch opens(reverse-biased), apparent resis-
tance to ground at the acquisition point (and at the channel
connector is 25 , becausethe internal termination resistanceis
50 0 and the connector impedance is 50 0. The voltage at the
acquisition point rises fo + 250 mv.

The transition propagates to the short in the device undertest
and is negatively reflected back to the acquisition point; cancel-
ling the transition. The time displayed from the first transition to
the second transition is the propagation time from the acquisition
point to the short in the device under test and back.

 

 260 mV ——--~~~

  rennerne

Step Generator with a Shorted Output
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TOR

 

 

Operation Into a 50 © Load

Initially, the diode switch is conducting. Since the step generator
output is connected to a 50 © load, the resistance to ground at
the acquisition point is 25 © (because of the internal 50 2 imped-
ance), The 10 mA current source places ~250 mvVat the
acquisition point.
 

OV ------~-

 -250 mV

Step Generation with a 50 O Load
 

When the diode switch opens (reverse-biased), the reiurn paih to
ground is broken and the acquisition point rises to 0 V. The
matched impedanceallows the acquisition point toe remain at 0 V.

Operation Into an Open Circuit

initially, the diode switch is conducting. Since the step generator
output is open, the resistance to ground at the acquisition point is
50 © (because of the internal 50 © impedance). The -10 mA
current source places —500 mvV at the acquisition point, as a
starting condition.
 

OV ------~---~

 -250 mV ----— 

 -500 mV

Step Generation with a 80 0) Load
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When the diode switch opens (reverse-biased), apparent resis-
tance to ground at the acquisition point (and at the channel
connector) is 25 1, because the internal circuit impedanceis
50 & and the connector impedance is 50 0. This causes the
acquisition point to rise to ~250 mV.

The transition propagates to the open in the device undertest
and is reflected back to the acquisition point, causing the voltage
at the acquisiiion point to rise to 0 mV. At the acquisition point,
the time displayed from the first step to the second step is the
propagation time from the acquisition point to the open in the
device under test and back.

Baseline Correction

Baseline correction is a feature of the 11801A Communications
Sigriai Analyzer. This feature holds the displayed baseline of a
trace in one location despite variations of the offset in the sam-
pling head. These offset variations are caused by changesin
impedance at the device under test as just described.

Baseline correction is especially useful with TDR/TDT measure-
ments. Without baseline correction, changes in the DC resistance
to ground for the cable or device under test would cause the
entire step to move vertically on the display.

Baseline correction keeps the baseline in one location vertically.
For the 11801A, you can enable baseline correction from the
Graticules pop-up menu. However, if you use the TDR Preset
selecior to set up for TDR measurements, baseline correction is
automatically turned on. For more information on baseline correc-
tion, see page 49.
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Exampie: This example demonstrates the TDR (Time Domain Reflec-
Taking TDR tometry) feature of the SD-24 sampling head. TDR is a method of

Measurements examining and measuring a network or transmission line by
sending a step into the network and monitoring the reflections.

For this exampie you will need an 11801A with at least one SD-24
installed, Also, you will need one SMA cabie, preferably of 5 ns
length.

["] Step 1: initialize the 11801A (press UTILITY, touch Initialize
and touchInitialize again).

[] Step 2: Attach one end of the cable to any SD-24 sampling
head input. Leave the other end unattached,
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[| Step 3: Press the SELECT CHANNELbutton onthe sam-
pling head input channel to which you have connected the
cable,
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You see only a flat trace on the display because there is no

signa! on the channel. But, when the TDR feature is used, ihe
sampling head supplies the signal for you. As with the calibrator
signal, the TDR step is synchronized with ihe internal clock.

[I Step 4: Press the WAVEFORM button, and touch the Sam-

pling Head Fne’s selector.

[_] Step S: To turn on TDR, touch TDR Preset. The TDR Preset
function acts to turn on the step generator for the selected
channel, creates a trace from that channel, sets the graticule

te rho scaling, turns on baseline correction, and autosets the
TDR waveform.

The sampling head will turn on @ red light next to the channel
input connector, indicating that TOR is activated for that channel.

TDR can be used on each channel independently.

[| Step 6: Acjust the display sizes and positions to show a
trace similar to that shown on the next page. AUTOSET may
make this job easier, and the vertical (}) and horizontal
{<>} icons will let you makefine adjustments.
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TDR
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TDR Step and Reflection
 

The first rise of this trace is the incident TDR step leaving the
sampling head; the secondrise is the reflection of the step
returning from the end of the cable.

Changing Graticule Units for TDR

The units of measure commonly used in TDR are units of rho (p),
measured on the vertical axis, and time on the horizontal axis.

You can change the measurements by using the Graticules
selector on the Waveform major menu.
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Measurements and

cursor readouts are
always expressed in

the same units as the
graticule axes.

 

[| Step 7: TouchGraticules in the major menu and Feet,
Meters, Or Inches jn the pop-up menu. If you know that the
propagation velocity of your cable differs from the defauii,
touch the Propagation Velocity selector and adjust this pa-
rameter. ff you don’t know the velocity or are using Tektronix
SMA cables, accept the 0.7 default. This unitless number
represents the fraction of the speed oflight that signals pass
through your network or transmissionline. if you don’t know
the propagation velocity but you know the dielectric constant
of the transmission medium, you can convert their dielectric
constant to a propagation velocity using the following equa-
tion:

1
Prop velocity=~

{dielectric constant

The horizontal axis is now calibrated in your chosen units of
measurement.

To set the vertical axis to rho, you need to specify the amplitude, -
in volts, of the incident step that the sampling head sends
through the cable. Touching the Reference Amplitude selector
assigns both knobsto this parameter.

For the $D-24, this step amplitude is 250 mV. This amplitudeis
also the default setting of this parameter, so you don’i need to
change this parameter when using the SD-24.

For the SD-20, the step amplitude depends on the external signai
source used.

Note that when using the TDR Preset function, the vertical axis
scaling is automatically set to Rho.

[_] Step 8: Touch Exit to remove the pop-up menu and view
the trace and graticute.
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Example:
Differential

and Common

Mode TDR

The 11801A can perform differential and common mode TDR
measurements with the SD-24 sampiing head. As described
earlier, the sampling head has two sampling input channels and
two independent step generators.

The step generator output for each channel is selectable for
positive or negative polarity and amplitude. This example will
show you howto use the two channels and step generators of an
SD-24 to perform differential and common mode TDR measure-
ments.

For this example you need at leasi one SD-24 installed in the
leftmost siot of the 11801A. You also need one SMA cable,
preferably of 5 ns length.

["] Step 4: Initialize the 11801A (press UTILITY,touch Initialize
and touch Initialize again).

[_] Step 2: Attach one end of the cable te any SD-24 sampling
head input. Leave the other end unattached.

O Step 3: Press the SELECT CHANNEL button on ihe sam-
pling head input channel to which you have connected the
cable.

Step 4: ‘Touch the Sampling Head Fne’s selector.

Siep 5: Touch TOR Preset.

Step 6: Attach the loose end of the cable to the lower
channel connector on the same sampiing head.

[I
O
O
O

Step 7: Adjust the display size and position to show a
trace similar to that shownin the following figure.
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Single Channel TDR
 

in the abovefigure, notice that there is only enerising edge,that
of the incident TDR step. There is very little or no reflection,
because the impedance of the terminatiqn in the receiving chan-
nel connector matches the impedanceof the cable.
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[| Step 8: Press the SELECT CHANNELbuttonfor the lower
channel on the sampling head. Adjust the vertical and hori-
zontal settings to display the TDR step generated by the
upper channel.

The horizontal distance separating the leading edges on ihe two
traces is the time it takes the step transmitted by channe!1
(upper channel) to be sampied by channel 2 (lower channel).

[“] Step 9: Touch Sampling Head Fne’s, touch 2 underSelected
Channel. Touch TDR/TDT to turn on the step generator for that

channel. The lower channel on each sampling head has an
internal delay adjustment. This lets you set the time at which
the step generator for the lower channel asserts the TDR
siep. Touch the TOR Head A Delay selector. Then touch Exit
to remove the pop-up menu.

in step 9, you turned on TDR for the lower channel, and you aiso
assigned the knobs to adjust delay for the TDR step generator.
With some adjustments, the mainframe displays the following
two traces.
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Notice that there are two rising edges on each trace. On the
uppertrace, the left-most edge is the step transmitted by the step
generator of the upper channel, M1. The second rising edgeis
the step transmitted by the step generator of lower channel, M2.

On the lower trace, the feft-most edge is the step transmitted by
the step generator of the lower channel, M2. The secondrising
edgeis the step transmitted by the step generator or the upper
channel, M1.
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Note that both sieps are positive. This is equivalent to common
mode transmission. For both traces, cormmon mode operation
appears as thotigh the cable is open at the middle (since the two
steps meet and are cumulative).

[| Step 10: Turn either knob on the mainframe to adjust the
delay for channel 2. This varies the time when channel 2
asserts the TDR step.

Notice that on the upper trace the second edge moves horizon-
tally, and on the lower trace the first edge moves horizontally.
They are aciuaily ihe same step, seen at different times by the
two channels.

["] Step i1: Press the WAVEFORM button. On the display,
touch Sampling Head Fre’s. Touch 1 and the TDR Polarity
selector. This causes channel 1 to assert a negative TDR
step. Touch Exit.

Notice that the upper channel is asserting a negative TDR step.
This is equivalent to differential TDR. Note that in both traces, the —
step appears as though the cable is shorted at the center of the
cable (since the two steps meet anc cancel to zero volts).

When the TDR steps on the two channels are opposite (one
positive and one negative), you can now define a trace hat
represents the true differential signal by touching the DefTra icon
and touching 1, ~-, 2, Enter Desc.

When the TDR steps on the two channels are the same polarity
(both positive or negative), you can define a trace thai represents
the true common mode signal by touching the DefTra icon and
touching 1, +, 2, Enter Desc.

This example has been designed to show how the instrument
acquires common-mode ard differential TDR traces, and how
they relate to each other.
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Differential TDR Is quickly set up by using the Diff TDR Preset
selector on the Sampling Head Fne’s pop-up menu. This preset
automates the setup for differential TDR by:

# Turning on both channels of the SD-24

© ‘Turning on both step generators

® inverting the polarity on one step generator

a Autosetting both traces

= Turning on Baseline Correction

® Changing the vertical scaling from volts to rho

TOT Measurements

You can make forward and reverse Time Domain Transmission

(TDT) measurements using the SD-24. To perform a TOT meas-
urement, connect one sampling head channel to the input of the
device under test and the other sarnpling head channelto the
output of the device undertesi. You can then alternately enable
ihe step generators on both channels and sarnple the transmitted
signal on the other channel to perform forward and reverse TDT
measuremenis.
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More About

TDR

Measurements

When making differential or common mode TDR measurements,
it is important that the two steps arrive at the same time at the
reference plane (usually the connection point to the device under
test}. To check and adjust this condition, disconnect the transmis-
sion cables fromm device undertest at the point where the cables
connect to the device. if the cables aren't matched perfectly,
maiching either the incident or the reflected edges will not match
the.steps at the end of the cabie, since the reflections had to
travel back through unmatched cables as well. As shawn in the
figure below, to match the steps at the open end, make the delay
between the incident steps, T1, equa! but opposite sign to the
delay between the reflected steps, TZ.

For same measurements and comparisons, you may wart to
visually line up the leading edges of both TDR steps, even
though you've delayed the siep assertion time for one channel.
To do this, create a window of each trace, and place each win-
dow trace in the lower graticule, Then select one of the window
traces and, using the ¢ icon and the lower knob, position the
leading edge of the trace. This does not affect the arrivai of the
TDR steps at the reference plane.
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Time and Date

Time and Date
Seleciors

 

 

The 11807A has an internal clock that keeps track of the time and
date. You can set the clock using the instrument Options pap-up
menu in the Utility] major menu. When you touch the Hours,
Minutes, Seconds, Month, Day, or Year selector, one of the knobs

is assigned to set that clock parameter.

Next to the time and date selectors is a readout showing how
many times the 11801A has been powered on, and how many
hours it has been on.
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Time and Date
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Trace Definition
 

 

and Management

Defining New
‘Traces

You define traces on

a window time base

using the Window
icon, described on

page 263.

Traces are the visible representation cn the display of ihe electri-
cal signal, or combination of signals, that the 11801A samples
and digitizes. You can define and display up to eight traces

simultaneously.

You define a new trace on the main time base by entering a trace
expression. A trace expression is a description of the signal
sources and mathematical cornputation that determines the trace
display. An example of a simpie trace expression is M1, which
‘specifies that a trace should show the signal source of main-
frame channel 1, with no mathematical computaticn. The trace
defined by this trace expression displays the signal that the
11801A samples and digitizes from the specified sampling head
input channel.

An example of a complex trace expression is Log(M1+M2),
which specifies that the signals from mainfrarne channels 1 and 2
are to be algebraically added, and the base 10 jog of the sum is
to be shown asthefinal trace.

Defining Traces Using the Deffra Icon

You enter trace expressions using the DefTra icon. A DefTra icon
appears above the top right cornerof the graticule or graticules
on the dispiay. Touch the DefTra icon abovethe graticule on
which you want io define a new trace. When you touch the icon,
a blank Deffra pop-up menu is displayed. This pop-up menu
covers the entire display, as shown on the next page.

You use the selectors of the Defra pop-up menu to “type” your
trace expression. As you type,the trace expression you are
buliding appears at the top of the pop-up menu. The Back Space
selector lets you correct errors as you type. When yourtrace
expression is complete, touch the Enter Desc selector to remove
the pop-up menu and create the newtrace.

For example, to enter the expression Log(M1+ M2), touch the
following selectors In sequence: Log(, Mainframe, 1, +, Main-
frame, 2, }, Enter Desc.
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Trace Definition and Management
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The DefTra Pop-up Menu
 

Another example of a trace expression, Mi-(2*Smooth(STO1,5)),
is entered as Mainframe, 1, -, ( Mainframe, 2, *, Smooth(, Stored

Traces, $TO1, ,, 5, ), }, Enter Desc.
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Trace Functions and

Stored Traces can

both be included in a

single trace
expression.

All trace functions
have an opening
parenthesis. You

must use a closing
parenthesis ic

enclose the function
arguments.

Trace Definition anc Management

 

The selectors presented in the Beftra pop-up menu are grouped
into the following categories:

Channel Selectors~ let you specify a sampling head chan-
nel. The 11801A presents only those channel numbers where
a sampling headIs installed.

Numeric Keypad —lets you enter a numeric value as part of
your trace expression, or one of the four arithmetic operators
+, +,%, and/.

Trace Functions —let you specify a function, which are listed
on the next page. This area of the menu is shared with the
stored traces selectors described below.If the Trace Func-
tions selectoris highlighted, the trace function selectors are
shown. Touch the Trace Functions selector to highlightit if the
stored traceslist is shown.

Stored Traces list all the traces that have been stored in
the 11801A. For a discussion of stored traces, see Stored
Traces on page 213. This area of the menu is shared with the
trace functions selectors described above. if tine Stored
Traces selector is highlighted, ihe stored trace selectors are
shown. Touch the Stored Traces selectorto highlightit if the
trace functions fist is shown.

Syntax Selectors — ( and ) let you specify the order of
mathematical operations. Each opening parenthesis must be
matched with a closing parenthesis. Use the , selector to
separate arguments to functions that require more than one
argument, as does Smooth(. Use Back Space to correct
errors as you enter the trace expression. Alwaysfinish your
trace expression by touching the Enter Desc selector. Cancel

allows you to leave the DefTra pop-up menu without impie-
menting the trace expression entered. Cancel can be
selected at any time.
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Average and erve-

lope can be applied
to a trace that is al-
ready defined and

being displayed.
See Averaging and

Enveioping, on
page 45

Using Trace Functicns in Trace Expressions

Trace functions operate on arguments which are usuaily channels
or trace expressions. The functicn is applied to each individual
sample of the trace. The trace that is displayed is built fom the
function being applied to each sample.

Trace Functions
  

Function Effect on Arguments
 

Abs<(...} The absolute vaiue of the argumenttrace.

Avg(...} The average of several trace record acquisitions of the

argument. The numberof records acquired is cortrolled
by the knobs after touching the Avg N selector in the
Acquire Desé pop-up menu.

Diff(...) The differential of the argument.

Envt...) The limit of excursion of several trace record acquisi-
tions of the argument. The number of records acquired
is controlled by the knobs after touching the Env N se-
lector in the Acquire Desc pop-up menu.

Exp(...} The natural antilog of the argument.

Filter(...} Applies the Smooth function te a trace two times. Like
Smooth(, Fitter has two arguments. Thefirst argument
is the trace to befiltered, the second argumentis a rise
time. Each time Fitter is evaluated, the record length,
time per division, and the specified rise time are used ta
calculate the number of dots to be used in the smooth-

 

 

 

ing algorithm.

lntg(...} The Integral of the argurnent.

Lni{...) The natural logarithm of the argument.

Log(...} The base 10 logarithm of the argument.
 

Signum(...) The sign of the argument. Signum returns 1 if an argu-
ment is greater than zero and -1 if less than zero.
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Trace Functions (Cont)

 

Function Effect on Arguments
 

Smooth(...} A moving average of a trace. This function has two ar-
gumeris, separaied by a comma {, }. The first argue
ment is the trace to be srnoothed, ihe second argument
is tha number of samples In the moving average.If the
second argumentis 9, then 4 samples before each point
and 4 samples after each point are averaged with the
point vaiue. If the second argument is an even number,

 

Siored traces are one is added to # to make it odd. Smooth({ can be
described on applied io stored traces or a single channellive trace.

13.
page 213 Sart...) The square root of the argument.
 

Defining Traces Using the Sampling Head Channel Button

A short-cut method of defining traces is available. When you
want to define a trace that represents a single sampling head
channel, you can press the SELECT CHANNELbution on the
sampling head, There are two limitations to this method:

m The channel must not be displayed as part of any other trace
being displayed.If the yellow channel light is on, efther
steady or blinking, this method of defining a trace cannot be
used.

a ©The trace expression will consist only of this channel. You
cannot use this method to enter complex trace expressions.

Trace Numbers When you define a new trace, the 11801A assignsit a trace
number. Trace numbers range from 1 through 8. New traces are
assigned the lowest available number. Once a numberis as-
signed to a trace, the number does not change.

Selecting When you define a newtrace,it is highlighted (bright intensity) on
Traces the display. This indicates that it is the selected trace. When

multiple traces are displayed, there is always one selected trace.
The graticuie jJabels and axes match the color of the selected
trace.
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The selectors, knobs, and buttons operate on the selected trace.
The graticule axis labels show the vertical and horizontal size
and position of the selected trace. Selectors that show trace
status, such as the Vertical Desc and Horizontal Dese selectors in
the Waveform major menu, show the status of ihe selected trace.
When you use the «> and } icons to assign the knobsto horizon-
tal or vertical size and position, the Knobs affect the selected
trace.

When you have more than one trace on the display, you can
select and highlight any trace. There are three methods that you
can use io select a trace; touch the trace on the dispiay, use the
All Trace Status major menu, or use ihe sampling head SELECT
CHANNEL button.

Selecting Traces by Touch

The fastest way to select a trace is to touch It on the display.
When you touch the graticule area of the display, a boxis dis-
played that shows the boundaries of your touch.If a single trace
passes through the boxed area when you remove your finger, that
trace will become the selected trace. The touch box disappears
when you withdraw your finger and select a trace.

You can drag yourfinger across the display to changethe posi-
tion of the box before you remove yourfinger to select the trace.

if several traces pass through the area indicated by the touch
box, one becomes the selected trace when you remove your
finger. Touching tne same area repeatedly will select different
traces, You can select traces by touching the sarne spot on the
display repeatedly, until ihe vace you want is selected.

Selecting Traces Using the Trace Status Menu

You can see the status of all displayed traces at once using the
Trace Status menu. You are shown the trace number, the first part
of the trace expression, the time base, and the vertical and

horizontal size per division.
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To view this information, touch the More. .. selector in the
Waveform major menu. The entire Waveform major menu is
replaced by the Trace Staius major menu, though the light beside
the WAVEFORM button remainslighted.

This menu shows one selector for each displayed trace. You can
select any trace by touching its selector. The selectorfor the
selected trace is always highlighted. The Return to Single Trace
selector restores the regular Waveform major menu.

AEA oat.
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Single
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The Trace Status Menu

 

 

Selecting Traces Using the Sampling Head Channel Button

You may want to select a trace that displays a specific sampling
head channel. if that sampling head channelis not already part
Gf the selected trace, you can press the Select Channel button on
the sampling head.

You can look at the channel light on the sampling head to ceter-
mine if that channelis part of the selected trace.tf the light is on
and blinking, then the channel!is part of the selected trace, and

Stored traces are pressing the channel button will remove the selected trace.If the
described cn light is on and not blinking, that indicates that the channelis

page 213. displayed but is not part of the selected trace. Pressing the
channel button will select a trace that contains that channel.
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Modifying
Traces

Removing

Traces

You car change the trace expression of the selected trace. When _
you touch ihe Vertical Desc selector in the Waveform major menu, :
the Vertical Dese pop-up menu is displayed. ,

This menu is identical to the pop-up menuthat is displayed when
you touch the Deffra icon. When you display the Vertical Desc
pop-up menu, the trace expression of ihe selected trace appears
ai the top of the pop-up menu. You can use the Back Space
selector to alter the trace, or you can extend the trace expres-
sion. When you touch the Enter bese selecior, the new trace
expression is applied to the selected trace.

You can rerrove traces from the display in two different ways:
using the Rernove/Cir selector in the Knob menu or using the
Select Channel button on ihe sampling head.

Removing Traces Using the Remove/Clr Selector

The Remove/Cir selector in the Knob menu always shows the
number, the trace expression, and the time base of the selected
trace. The knob menuis displayed at all times, and so the Remo- -
ve/Clr selector Is available regardless of which major menuis
displayed.

As shown in the following diagram, when you touch the Remove/
Cir selector, a small pop-up menu appears allowing you to
remove or clear the selected trace. Removing a trace turns off the
selected channel and causes the trace to disappear. Clearing a
trace affects averaged, enveloped, color graded, variable persist-
ence andinfinite persistence waveforms. Touching Clear causes
the selected functiori to start over, removing all current waveform
data. The selected waveform remains on-screen; its description
is unaltered.
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The Remove/Cir Sefector in the Knob Menu
 

Removing Traces Using the Sampling Head Channel Button

You can use the Select Channel button on the sampling head to
remove all traces displaying that charinel as part of their irace
expression.

When a sampling head channel fs incorporated as part of the
selected trace, the yellow channel light on the sarnpiing head is
on and blinking. If you press the channel button on the sampling
head whenthe light is blinking, a// traces displaying that channel
are removed.
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Trace Scaling When you define a new trace,it is defined as either a fast trace
or a high precision trace. Fast traces are computed with integer
arithmetic, and operate significantly faster than high precision
traces. High precision traces use floating-point arithmetic to
provide highest precision.

Normally, the trace is defined to be fast unless somepart ofthe
trace expression forces high precision. Floating-point functions
such as Diff( and Log( will force the trace to be defined as high
precision.

You can force complex traces to be defined as high precision
traces by using the Instrument Options pop-up menuin the
Utilityi major menu. In this pop-up menu, the Trace Scaling
selector can be set to Optional or Forced. When set to optional,
new traces are defined as fast traces if they can be implemented
as fast traces. When set to forced, new complex traces are
defined as high precision traces. Singie-channel traces without
waveform math are always acquired in Fast mode.

Once a trace is defined, its trace scaling cannot be changed. The
setting of the Trace Scaling selector affects only the definition of
new traces.
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The instrument Options Pop-up Menu
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Triggering

When you use
conditional acquire

with an external
trigger source, the

11801A may appear
to lock up. The

instrument is waiting
for a trigger event. To

restore operation,
supply a triggering

signal to the external
TRIGGER INPUT.

  

 

A trigger is an electrical event that initiates acquisition of a trace.
The event that triggers acquisition is when the trigger source, the
signal being monitored by the triggercircuits, passes through a
specified valtage /evel in the specified direction (the trigger
slope).  
Until a trigger event takes place, a newly defined trace will not
appear on the display.If triggering of an acquired trace stops, the
last trace record is ieft “frozen” on the display. The tigger status
is shown to the left of the graticule as either trig’d or not! trig’d.

The trigger source can be the internal clock, or & signal that you
apply to the TRIGGER INPUT connector on the 11801A front
panel. You can connect the signal being sampied to the TRIGGER
INPUT connector using a signal splitter or powerdivider, so that
the sarnpled signal is also the trigger signal. Whatever signal you
use as the trigger source, it should be synchronized with the
signal you are sampling and displaying.

You can also set the coupling of the external trigger to DC, which
passes the unaltered trigger signal io the triggercircuits, or AC,
which removes ihe DC component of the trigger signal. AC

coupling is useful when the signal you want to trigger on is a
small AC signa! with a large DC bias. This is helpful in cases
where the DC bias is large enough to cause the trigger signalto
be out of range.

You can set ihe triqger mode to auto mode, which will produce
an internal trigger in the absence of other trigger events on the
trigger signal,
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Use the triggericon You can assign the knobsto set the trigger level of the selected
(} } to assign the frace by touching the 7 iconto the left of each graticule. Use the
knobs tosetthe Trigger major menu to accessall othertrigger controls, The

trigger level. selectors in this menu are:

m Source—displays a pop-up menuthat lets you select the
signal that the 118014 monitors for the trigger event. The
External Direct Source is the TRIGGER INPUT Connector on
the 11801A front panel. The Internal Clock source is synchro-
nized with the CALIBRATOR output on the 11801A froni panel.
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The Trigger Major Menu and Source Pop-up Menu
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i Level~ assigns the knobs to set ihe trigger level. Touching
this selector is the same as touching the 7 icon to the left of
the graticule.

™ Mode—selects between Normal mode and Auto mode. Auto
mode supplies unsynchronized trigger events in the absence
of trigger events on the trigger signal.

% Slope—selecis between + (a rising siope trigger event) and
~ (a falling slope trigger event).

R External Attenuate -- changes the externai trigger source
range. When set to x1, the trigger level rangeis from ~1 V to
+1. When set to X10, the triager level range is fram -10 V
fo +10¥.

“ ~=External Coupling selects between AC or DC coupling of the
extemal trigger signal. AC coupling removes any DC compo-
nent from the trigger signal.
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Vectored Traces

 

Vectored traces is a display mode that enhances the appearance
of displayed traces by eliminating any gaps or discontinuities.

The trace display area is 512 pixels (dots} wide. When a trace
with a record length of 512 samples is displayed, each sample
has its own unique horizontal position on the display. When
traces with record lengths longer than 512 sarnples are dis-
played, two or more samples must share the same horizontal
location. For a trace of 5120 samples, each horizontal place
shows the results of ten samples.

When more than one sample shares the same horizontal loca-
tion, the resulting display is always a series of vertical lines,
cailed columns, that extend from the top sample to the bottom
sample. .

The 118014 normaily extends the columns to “touch” adjacent
columns, so that no gaps are shown in the trace. You can turn off
this trace vectoring so that no Intermediate data is assumed for
display purposes.

Trace vectoring makes the biggest difference in the appearance
of a trace with 512 samples. As the record length of a trace
increases, the visual enhancemenicf trace vectoring becomes
jess evident.

When you display a 512-sample trace, with trace vectoring turned
off, the individual samples of the trace show as dots. When you
display a trace of more than 512 samples, you can use horizontal
magnification to achieve the same effect by displaying any
512-sample portion of the trace. For information about horizontal
magnification, see Pan/Zoom on page 137.
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identical 512-Point Traces without Trace Vectoring {top}
and with Trace Vectoring (bottom)
 

You tum trace vectoring on or off using the Instrument Options
pop-up menu in the Utility] major menu. Touch the Vectored Trace
selector to set it to Off or On.

Trace vectoring can aso be turned on oroff in the Persist/Histo-
grams pop-up menu in the Display Modes major menu.
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The Instrument Options Pop-up Menu
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Vertical Controls jeaaned

The vertical controis let you set the vertical size and placement of
your traces. Touch the vertical icon (4) to access these controls.
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Setting Vertical
Size and Offset

Touch a knob label

to display the

keypad pop-up
menu. This lets you
set vertica! size anc

offset numerically, or
quickly set them to

maximum or
minimum limits. tt

also lets you set the
knob resolution.

You can change the vertical magnification, or size, of a trace. You
can also move the trace up or down onthe display. This is called
adjusting the vertical offset. To do either, touch the vertical (4)
icon; this assigns the knobs to adjust the vertical size (top knob)
and offset (bottom knob) of a channel of the selected trace.

if you want to changethesizeoroffset of a different trace, touch
the desired trace to select it. Then use the knobs to adjust verti-
cal size and offset.

Adjusting Channels and Adjusting Traces

When you adjust the vertical size or offset of a trace acquiredin
Fast mode, you are adjusting the size or offset of one of the
channels that is in the trace expression. if the ace you are
adjusting has the trace expression M1 + M2, you can adjust the
vertical size of only one channei at a time. This has the following
side effects:

m Changing the channelsizeoroffset for this trace changes the

channel size or offset for ail the other traces that display that —
channel.

« If the trace you are adjusting has more than one channelin
its trace expression, changing the vertical size of one chan-
nel does not changethe size of the other channels.If the
verlical scale factars of all the channels in a trace do not
match, the vertical size of the trace is undefined.

For example, in the case of the trace M1+ M2, if Mi has a
vertical size of 50 mV/div and M2 has a vertical size of

100 mV/div, the trace will have undefined vertical units.

You can setect which channei of the trace you want to adjust with
the knobs, Wheneverthe ¢ icon is highlighted, the lowerright
comerof the display shows the Chan Sel selector. This selector
always shows which channel the knobs are set to adjust. You can
touch this selectoruntil it shows the channel you want to adjust
with the knobs.
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Adjusting High Precision Traces

High precision traces use floating-point arithmetic in their caicuia-
tion. When the selected trace is a high precision trace, you will
see High Prec in the bottom line of the Vertical Desc selectorin

the Waveform major menu.

See Trace Scaling on You can adjust the vertical size and offset of high precision
page 248 for a de- traces, without adjusting a channel.

scription of high pre- .
cision traces. When you adjust the vertical controls of a high precision trace,

the Chan Sel selector at the lowerright of the display can be
used to specify the individual channel to adjust, and to specify
the Calcd Tra, or calculated trace. When you specify that you
want to adjust the calculated trace, the knobs adjust the size and
offset of the trace without changing the vertical size and offset of
other traces displaying that channel.

Trace Separation

When you adjust the vertical size and offset of a trace ona
window time base, the Chan Sel selector at the lower right of the
display can be used to specify the individual channel to adjust,
and io specify Trace Sep, or trace separation. This vertical offset
control lets you move a window trace up or down,to visually
separate it from other window traces or the main time base trace.
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Windows

 

A windowtrace is a trace that represents a portion of another
trace that is magnified horizontally. A window trace is sampled
separately from the main trace it is magnifying.

Windowsare created by touching the Window icon above the
graticule. When you touch the Window icon, the 11801A creates a
second graticule to show the window trace. The portion of the
main trace that is windowed is highlighted. The display below is
the result of touching the Window icon when the tap trace was
dispiayed alone on a single-graticule display.
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Changing
Window Size

and Pasition

All window traces are

the same horizontal

size.If you change
horizontal size on

one window trace,
you change

horizontal size on ali
window traces.

The window trace has the same trace expression as the main
trace. The difference between the two is the time base that each
uses: the main trace uses the main time base, while the window
traces uses a window time base. The Horizontal Dese selector in

the Waveform major menu always showsthe time baseofthe
selected trace.

A window trace is Independent of the main trace, Once a window
trace is established, you can remove the main trace or move the
window trace from graticuié to graticule.

You can create more than one window trace from a single main
trace. You cannot create 4 window trace of a window trace.

If you remove all windows, the display automatically retumns to a
singie graticule display.

You can change the size and position of a window trace just as
you de with any main trace. Touch the «> or } icons io assign the
knobs to horizontal size and position or vertical size and offset.
Complete information about horizontal size and position is on
page 135, and vertical size and offset is on page 259.

All main traces share the same time base, and so all have the

same horizontal size and position. Each windcw trace hasits
own time base, and so each can have a different horizontal
position. However, all window time bases have the same horizon-

tal size.

As you change the horizontal size or position of a window trace,
the highlighted portion of the main trace changes size and pasi-
tion. This allows you to always see the portion of the main trace
that the window trace is magnifying. dn display modes ofher than
Normal, the main trace will not show a highlighted region.

Trace Separation

When you use the { icon to offset any trace, the Chan Sei selector
in the lower right corner of the screen can be used to select
which charinel you want to size or offset. Touch the Chan Sel
selector unill it shows the channel you want.
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When you use the ¢ icon to offset a window trace, the Chan Sel
selector can be used to select Trace Sep. When you sei the Chan
Sel selector to Trace Sep, the vertical offset knob moves the
selected trace up or down without moving other traces that show
the same channels as the selected trace. This lets you visually
separate the selected window trace from other window or main
traces that may overlap it.

Positioning The 118014 can position your window traces automatically
Window Traces based on an electrical event that occurs on the main trace. This
Automatically triggers the window trace in a mannersimilarto triggering of the

main trace. Automatic window positioning can only be used on
The limitations on traces that do not use arithmetic operators or trace functions.

window complexit sntai ty aasi sat aunt :
when sutomatic Youinitiate and contro! automatic window positioning using the

positioning is used Window Mode pop-up menuin the Waveform major menu. Touch
are identical to the the Position Mode selector in this pop-up menu to set the posi-

complexity tioning mode to Automatic or to Manual.
limitations on

hardware
measuremenis.
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The Window Mode Pop-up Menu
 

The electrical event that triggers the automatic window position is
ihe point at which the main trace passes through a specified
voltage fevel in the specified direction (the s/ope) the specified
number of times (ihe transition number).

You can specify the voitage level in volts (absolute) or as a
percentage of the baseline-to-topline voltage of the trace (rela-
tive).

The selectors of the Window Mode pop-up menu let you control
the window positioning in the following ways:
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® Position Mode—can be set to Manual (you position the win-
dow with the knobs) or Automatic (the 11801A positions the
window based on an electrical event on the main trace).

Automatic window positioning has 4 resolution equal ic one
Main record sample interval. If ine Main record sample
interval is large compared to the window size. the position
may appearto “jump.” in most cases,this will not affect ihe
accuracy of measurements, because the 11801A automati-
cally compensates for the changein position.

m Transition Number— assigns a knob to specify ihe numberof
times the electrical event must occur before the window trace
is positioned. This affects only an automatic window with
tracking cn, of an automatic window when locate window is
performed.

m Slope selects between + (a rising slope transition event) or
~ (a falling slope transition event).

a Filtering — assigns a knob to set the number of successive
trace samples that must cross the transition level before the
transition is counted as valid. Noisy signals will be affected
most by filtering. This affects only an automatic window with
tracking on, or an automatic window when locate window is
performed.

m Level Mode—selecis between Absolute (you specify the
transition level in terms of volts) or Relative (you specify the
transition level in terms of percentage of baseline-to-topline
height of the trace).

m Level-- assigns a knob to set the transition voltage levelin
ihe mode determined by the Level Mode selector.

# §6Tracking~--This affects only an automatic window with track-
ing on, or an automatic window when locate window is
performed. Three typesof tracking are available:
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Relative tracking -- Baseline and topline are recalculated and
used to calculate an absolute level. Window position is then
found using that absolute level.

Absolute tracking -~ Absolute level used to find window posi-
tion.

No tracking (either) -- No position change unti! Locate Window
is selected. A Relative tracking or Absolute tracking mea-
surement is performed once each time Locate Window is
selected.

* Locate Windaw—meaningful only when Position Mode is
Automatic and Tracking is Off, tells the 11801A to position the
window trace.

« Top/Base Method—allows you to select the method of deter-
mining the topline and baseline. You can choose beiween
the standard IEEE method (histograms) or an alternate meth-
od that smooths and differentiates the waveform data before °

calculating topline and baseline. The alternate method works
better than the IEEE method for ramps, triangutar orivreguiar
square waves.

The Top/Base Method parameter affects all window traces. It
also affects how automatic measurements are performed on
all traces. You can also change this parameter from the
Measurements pop-up menu in the Measure major menu,
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Mosttraces show a signal voltage (the vertical axis) as it varies
overtime (the horizontal axis). You can display a trace that shows
how two traces compare with each other, independentoftime.
Such an XY trace shows the signal voltage of one trace on one
axis against the signal voltage of the other trace on the other

 

 
 

axis.

L  Slisars bee
You can have only Beit242m 0°
one XY trace. You .

cannot take measure-

ments of XY traces.

Somv . .
This X¥ trace Is a “div : we
constellation dia-

gram. Constellation
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cussed on page 37. < - =<

trig’d :
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~258m\
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An XY Trace
 

When an XY trace is displayed, the axis units cannot be changed
from volts on either axis.
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The Horizontal Desc Pop-up Menu
 

You initiate and control XY traces using the Horizontal Desc
pop-up menu in the Waveform major menu. Two sections of the
menu are titled X¥ Display Mode, one for displayed traces and
one for stored traces.
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The sequenceto follow when creating XY tracesis:

["] Step 1: Define a trace that showsthe information you want
on the X axis (the horizontal axis). This ace may be a dis-
played trace or a stored trace.

[“] Step 2: Define and display a trace with the information you
want on the Y axis (ihe vertical axis).

Step 3: Select the trace that displays the Y-axis informa-
tion.

Step 4: Press the WAVEFORM major menu button, and
touch the Horizontal Dese selector to display the pop-up
menu.

[| Step 5: Touch the selector in the Horizontal Dese pop-up
menu that represents the trace showing the X-axis informa-
tion. if ihe X-axis trace is a displayed trace, it wil appearin
the section titled XY Display Mode: X=Acquired Trace. If the

X-axis trace is a stored trace, it will appear in the section
titled X¥ Display Mode: X= Stored Trace.

When you touch the X-axis trace selecior in the Horizontal Desc
pop-up menu, the trace is immediately converted inte an XY trace
on the display.

if the trace defining the X-axis Information is a displayed trace,
this process will leave two traces on the display; the XY trace
and the X-axis information trace. Once the XY trace is estab-
lished, you can remove the trace displaying the X-axis
information.

To restore an XY trace to normal YT mode, select the XY trace
and touch the Normal YT selector in the Horizontal Dese pop-up
menu.

Constellation diagrams are a common application of XY traces.
See Constellation Diagrams, on page 57, for more details.
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Accessories

Standard

Accessories

Opticnal
Accessories

The 11801A instrument package includes the following standard
accessories:

m 17807A Tutorial, Tektronix part number 070-8025-00.

m 17801A User Reference (this manual).

a CSA 803 and 11801A Programmer Reference, Tektronix part
number 070-7738-01.

mw CSA 803 and 11801A Command Reference, Tektronix part
number 070-7720-01.

a 71807A Service Reference, Tektronix part number
070-8024-00.

m Power Cord (North American 120 V), Tektronix part number
161-0066-00.

a One-foot SMA interconnecting cable, Tektrenix part number
174-1364-00.

mw §©6Antistatic wrist strap, Tektronix part number 006-3415-04

To obtain replacements, refer to a Tektronix products catalog or
contact your local Tektronix field representative.

The following optional accessories have been selected from our
catalog specifically for the 11801A. For detailed information and
prices, see a Tektronix products catalog or contact your local
Tektronix field representative.

= Option 01, provides interface to SM-17 Multi-Channe! Units.

m Option 1R Rack Mount, converts ihe 11801A for rack mount-
ing.
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Option 10, Delete Prescaler, deletes the Prescaler trigger
input.

GPIB cable, two meter, Tektronix part number 012-0991-00.

RS-232-C cable, ten foot, Tektronix part number 012-091 1-00.

Ten-foot Centronics printer cable, Tektronix part number
012-0555-00.

Sampling head extender cable, one-meier , Tektronix part
number O12-1220-00.

Sampling head extender cable, two-meter, Tektronix part
number 012-1221-00.

Sampling head panel, blank, Tektronix part number
200-3395-00.

Acquisition extender, Tektronix part number 067-1323-00.

Acquisition System extender, Tektronix part number
067-1324-00.

Calibration pulser, Tektronix part number 067-1338-00.

Hardcopy unit: Epson-compatible Dot Matrix Printer, Tektronix
4697.

Tekironix SCOPE-MOBILE cart, Model 205.

Calibration Head, Tektronix part number 067-1413-00.
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Power Cord The following power cords are available for the 11801A.

Options
= §=Option A1 Universal European 220 V/6A, 50 Hz, Tektronix part

number 161-0066-09.

m Option A2 United Kingdom 240 V/6A, 50 Hz, Tektronix part
number 161-0066-10.

m Option AS Australian, 240V/6A, 50 Hz, Tekironix part number

161-0066-11.

ms Option A4 North American 250 V/10A, 60 Hz, Tektronix part
number 161-0066-12.

= §=Option AS Switzerland, 240 V/6A, 50 Hz, Tektronix part num-
ber 161-0154-00 .
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Appendix B:

Specifications
The electrical characteristics apply to the following conditions:

ooo

® The instrument has had a 20-minute warm-up period.

& The instrument is operating in an environment that meets the
limits described in Environmental Specifications in this
section.

Vertical System Specifications

Characteristic Specification
 

Input sources

Mainframe _ 4sampling heads, 8 channels
 

Option 01, with 4 SM-71
Multi-Channel Units 68 sampling heads, 136 channeis
 

Bandwidth

Risetime

Amplifier gain accuracy

Depencent on sampling head

Dependent on sampling head

-+E1% of full-scale range
 

Vertical resolution

Trace data 8 bits
 

Hardware measurements 14 bits
 

Input sensitivity 2 mV/div to 255 mV/civ in

1 mV¥/div steps
 

 

 

 

 

Offset accuracy 2 mv

Offset range +2y

Offset resolution 0.25 mV

Measurementlevel accuracy hi mV

Vertical acquisition resolution

Single graticule 25 poinis/div
 

Dual graticuie 25 poinis/civ
 

Vertical display resolution
Single graticule 50 pixels/div
 

Dual graticule 25 pixels/div
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Time Base Specifications

Characteristic Specification
 

internal reference clock Crystal-controlled oscillator,
voltage-cortroiled oscillator for
timebase
 

Sample rate 200 kHz maximum
 

Record length User selectable, 512, 1024, 2048,
4096, of 5120 poinis.
 

Sweep sate resolution 1-2-8 steps or 1 ps/div increments
 

 

Record duration 10 ps to 50 ms

Maximum sweep rate

5i2-point record 1 os/div
1024-point record 1 ps/div
2048-point record 2 ps/div
4096-point record 5 ps/div
§120-po0int record 5 ps/div
 

Time interval measurement

accuracy 10 ps or +0.01% of selected
delay
 

 

Revised 12/15/90
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COCOA AK A

input and Output Specifications

Characteristic Specification
 

Touch panel infrared beam touchabie array,
22 rows of 11 columns
 

Knobs 2 general-purpose knobs, set by
user to desired function
 

Calibrator output pulse

 

 

 

 

 

 

Voltage 506 mV open circuit or

250 mV into 50 2

Frequency Approximately 100 kHz (50 kHzif
divicde-by-two mode selectad}

Risetime Approximately 250 ps into §0

Internal clock output Synchronized with TDR and
calibrator output

Voltage Positive pulse from 0 to 2.0 V

Impedance fram 50 2

Repetition rate Approximately 100 kHz (50 kHzif

civide-by-iwa mode selected!)
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Trigger Specifications

Characteristic Specification

Trigger source External trigger or internally
generated clock signal

Trigger mode
Auto Free runs after 50 ms timeout

Normai Acquisition only afier trigger event
 

Maximum trigger input 5VDCorsVrns
 

External trigger attenuation xiand x10
 

Triggerlevel -1Vto +1, x71 attenuation,

~1OVto +10 V, «x 10 attenuation
 

Triggerlevel resolution

Trigger accuracy

10 mV, x7 attenuation

10% of full scale
 

Trigger sensitivity
DC coupled 40 mV peak-peak from BC to

200 MHz, increasing to 180 mV
peak-peak at 800 MHz,increasing ~

to 250 mV at 2.0 GHz
 

AC coupted

Main and window position

initial window delay

Strebe skew adjustment

40 mV peak-peak from 30 KHz to
200 MHz, increasing to 150 mv
peak-peak at 2.0 GHz
Attenuates signals below 30 kHz

Minimum 40 ns pre-trigger

required

40 ns to 50 ms in 1-ps steps

zz 1ns
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Display Specifications

 

Characteristic Specification
 

CRT 8 1/2 inch diagonal, color, mag-
netic deflection. Vertical raster
orientation. Nominal screen size:

6.087 inches vertical by
4,496 Inches horizontal
 

 

 

Character display 44 lines of 55 characters

Character height 0.10 in (upper case}

Charactercell 16 pixel vertical by 10 pixel
horizontal
 

AC Line Power Specifications
    

Characteristic Specification
 

Voltage ranges 90 to 132 V rms or
180 to 250 Vrms
Voltage ranges apply to trace
distortion, which reduces peak

 

 

 

 

Hine voltage 5%

Frequency 48 Hz to 440 Hz

Power 320 W

Current 4.6 Arms at 50 Hz, 90 V iine with
5% clipping

Fuse 6A, 250 V normal blow
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Environmental Specifications

Characteristic

 

 

 

 

Specification

Temperature Meets MIL-T-28800D, Type lil,
Class 5, tesied per paragraphs
4.5.5.1.3 and 4.5.5.1.4

Operating O°C to 56°C

Non-operating -40°C to 75°C
 

 

 

 

 

 

Humidity Up to 95%relative humidity, at

up to 50°C

Altitude Meets MIL-T-2800D, Typell,
Class 5

Operating Up to 4.5km (15,000 ft}

Non-operating Up to 15km (50,000 ff}

Vibration Operating, sampling heads not
instalied: meets MIL-T-2800D,
Type fli, Class 5, section 4.5.5.3.1

Shock Nor-operating, sarnpling heads
not installed: meets Mil-T-2800D,
Typelil, Class 5, section 4.5.5.3.1
 

Bench handling Operating: meets MIL-T-2800D,
Type Ili, Class 5, section 4.8.5.3
 

 

Packaged product vibration Packaged product, sampling
and bounce heads not installeci: meets

ASTM D999-75, Metriod A,
para 3.1 (NSTA Proj. 1A-B-1)

Drop of packaged! product Packaged product, sampling
heads not installed: meets
ASTM D775-61, Methed 1,
para 5 (NSTA Proj. 1A-B-2}.
 

Electrostatic immunity No disruption or degradation of
performance: up to 15 kv. No
damage to instrument: up to

20 kV
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Safety

Safety

This safety
information appiles
to all operators and
service personnel.

Terms in Manuals

CAUTION statements identify conditions or practices that could
result in damage to the equipment or other property.

WARNING statements identify conditions or practices that could
result in personalinjury or loss oflife.

Terms on Equipment

CAUTIONindicates a personal injury hazard not immediately
accessibie as one reads the marking, or a hazard to property
including the equipment itself. ,

DANGERindicates a personal injury hazard immediately accessi-
ble as one reads the marking.

Symbols in Manuals

®
Static Sensitive Devices

Symbols on Equipment

4 © AN
DANGER Protective ATTENTION

High Voltage ground (earth) Refer to
terminal manual
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Power Source

This product is intended to operaie from a power source thatwill .
not apply more than 250 V rms between the supply conductors or-
between elther supply conductor and ground.

Grounding the Instrument

The 11801A is grounded through the powercord. To avoid elec-
tric shock, plug the power cord into a properly wired receptacle
where earth ground has been verified by a qualified service
person. Do this before making connections to the input or output

terminals of the instrument.

Without the protective ground, all parts of the instrument are
shock hazards. This includes knobs and controls that may ap-

pear to be insulators.

Use the Proper Fuse

Using an improper fuse can create a fire hazard. Always use
fuses that exactly meet the specifications in the 11801A paris list.
Maich fuse type, voltage rating, and current rating.

Do Not Operate in Explosive Atmospheres

The 11801A provides no explosion protection from static dis-
charges or arcing components. Do not operate the instrumentin
an aimosphere of explosive gases.

Do Not Remove Covers or Panels

CAUTION To avoid personalinjury, do not operate this instrument without
Operating the the panels or covers.

instrument without
the covers in place

may cause
overheating and

harm the instrument.
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Electrical SMA-Compatible Connectors

Connections You must attach cables to SMA-compatible connectors carefulli ¥
to prevent damage to the cable or the instrument connector.

CAUTION When attaching a cable to or removing a cable from an SMA-
De not overtighten compatibie connector, do not tum the cabie, turn only the nut.
SMA-compatibie Align the two connectors carefully and engage the connector nut

connectors. over the exposed threads on the other connector. Use only finger
pressure to makethis initial connection. Then use a torque
wrench only to tighten the connection to the range of 7-10 Ib-in
(79-112 N-cm).

There are two types of SMA-compatible connectors on the
T1801A:

m Standard SMA connectors with plastic insulating material
between the center lead and ihe outer shield. An example is
the trigger INPUT connector.

® High-precision APC 3.5 connectors, which have air insulation
between the center lead and outer shield. An exampleis the
CALIBRATOR output connector.

The APC 3.5 connectors are of closer mechanical iclerance than
the standard SMA connector. Attaching a worn or damaged SMA
cable to an APC 3.5 connector may damage the APC 3.5 con-
nector.

Electrostatic Discharge

&® The input diodes used in the sampling heads are susceptible to
CAUTION damage from overdrive signal or DC voltages, and from electro-

Applying a voltage static discharge. Never apply a voltage outside the range printed
outside the range on ihe front of the sampling head. Operate the instrument only in

printed on the a static-controlled environment.
sampling head can

result in damage.
Static electricity is

also @ hazard.
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Packaging for
Shipment

If you ship the 71801A, packit in the original shipping carton and
packing material. If the original packing material is unavailable,
package the instrument as follows:

CI

O

Step 1: Obtain a corrugated cardboard shipping carton
with inside dimensions at least 15 cm (6 in) taller, wider, and
deeperthari the instrument. The shipping carton must be
constructed of cardboard with 375 pound test strength.

Step 2: If you are shipping the 11801A to a Tektronix field
office for repair, attach a tag to the instrument shawing the
instrument owner and address, the name of the person to
contact about the instrument, the instrument type, and the
serial number.

Step 3: Wrap the instrument with polyethelene sheeting or
equivalent material to protect thefinish.

Step 4: Cushion the instrument on all sides by tightly
packing dunnage or urethane foam between the carton and .
and the instrument, allowing 7.5 cm (3 in) on each side.

Step 5: Seal the carton with shipping tape or an indusirial
stapier.
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Algorithms
Digitized traces are a sequence of samples stored as16-bit
signed integers. The sampies are numbered irom 0 through the
record lengih less one; a 512-point record numbers samples from
0 through 511.

Three sample values represent invalid data points.

 

 

m The value -32,768 (hexadecimal 8000) represents null, an
unacquired data point. A trace that is defined but has never
been acquired contains null values. Clearing a tracefillsit
with null values. A trace is either completely filled with null
values or it contains no null values; null values and non-null
values cannot coexist in the sametrace record.

a §=6The value -32,767 (hexadecirnal 8001) represents a data
value below the dynamic range of the digitizer. This_is called
underrange. Underrange values do not appear on a dis-
played trace.

m The value +32,767 (hexadecimal 7FFF) represents a data
value above the dynamic range of the digitizer. This is called
overrange. Overrange values do not appear on a displayed
trace,

Whena trace function encounters one of these three data values,
it passes ihe Invalid data value as its output. When a measure-
ment encounters one of these three data values, the
measurement is noted as an error. There are exceptions to these
rules, as noted below. All trace functions assume that the trace
record contains data other than these three values, unless spe-
cifically noted.
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Trace Functions Absolute Value

Abs(n) = W(n}

forWin) 2 6

Abs(n) = -Wi(n)

for Win} <0

where:
nm = index into the record of data points
Win) = input sampled data point

Average

Avg,(n) = Win)

forp = 1

[W(n) - Avgp-1(7)|
Avgp(n) = Avgp-1 (1) + aINF(i0837 toee2))

forl<p<P

Avgp(n) = Avg,i(n) +

W
G
)

=

Aree}

forp =P

where:
n = index Into record of data points
Win) = input sampled data point
p = record number
P = total number of records specified for average
INT = integer part of
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Differentiate

Diff(n) = (WA) - W(0)]/T

for ft = 0

Diff(n) = [Win + 1) - Waa- 21/7)

fori sa s (R-1)

Diff(R - 1) = [W(R- 1) - W(R-2)]/T
forn=R-~1

where:
n = index into the record of data points
Win) = input sampled data point
TY = time interval between successive samples
R = record length

Envelope

Env,(n) = W(n)

forp = i

Eny,(n) = Minimum of [Env,1(1}), Wm), Wint+ 2]

forp > Landn even(2,4, 6,...,R- 1)

Env,(n) = Maximum of (Envp1(n),W(n- 1), W()]

forp > landn odd(1,3,5,...,R-2)

where:
n = index into record of data points
Win) = input sampied data point
p = record number

R = record length

f , the total number of records specified for enveloping, is used
only to determine completion for conditional acquisition, when
acquisition is stopped on envelope complete.
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Exponential

Exp(n) = e¥™

where:
n = index into record of data points
Win) = input sampled data point

This function is implemented by the 80287 math coprocessor and
supporting routines.

Filter

Filter(n) = Smooth(Smooth{n):

where:

pis

nthe

Smooth(n) = (1/s)| >. Won) + (A-n) x W(0)
ire

forn<h
yne

eit

Smooth(n) = (1/s} > Wim)
Meheh

forth sn=s R-1-hA

Smooth(n) = (1/s) Ss Wim) + (M-1-n) x W(M-1)
meno-h 

forn>M-~1-h#
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where:
n = index into record of data points
W(n) = input sampled data point
s = smoothing interval = Round (sf)

ff = risetime

{time per dot) * 1.10557
 

risetime = the second argument to Filter

where:
risatine > 10 ps and < 50 ms
h = half interval: (s - 1)/2 rounded up
R = record length in points

The smoothedtrace is derived by computing the average value
of the corresponding point of the original trace and some number
of points of the original trace on either side of the corresponding
point. The number of points on either side is derived from the
smoothing interval, the second argument of the Smooth function.
Near the ends of the trace, nonexistent points beyond the ends cf
the trace are required for averaging. The nonexistent poinis are
assumed to be the value of the corresponding end points. This
method of extending the trace is arbitrary, so the results within a
smoothing interval of the ends of the trace must be interpreted
accordingly.
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integrate

Inig(n) =9

forn = 0

Inig(n} =|] 1/2W(0) + S Wim) +1/2W(n) x T
m=)

forlslfnaR

where:
n == index into record of data points
Wi = input sampled data point
T = time interval between successive samples

R = record length in points

Logarithm

Log{n) = logig W(n)

where:
n = Index into record of data paints
Win) = input sampled data point

This function is implemented by the 80287 math coprocessor and
supporting routines.

Natural Logarithm

Ln{n) = log, Wan

where:
n = index into record of data points
Win) = input sampled data point

This function is implemented by the 80287 math coprocessor and,
supporting routines. ‘
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Rho

Rho is normaily calculated to be between +1 and -1 by:

Fer trace M1:

rho = volts ~ rhopos~ (RA X pol) P

(Ref Voltage)
+ 1 + rhozere

(RA X pol) nee
rhopos =

where:
RA = Reference Amplitude (normally 250 mV); where the
reference amplitude is equivalent to ine changein volts that
correspondsto a change of 1 in rho
pol = +1 if M1 has positive polarity, -1 if M1 has negative
polarity
volts = the voltage at any point in Mi
Ref Voltage = the voltage of M1 measured as early in time
as possible. Baseline correction keeps remeasuring the
reference voltage, and will force a recalculation of rnopos
any time it changes by more than a few millivolts
rhozero = 0 by default. The cursor feature Set Zero Rho sets
this value.

For trace “M1-M2,” where M1 has positive polarity and M2 has
negative polarity:

rho = ts rhopos“ (RA x P

: 2rhopos = (RhoPos of M1) + (RhoPos of M2) + rhozero
 

rf rf

(Ref Voltage M))RhoPos of M; = (pol

o

f

M
)
)
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where:
volts = voltage at any point in Mi-M2
rf = rhofactor; 2 for this trace
Mj = Mi or M2

For trace “Mi — STO1,” where STO1 was created from M1:

 

volts
hO = enrho (RA x TA rhopos

rho = (RhoPos of M1) _ (RhoPos of STOW + rhozero

rf rf

R M,
RhoPos of M, = Voltage + 1

(RA X (pol of M))

where:
RhoPos of STO] = RhoPos of STO7 at the time STO1 was

created
rf = rhofactor; 2 for this trace

Mj = Mi or M2

For trace “C, x Ty +... $ Gy & Tri”

voltsho =re (RA X rf) ~ rhopes

C, x (poll) * (RhoPos of Ty)

rf

Cy % (poln) x (RhoPos of Ty)

rf

 rhopos =

 + rhozero
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where:

C; = a numeric constant (for example, 1.0 or 0.5)
Tj; = a channelor stored trace

polj = +1 or-1 polarity if Tj is a channel, or

= rhofactor of a stored trace which equals the rhofactor of
the live trace when the stored trace was created

rf = mofactor = C1 x (poll) + ... + Cn x (poln)
however, if this is 0, then:

- ABS(C, x (poll)} + ... + ABS(C, x (poln))

2
 

Trace functions Smooth, Filter, and Avg have no effect on the
formulas used for rho.

For face "Cg + Cy x Ty + ... + ©, x T,”the rho values pro-
duced are the same as if Cg was 0.

Signum

Signum{({n) = 1.0

for W(n) > 0

Signum{n) = 0

for W(n) = 0

Signum(n} =~ 1

for W(n) <0

where:
n = index into record of data points
W(x) = Input sampled data point
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Square Root

Sqrt(n) = W(n)}*

where:
n = index into record of data points
W(n) = inpul sampled data point

This function is implemented by the 80287 math coprocessor and
supporting routines.

Smooth

nth

Smooth{(n) = (1/s)| > Wm) + (h—-n) x WOO)
m=0

forn<A

nth

Smooth(n} = (1/s) S Wim)
m=n-h

forth sens R-1-fA

R-i

Smooth(n) = (t/s)| >. WOn) + (M-1i-n) x WU- 1)
m=n-h 

forn>M~1-A

where:
n = index into record of data points
Win) = input sampled data point
s = Smoothing interval in samples; the second argument
A = half interval: (s - 1)/2 rounded up
R= record length in points
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The smoothed trace is derived by computing the average value
of the corresponding point of the original trace and some number
of points of the original trace on either side of the corresponding
point. The numberof points on either side is derived from the
smoothing interval, the second argument of the Smooth function.

Near the ends of the trace, nonexistent points beyond the ends of
the trace are required for averaging. The nonexistent points are
assumed to be the value of the coresponding end points. This
method of extending the trace is arbitrary, so the results within a
smoothing interval of the ends of ihe trace must be interpreted
accordingly.

Measurements are taken using the measurement parameters. You
can directly set many the measurement parameters, or you can
specify that some are to be determined automatically by the
118017A.It is common to have the 11801A dynamically measure
topline and baseline.

You specify automatic topline and baseline positioning by tuming
racking on in the individual measurement pop-up menus. The
mesial level, when topline and baseline are automatically posi-
tioned by tracking, is calculated:

mesial = [(m%/100) * Gopline — baseline)] + baseline

where m% is the percentage of topline ta baseline height to use
for mesial level. Proximal, distal, and reference levels are caicu-
lated similarly from percentage levels. These percentage levels
are set using the knobs.

When you use tracking, the topline and baseline are determined
either from the IEEE histogram method or from an altemate
method. The IEEE method of determining topline and baseline,is
as follows:

1. Create a histogram of the trace cata points. For each possi-
bie vertical value, count the number of data points having
that vaiue.
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2. The largest value that has a non-zero point countis the
maximum value.

3. The smatiest value that has a non-zero point countis the
minimum value.

4, Determine the median value, halfway between the maximum
and minimum values.

5. Examine the point counts between the median value and the
maximum value, to find the largest point count. If this point
count is greater than or equal to twice the second-largest
point count, the value associated with the point count is the
topline. If the largest point count is not twice the second-larg-
est point count, then the maximum value is used as the
topline.

6. Examine the point counts between the median value and the
minimum value, to find the largest point count. Hf this point
count is greater than or equal to twice the second-largest
poini count, the value associated with the point court is the |
baseline.lf the largest point count is not twice the second-
largest point count, then the minimum vaiue is used as ihe
baseline.

The Alternate method of determining topline and baseline, is as
follows:

1. Smooth the raw waveform data,

2. Differentiate ihe smoothed waveform data.

3. Smooth the differentiated data.

4, Search ihe smoothed, differentiated data for the largest
negative and positive peaks. The peaks must be equalto at
least 30% of the peak-to-peak amplitude to qualify as valid.

5. Determine the 30% vaiue of the largest valid topline and

largest valid baseline peak.
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6. Search the smoothed, differentiated data for crossings of the
~30% and +30% levels, and build a table of these cross-
ings.

7. Using the table built in step 6, qualify the original waveform
data into topline, baseline, and ignore points,

8. The topline value is ihe average of all the points in the top-
liné group.

9. The baseline value is the average of all the points in the
baseline group.

Amplitude

Amplitude = topline — baseline

 

Area+

A-1 ' .
Areat = S ABS[WG + 1)-R] +ABS[wG) — BR} xT

‘ 2
jam

where:

m = index of left-most measurement zone sample
n = index of right-most measurement zone sample
WG) = input sampled data point
R_ = feference level measurement parameter
T = time interval between successive sarnples
ABS = the absolute value function
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Area~

at

ww WG + D -R] +O) -R)
Aréa- =Lyx T

fart

where:
m = index of leftmost measurement zone sample
n = index of right-most measurement zone sample

W() = input sampied data point
R = reference level measurement parameter
T = time interval between successive sampies

Cross

The cross measurement finds the left-most crossing of the refer-
ence level of the proper slope that is within the measurement
zone. The horizontal position of the crossing pointis displayed.

Linear interpolation between vertical points and betweentime
intervals is necessary io determine the crossing time, when the —
reference level value does not correspond to acquired data.

Duty Cycle

1. Calculate the Period of the selected waveform (perform a
period measurement}.

2. Calculate the pulse wicih of the selected waveform (perform
a widih measurement).

3. If the positive portion of the part of the waveform measured
for ihe Period measurement lies between thefirst two mesial
crossings in the measurement zone, then:

100 * Width
Duty Cyele=
ye Period
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#f the positive portion of ihe part of the waveform measured
for the Period measurementlies between the second and
third mesial crossings in the measurement zone, then:

100 x Width
Duty Cycle = 100 ~
May MYCNE Period

Energy

Energy =aeraWO+ x ew)" “T

where:
m = index of left-most measurement zone sample
n = index of right-most measurement zone sample
W) = input sampled data point
TY = time interval between successive samples

Extinction Ratio

topline
Extinction Ratio = .

baseline
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Fali

. Find thefirst point in the measurement zonethat is greater
than the distal value, searching from left to right.

From this point, find the first distal crossing and ncte the
time, tg.

From the distal crossing, examine points to the right, looking
for the proximal crossing ¢ . Update ¢, if subsequent distal
crossings are found.

Calculate the fall time:

Fall =tp-ta

Linear interpolation between vertical points and between time
intervals is necessary to determine the crossing times, when the
proximal and distal values do not correspond to acquired data.

Frequency

1. Search the measurement zoneforthe left-mmost mesial cross-
ing of positive slope. Continue the search te the right to find
the first upper signal/noise ratio level crossing to the right of
the first mesial crossing. The horizontal coordinate of this
crossing is Cross, .

Search the measurement zone forthe left-most mesial cross-
ing of negative slope. Continue the search to the right to find
the first lower signal/noise ration level crossing to the right of
the second mesial crossing. The horizontal coordinate of this
crossing is Cross, .

lf Cross, < Cross, , set Cross; = Crossy ;
Cross, = Cross, , and Slope = positive.If
Cross, > Cross, , 8@t Cross, = Cross, , Cross, = Crossy

and Slope = negative.
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4. lf Slope = positive, search for the third leftmost mesial
crossing, and continue the search to find the next upper
signal/noise ratio level crossing to the right. If Slope =
negative, use the next lower signal/noise ratio level crossing
to the right. The horizontal coordinate of this crossing is
Cross, .

5. Calculate the frequency:

i
Frequency = ————___—_-

4 ? Cross4 — Cross,

Linear interpolation betwéen vertical points and between time
intervals is necessary to determine the crossing time, when the

mesial value does not correspond to acquired data.

Max

The maximum digitized or caiculated data point in the measure-
ment zone of the trace record. An overrange value in the trace
record will qualify the measurement readout with “>”. If the trace
is nuil, the measurement vaiue will show “error”.
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n-1
wo Wg+)+Wwg)

Mean = 33= mi)jem

= index of lefi-most measurement zone sample
= index of rightmost measurement zone sample

WG) = sampled data point

Ht

tL

The summation extends over the interval of time corresponding to
one period when Data Inierval is set to one period, or the entire
measurement zone when Data Interval is set io the entire zone.

Mid

Max + Min

2
Mid =

An overrange value in the trace record will qualify the measure-
ment with “>”, and an underrange value in the trace record will

qualify ihe measurement with “<<”. If the trace record has both
underrange and overrange values, the measurement readout will
be “0.0000 7V". If the trace is null, the measurement value will
show “error”.

Min

The minimum digitized or caiculated data paint in the measure-
ment zone of the trace record. An underrange value in ihe trace
record will qualify the measurement reacout with “<.". If the trace
is null, the measurement value will show “error”.
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Over Shoot

Max ~ topline

 

OverShoot = 100 K~~
topline - baseline

if the values of topline and baseline are equal, the measurement
value will show “error”.

 

Peak-Peak

PeakPeak = Max ~- Min

An overrange vaiue in the trace record will qualify the measure-
ment with “>”, and an underrange value in the trace record will
qualify the measurement with “<”. If the trace record has both
underrange and overrange values, the measurernent readoutwill
be qualified with “?”. If the trace is null, the measurement value

will show “error”.
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Period

1. Search the measurement zone for the left-most mesial cross- °
ing of positive slope. Continue the search to the right to find
the first upper signal/noise ratio level crossing to the right of
the first mesial crossing. The horizontal coordinate of this
crossing is Cross, .

2. Search the measurement zone for the left-most mesial cross-
ing of negative slope. Continue the search to the right to find
the first lower signal/noise ration level crossing to the right of
the second mesial crossing. The horizontal coordinate of this
crossing is Cross, .

3. If Cross, < Cross, , set Cross, = Cross ,

Cross, = Cross, , and Slope = posiilve. lf

Cross, > Cross, , Set Cross, = Cross, , Crossy = Cross, ,
and Slope = negative.

4. If Slope = positive, search for the third leftmost mesial
crossing, and continue the search to find the next upper
signal/noise ratio level crossing to the right. if Slope =
negative, use the next lower signal/noise ratio level crossing
to the right. The horizontal coordinate of this crossing is
Cross, .

5. Calculate the period:

Period = Cross3 - Cross,

Linear interpolation between vertical points and between time
intervals is necessary to determine the crossing time, when the
mesial value does not correspond to acquired data.
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Phase

1. Onthe selected waveform, search the measurement zone for
the left-most mesial crossing. The horizontal position is
CrosSeer.

2. On the reference waveform, search the measurement zone
for the left-most mesial crossing of the same slope. The
horizontal position is Cross;e-.

3. Calculate the skew:

Skew = CrosSrep~ CrOSSset

Linearinterpolation between vertical points and between time
intervals is necessary to determine the crossing time when
the mesial value does not correspond to acquired data.

4, Catculate the period value of the selected waveform. (Per-
form a Period measurement.)

5. Calculate the phase shift:

Skew
Ph 2 d 360

ase 50 x Period M04 7®

lf the measurement of either Period or Skew results in an error,
the Phase measurement will show “error”.
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Prop Deiay

1, On the selected trace, search the measurement zone for the
ieft-most mesial crossing of the specified slope. The horizon-
tal position is Cross, .

2. Onthe second trace, search the measurement zone for the
left-most mesial crossing of the specified slope. The horizon-

tal position is Cross, .

3. Calculate the delay:

Delay = Cross, - Cross,

Linear interpolation between vertical points and betweentime
intervals is necessary to determine the crossing time, when the
mesiai value does not correspond to acquired data.

Rise

1, Find the first point in the measurement zone thai is less than
the proximal value, searching from left to right.

2. From this point, find the first proximal crossing and note the
time, fp .

3. From the proximal crossing, examine pointsto the right,
tooking for ihe distal crossing ¢,. Update ¢ if subsequent
proximal crossings are found.

4, Gatculate the rise time:

Risé = tg7 tp

Linear interpolation between vertical points and between time
intervais is necessary to determine the crossing times, when the
proximai and distal values do not correspond to acquired data.
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RMS

And

(WG+? +WO?
RMS =) [2(n-m)]‘?

where:
m = index of left-most measurement zone sample
n = index of right-most measurement zone sample
WG) = sampled data point

The surnmation extends overthe Interval of time corresponding to
one period when Data Interval is set io one period, or the entire
measurement zone when Data Interval is set to the entire zone.

Under Shoot

baseline — Min
UnderShoet = 100%nnn

topline — baseline

if the values of topline and baseline are equal, the measurement
vaiue will show “error”.
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Width

1. Search the measurement zone for the leftmost mesial cross- :
ing of positive slope. Continue the search to the right to find
the first upper signal/noise ratio jevel crossing to the right of
the first mesial crossing. The horizontal coordinate of this
crossing is Cross, .

2. Search the measurement zoneforthe lefimost mesial cross-
ing of negative slope. Continue the search to the right to find
the first lower signal/noise ration level crossing to the right of
the second mesial crossing. The horizontal coordinate of this

crossing is Cross, .

3. If Cross, < Cross, , S@t Cross, = Crossp ,

Cross; = Cross, , and Slope = positive. lf

Crossp > Cross, , et Cross, = Cross, , Cross; = Crossp ,

and Slope = negative.

4. Calculate the width:

Width = Cross, - Cross,

Linear interpolation between vertical points and between time
intervals is necessary to determine the crossing time, when the
mesial value does not correspond to acquired data.
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The algorithms for statistical measurements are identical to those
for software measurements, except as noted below. A statistical
measurement represents all the data in the color graded data-
base, representing many acquisitions of the selected trace.

The IEEE histogram method is always used to determine topline
and baseline when tracking is on. See page 297 for a description
of this method. The proximal, mesial, distal, and reference values
are then determined as percentages of the topline and baseline.

In statistical measurement mode, the 11801A creates a voltage

histogram in order to calcuiate Amplitude, Area+, Area~, or
Eneray.

The 118014 uses timing (horizontal) histograms to determine the
crossing values for timing measurements. The timing histograms
have a height of 1% of the amplitude (topline ~ baseline} of the
waveform, and are computed at the proxima!, mesial, distal, and
reference levels. Peaks in the histogram indicate crossings. A
peak must be at least 1/8 ihe height of the maximum peak to be
recognized.

Jitter

The Jitter measurement is available only in statistical measure-
ment mode.

1. Find the leftmost mesial crossing, using timing histograms.
This horizontal value is Cross, .

2. Find the second mesial crossing, using the same method.If
a second crossingis found, its horizontal value is Cross, .

a. Ifa second crossing was found, center the histogram °
horizontal limits about the first crossing, with a width

equal to Cross, - Cross, . That is:

Crossz- Cross,

2

Cross, -— Crass;

2

RightLimit = Cross, +

LeftLimit = Cross, ~
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b. ifno second crossing was found, the histogram limits are
the Left Limit and Right Limit of the measurement zone.

3. Set the top and bottom limits of the histogram at the mesial
level.

4, Ifthe Jitter Location is set to Eye Cross and the trace was
recognized as an eye diagram, measure the jitter above and
below the mesial to find the minimum fitter. Otherwise, calcu-

late the litter at the mesial.

Noise

The Noise measurermeri is avaliable only in statistical measure-
ment mode.

1. Find the leftmost mesial crossing, using timing histograms.
This horizontal value is Cross, . lino mesial crossing is
found, set Acenter midway between the measurement zone

Left and Right limits.

2. Ita first mesial crossing was found,find ihe second mesial
crossing, using timing histograms. This horizontal value is
Cross, . ff no second mesial crossing is found, set Acenter

midway between Cross, and the measurement zone Right
Limit.

3. Ifa second crossing was found, center Acenter between

Cross; and Cross, (ior an eye diagram, the center of the
“eye”).

4, Sat the left and right limits of the histogram at Acenter .

5. If Noise Location is Baseline, then center the top limit of the
histogram midway between the topline and the baseline and
set the bottom limit at the bottom of the graticule.
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6. if Noise Location is Topline, then center the bottom limit of
the histogram midway between the topline and the baseline
and set the top limit at the top of the graticule.

7. Collect a vertical histogram within these limits. !f the nisto-

gram is empty and the trace is not recognized as an eye
diagram, then set Acenzer midway betweenthefirst crossing
and the Left limit of the measurement zone, and measure the
Noise from a vertical histogram within the limits determined,

Phase

lf the reference trace is not the selected trace, the Phase mea-
surement must be taken using a dual-graticule display, with the
selected trace on one graticule, and the reference trace on the

other. No other aces may be displayed on either graticule.

If either trace is an eye diagram, the Phase measurernent will use
the first crossing on the trace, regardless of slope. The Left Limit
measurement parameter may be adjusted to contro! which cross-
ings are used,

Prop Delay

if the reference trace is not the selected trace, the Prop Delay
measuremeni must be taken using a dual-graticule display, with
the selected trace on one graticule, and the reference trace on
ihe other. No other traces may be displayed on either graticule.
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Hardware For all hardware measurements, the 11801A determines the
Measurements voltage levels that are used for the measurement. These are the

mesial, distal, proximal, and reference voltage levels. If Level
mode is set to absolute, then these levels are set io absolute
voltages using the knobs.

if Level mode is set to Relative, then the 11801A performs the
following steps to determine the baseline and topline voltages:

j. If Trackingis off, the 11801A uses the baseline andtopline
values last set using the knobs,or left from ihe most recent

use of tracking.

2. If Tracking is on, the 11801A acquires a 2,048-pointtrace

record and builds a histogram. The 11801A determines the
baseline and topline voltages from the histogram. The histo-
gram aigorithm is identical to ihat used for software

measurements.

3, Using the baseline and topline voltages, 11801A calculates

ihe mesial, proximal, distal and reference levels from the
percentage levels set using the knobs.

4, The 118014 acquires a new trace record of the current record
length. The measurement hardware determines the dot

number(s} on the trace(s) where the signal crosses the
level(s) required for the measurement. The dot numberis
affected by the user settings for the transition number and
filtering, and if appropriate, slope.

The determination of which dot represents a level crossing is not
performed on the digitized trace data, but on the analog signal,
using comparators in the measurementCircuitry.
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Cross

Cross = Diy + (T X M)

where:
Dly = delay time from triggerto left edge of selected trace
T = time between successive dots of selected trace
M = selected trace dot number fram comparators

Fall

Fall=T x (My~M.,)

where:

Mz, = distal dot number from comparators

M, = proximal dot number from comparators
T = time between successive cots of trace

Frequency

1
F, aFrequency Tx (Mant ~ Mya)

where:

My, = fifst mesial dot number from comparators
Mnz = second mesial dot number from comparaters

T = time between successive dots of trace
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Period

Period = T X (Mm ~ Mma)

where:

Mai = first mesial det number from comparators

Miao = second mesial dot number from comparators

7 = time between successive dots of trace

Prop Delay

PropDelay = [Dly. + (Ts * Mz)]- [Dlyi+ (T, x My)]

where:
Diy, = delay time from triggerto left edge of selected trace
T, = time between successive dots of selecied trace
M, = selected trace dot number from comparators
Diy, = delay time from triggerto left edge of secondtrace
T, = time between successive dots cf second trace
M, = second trace dot nurnber from comparators

Rise

Rise=T x (Mz-M,)

where:
Ma = distal dot number from comparators
M, = proximal dot numberfrom comparators
T = time between successive dois of trace
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Width

Width = TX (Mini - Mina)

where:
Mai = first mesial dot number from comparators
Manz = Opposite slope second mesial dot number
T = time between successive dots of trace
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Color Grading Three aigorithms are used to assign colors to the Color Grading
display. A statistical database is used to track the number of
times a waveform point falls on each pixel of the display, where _
each time a data point “falls” on a pixelit is counted as a hit. The
algorithms are based on the maximum numberof hits that have
occurred on any pixel in the display. In the following algorithms
Maxis the maximum numberofhits.

 

   

For Max > 15:

   
Hit Density Default Color Maps To
 

 

 

 

 

[Max/2 + 7] to Max Pale Yellow Trace Calor 1

iMax/4 + 1] to Max/2 Rose Trace Color 2

[Max/B + 1] to Max/4 Purple Trace Color 4

[Max/16 + 1] to Max/8 Light Blue Window Trace

1 to Max/16 Green Trace Color 3
 

For Max => 6 and Max < 15:

sf = Seale Factor = 4/ Max

    
Hit Density Default Color Maps To
 

 

 

 

 

[Max/sf + 1] to Max Pala Yellow Trace Coior 1

[Max/s® + 1]to Max/sf Rose Trace Color 2

[Max/s® + 1] to Max/sf Purple Trace Color 4

[Max/st? + 1] to Max/s® Light Blue Window Trace
1 to Max/si# Green Trace Color 3
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For Max <6:

 

Hit Density Defauit Color Maps To
 

 

 

 

 

Max Paie Yellow Trace Color 4

Max-1 Rose Trace Color 2

Max-2 Purple Trace Color 4

Max-3 Light Blue Window Trace

Max-4 Greer Trace Color 3
 

Forall points where Hit Density<{6, no color is assigned. Note
that if Max is less than 5, notail colors will be represented on the
display.
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SM-11
You can store your SM-77 Murlti-Channet Unit User/instaliation
mariual after this page. This will prevent the manualfrom being
lost, and will keep the information in a safe place,
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DL-11
You can store your DL-77 Delay Line User/instailation manual
after this page. This will prevent the manual from being lost, and
will keep the inforrnation in a safe place.
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Messages

Selected
Message

Descriptions

The 11801A displays a messageat the top of the display when-
ever one ofthe following events occurs:

= Errors—The 11801A cannot perform a requested operation.

a Warmings —The insirurment performs the requested operation,
but warns you that the results may be corrupted or meaning-
less.

m Ready Messages-—The 118014 is waiting for your response
to complete the task.

« Operation Complete Messages—An operation is complete.

When a message appears onthe display, you can removeit by
performing any operation: touchingthe graticule area, making a
menu selection, or pressing a button.

When a hardcopy is made, any message on the display is re-
moved immediately before making the copy.

The meaning of most messagesis self-evident. The listing below
shows some of the messages that might be unclear, and gives
more information about the cause of the message.

Autosetfailed, bad trigger level.

Autoset failed due to a unacceptable trigger signal. Autoset will
not change trigger coupling, slope, or external attenuation. Make
certain these are appropriate for yourtrigger source before using
autoset.

Baseline correction failed to find -1 p point.

if the trace is not triggered, orif the portion of the trace immedi-
ately to the left of the display (earlier in time) is not a flat trace,
the voltage reference cannot be determined.
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Biowby calibration failed — can’t find reference step.

The required signal is not connected to the channel being cali-
brated, Be certain to follow the instruction message on the

display before touching the Proceed selector.

Calculated waveforms cannot be measured in hardware

mode.

Hardware measurements can only be taken from traces without
arithmetic operators or trace functions.

Change in channei (#, Unit) configuration.

Do not change sampling heads with the power on. Daing so may
damage the mainframe, the sampling head, or both.

Channel (#, Unit) powered down during mainframe operation
— Cycle power to continue.

Bo not change sampling heads with the power on. Doing so may
damage the mainframe, the sarnpling head, or both.

Channel (#, Unit} powered-up during mainframe operation —
Cycle powerto utilize.

Do not change sampling heacs with the power on. Doing so may
damagethe mainframe, the sampling head, or both.

Channel (#, Unit) was not maintained ai desired calibration
delay value.

indicates that the automated calibration system aitemmpied to
adjust the delay of the named sampling head channel. if you are
not using the delay adjust feature of the Enhanced Accuracy
major menu, you can turn off the Delay Compensate selector to
stop the 11801A from making the delay adjust calibration.
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Connect a 50-0 terminator to the selected channel! and press
Proceed whenready.

The 11801A is waiting for you to put a terminator on the signal
connector of the sarnpling head channel you are calibrating, and
touch the Proceed selector. If you touch the Proceed selector
without attaching the terminator, the calibration will fail or the

results will be inaccurate.

Delay adjust calibration failed, can’t find transition.

The required signal is not connected to the channe! being cali-
brated. Be certain to follow the instruction message on the
dispiay before touching the Proceed selector.

Delay adjust measurement on reference channel failed —
Can't find transition.

The required signal is not connected to the channel being cali-
brated. Be certain to follow the instruction message on the
display before touching the Proceed selector.

Error detected in acquisition system: (charnnet #).

The time base controller detected an acquisition system error.
You should contact your service person. The message is accom-
panied by six groups of four characters. You should note the
accompanying information for your service person.

Front panel locked out.

A command from a computer on a remote interface (GPIB or
RS-232-C) has disabled the touch panel. Touches are ignored
untli the remote computer restores touch panel operation.

Hardcopy absentor off-line.

Eliher no printer is connected to the 11801A,or the printer thatis
connected is not on-line. Until the condition is remedied,
hardcapies cannot be taken.
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Minor time base calibration problem: (channel #).

The time base calibration is no longer accurate to enhanced
accuracy specifications. Be sure you walt 20 minutes for the
118014 systern to warm up before performing enhanced accu-
racy calibrations.If this error message occurs repeatedly after
warm-up, contact your service person.

Non-volatile RAM completely reset.

Due to a battery failure, the settings and internal calibrations of
ihe system were reset to default at power-on. The instrument may
need complete recalibration. The number of power-on cycles and
the uptime count, stored settings, and instrument calibration have
all been lost.

Non-volatile RAM front panel settings lost, instrument ID data
retained.

The front panel settings were reset to default at power-on, be-
cause the settings were corrupted. This can reflect an internal
probiem,or the settings can be corrupted by improper com-
mands from a rerncte computer connected to the GPIB or
RS-232-C interfaces.

Reference trace defauited to selected trace.

The reference trace for a prop delay measurement is no longer a
valid trace, so the reference is now the same trace asthe trace
being measured. For example, assume you defined a prop delay
measurement on trace 2, using trace 1 as a referencetrace.If
you delete trace 1, then the next time you display the measure-
ments on trace 2, you will see this message.

Rho scaling failed to find -1 p point. Cannot calibrate rho
scales.

if the trace is not triggered, or if the portion of the trace to ihe
immediately to the left of the display (earlier in time) is not a flat
irace, the voltage reference cannot be determined.
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Appendix G: Messages

WON OO
Ke).KK)kJKAs

Time base callbration failed.

The time base controller detected an acquisition system error.
You should contact your service person.

Time base system error.

The time base controller detected an acquisition system error.
You should contact your service person. The message Is accom-
panied by six groups of four characters. You should note the
accompanying information for your service person.
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CYNinth nine ait
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Glossary

Acquisition
The process of repeatedly sampling the signals coming
through input channels, and accumulating the samples into
traces.

Active Graticule
The graticule in a dual-graticule display that shows the
selected trace.

Annotation
Lines that show the current measurement parameter settings
in a visual way.

Autoset “
A means of letting the 11801A set itself to provide a stabie
and meaningful display of a given trace.

Averaging
Displaying a trace that is the combined result of several
acquisitions, thereby reducing apparent noise.

Axis Label
There are three notations on each axis. Thefirst and last
notation on each axis show the numeric value of the graticule
edge (not the edge of the displayed points, which are slightly
outside the graticule). The center notation is the scale factor
expressed in units per division.

Baseline Correction
The process of maintaining the displayed vertical placement
of a trace, correcting for changesin ihe signal ievels that
wouid ordinarily move the trace up or down.

Channel
A place to connect a signal or attach a network or transmis-
sion line to sampling heads. Also, the smailes! component of
a trace expression.
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Channel Number
The number assigned to a specific signal input connector. :
The top channel of the left-most sampling head compartment -
of ihe 11801A mainframe is always mainframe channel 1,
regardless of any repositioning or omission of sampling
heads.

Complex Trace
A trace with a trace expression beyond a single channel
specification. Any trace using a numeric value, a function, 4
reference to a stored trace, or an arithmetic operatoris a

compiex trace.

Control Knob
see Knob

Cursor
Any of four styles of paired markers that you position with the
knobs. The 118014 displays ihe positions of the cursors and
ihe distance between them in axis units.

Default Measurement Parameter
A value from the default set of measurernent parameters. The
operator can change the default values. Whenever a trace is
created, the measurement parameters are copied from the
default set.

Distal
The most distant point from a reference point. As used in the
118014, the ending measurement point for timing measure-
menis.

Dragging
The act of changing your touch panel selection by moving
your finger without removing it from the screen. The selection
that is activated is the last one thal you were touching before
removing your finger.
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Dual Graticule
A display with two graticules. Each cne is half the height of
the single graticule.

Entry Line
A text line that shows your input as you enter selections in a
pop-up menu.

Enveloping
Displaying a trace that showsthe extremes of variation of
several acquisitions.

GPIB (General Purposeinterface Bus)
An interface that allows remote computer contro! of, and data
capture from, an 11801A.

Graticule
The grid where traces are displayed.

Hardcopy |
A paperprint or plot of the display. |

Hardware Measurement
An automated measurement that is captured by special
circuitry that monitors signals directly, as opposed to soft-
ware measuremenis that are derived from acquired trace
sampies.

Highlighted Trace
The selected tracein a single-graticule or dual-graticule
display. Also, in a dual-graticule display, the last selected
trace on the non-active graticule—the graticule without icons.

Horizontal Reference Point
The point about which the trace is expanded or contracted
when horizontal size adjustments are made. The horizontai
reference point remains anchored as the rest of the trace
grows or shrinks aroundit.
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icon
A marker on the edge of the graticule that performs a specific .
function when touched.

initialize
Setting ihe 11801A to a completely known, default condition.

internal Clock
A trigger source that is synchronized with the Calibrator
signal.

Keypad Menu
A pop-up menu that controls knob resolution and iets you
enter specific numeric values for any conirol to which a knob
is assigned.

Knob
One of the two large rotary controls to the right of the 11801A
screen.

Knob Assignment
The value that a knob will adjust at a given time.

Knob Ment
The on-screen menu that always displays the current knob
assignment. The knob menu also lets you display the Key-
pad menu.

Knob Resoiution
The amount of change caused by each click of a knob.

Major Menu
The menu that is displayed at the bottom of the screen
alongside the Knob menu. One of the several major menusis
always displayed.
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Major Menu Buiton
A labeled button above the knobs that determines which
major menu is displayed.

Measurement
An automated numeric readout that the 11801A provides
directly from the displayed trace in real time, without operator
intervention.

Measurement Parameter
One of several controls that the 11801A operator can exer-
cise over the automated measurement process.

Measuremeni Statistics
The accumulation of a history of individual measurement
readouts, showing the mean and standard deviation of a
selected numberof samples.

Measurement Tracking
The process of automatically adjusting the measurement
parameters to reflect changesin the trace.

Mesial
The middie paint of a range of points. As used in the 118014,
the middie measurement point between proximal and distal
points for timing measurements, and the intermediate height
between baseline and topline for arnplitude measurements.

Outline Box
A visual feedback mechanism of the touch panel. Your
poteniial selection is always indicated by a box while you
have your finger touching the screen.

Persistence
The amount of time a data point rernains displayed. There
are four persistence modes available in the 11801A: Normal,
Variable, Infinite and Color Grading.
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Pixel
A visibie point on the display. The 11801A display is 551
pixels wide and 704 pixels high. Each pixel may be set to
any of the display colors.

Pop-up Menu
A temporary menu that provides an interactive dialog for a
specific purpose. A sub-menu of a major menu.

Principal Power Switch
The master power switch located on the rear pane! of the
118014.

Proximal
The point closest to a reference paint. As used in the
11801A, the beginning measurement point for timing meas-
uremenis.

Record Length
The nurnber of sarnples (data points) that make up a trace.

RS-232-C
An interface that allows remote computer contro! of, and data
capture from, an 11801A.

Sample Interval
The time interval between successive samples in a trace
recard,

Sampling Head
A high-performance amplifier that capiures the incoming
signai of a channel and reports the sampled data to the
11801 A.

Saved Trace Description
A specification of a trace that is not displayed.
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Selected Trace
The highlighted (brightest) trace of a multi-trace display. The
selected trace is the trace that is acted on by the knobs and
menu selectors.

Selector
An area of a menu that performs some action when you
touch it,

Setting
The state of the front panel and systern at a given time.

Software Measurement
An automated measurement that is derived from acquired
trace samples, as opposed to hardware measurements that
are captured by specialcircuitry that monitors the signals
directly.

Smoothing
Processing applied by the sampling head priorto the
digitization of a trace, to reduce apparent noise. With
smoothing, the sarnpting head samples ihe signal 8 times
instead of once, and the average of the samples is then used
by hardware measurements and the digitizing circuitry.

Statistical Measurement
An automated measurementthat is derived from color graded
waveform data and is based on histograms computed at the
crossing levels. A statistical measurement can be selected
only in color graded display mode.

Stored Trace
A coliection of sampied points that constitute a single trace
acquisition that is saved In memory.

Time Base
The time-dependent specifications that control the acquisi-
tion of a trace. The time base determines when and how long

to acquire and digitize signal data points.
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Time-Domain Reflectometry (TDR)
A method of characterising a transmission line or network by
sending a signal from one end and monitoring the electrical
reflections.

Trace
The visible representation of an input signal or combination
of signals. Identical to waveform.

Trace Expression
The definition of what the trace displays. ft can include one
or more channels combined arithmetically and modified by
functions.

Trace Number
A number assigned by the 11801A to identify a trace. Dis-
played traces are numbered 1 through &. A new trace is
always given the lowest available number.

Tracking
The process of automatically adjusting the measurement
parameters or window position to reflect changes in the
trace.

Trigger
An electrical event that initiates acquisition of a trace as
specified by the time base.

Uptime
The number of hours the instrument has been powered on.

Vertical Description
see Trace Expression
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Waveform
The visidie representation of an input signal or combination
of signals. identical to trace.

Window
A trace that represents a horizontally expanded portion of
another trace.

XY Trace
A trace where both horizontal and vertical position of the data
points reflect signal data.

YT Trace
A trace where the vertical position of the trace data points
reflects signal data, and the horizontal position of the trace
data points reflects time.
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A
Accessories, 273275

Acquire Desc pop-up menu, 35, 45-47

Acquisition, 33—38
conditional, 35
stopping and starting, 35

ACQUISITION button, 3&

Algorithms
measurement, 287, 297-317
trace function, 287—297

All trace status menu, 244--245

APC 3.5. See Connectors

Audio feedback, 39

Autoset, 47—43

AUTOSETbutton, 47

Averaging, 45—47

Axis labels, 707

Axis units
tho, 177-772
seconds, meters, and feet, 777, 773

B
Baseline, 174, 297--299

Baseline correction, 49-50, 224

Beep. See Audio feedback

Blowby Compensate pop-up menu, 90, 96

Brightness. See Display intensity

Buttons, 2~—3
ACQUISITION,35
AUTOSET,47
HARDCOPY, 122-124
sampling head SELECT CHANNEL, 798—799
SEQUENCESETTING,277
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Cc
Calibration. See Enhanced accuracy,

Calibrator output, 57

Calipers. See Cursors

Cancei, 9

Clear (Histograms), 132

Clear Cursors selector, 68

Clear Trace pop-up menu, 37—38

Clearing traces, 37—38

Clock. See Time and date

Golor, 53-55

Color Grading made, 87

Color pop-up menu, 59—~ 55

Common mode TDR measurements, 227, 230—235

Compare & References pop-up menu, 770-777

Connectors, 2—5

APC 3.5, 285
GPIB, 703~— 1705, 175
INTERNAL GLOCK,57
POWER, 183
PRINTER, 775
RS-232-C, 175—716, 797
SMA,285
trigger INPUT, 257

Constellation Diagrams, 57-63

Cursor Type pop-up menu, 65-~67

Cursors, 65—70

Cursors icon, 66

D
Deffra icon, 239-~— 243

Deftra pop-up menu, 2389-243
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Delay Adjust pop-up menu, 97, 97-98

Delayed sweep. See Windows

Delete Setting pop-up menu, 270

Delete Trace pop-up menu, 276, 277

Diagnostics, 77—76
extended, 77, 74-76

power-on, 77—72
self-test, 77, 73

Diff TDR Preset, Sampling Head Fric’s, 200

Differential TOR measurements, 227, 280, 299-235

Display, 2-3, 6-7

Display intensity, 55, 77

Display Persistence, 79—84

Displaying Labels, 748

Distal, 774

DL-11, 323

E
Electrostatic discharge, 285

Enhanced accuracy, 85-98
automatic calibration, 88-89, 92—93

manual calibration, 94~--98
sampling heads, 85~ 98

Enveloping, 45—47

Error messages, 9325—~—329

Extended Diagnostic selector, 74

External Channel Attenuation, Sampling Head Fne’s, 207

Eye Diagrams, 99-- 102

F
Fast. See Trace scaling

Filtering, 174
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Fuse, 4—4, 183, 287

Gain pop-up menu, 90, 94~95

GPIB, 103-705

GPIB connector, 703-705, 175

GPIB/RS232C pop-up menu, 104-7105, 792-1795

Graticules, 107-7173, 269

Graticuies pop-up menu, 49—50, 109-773

H
Hardcopy, 775-724

color map, 779
Defaults, 1724

HARDCOPYbutton, 122— 724

Hardcopy Options pop-up menu, 177—~724

High precisiori. See Trace scaling

Histograms, 725— 733
Clear, 132

Hits, 733
Mean, 132
ptto, 733
Pk~PkK, 7132

record length, 727
Refresh Rate, 137
AMSdelta, 733

Sei N Samples, 729, 758
Set N Wims, 729
Stop N Samples, 729, 758

Stop N Wims, 729
Wims, 733

Hits (histogram display), 733

Horizontal
controls, 735— 147
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icon (<>), 135, 264
pan/zoom, 137-138
reference point, 139— 747
size and position, 33, 7385-747, 264

Horizontal Bars selector, 67

Horizontal Desc pop-up menu, 739-- 747, 188-789, 270-271

Horizontal Histogram, 727

icons, 8-9
Cursors, 66
Deflra, 239— 243
horizontal («+ ), 735, 264

trigger ( T), 252
vertical (+), 259-267, 264—265
Window, 263-264

Identify pop-up menu, 279—220

Infinite Persistence, 80

initialization, 143-744

Instrument Options pop-up menu, 39, 47-43, 77, 237-238,
248— 249, 256—257

Intensity, display, 55

INTERNAL CLOCK connector, 57

K
Keypad pop-up menu, 70—77

Knob menu, 70—77

Knobs, 2—3, 10-71

L
Label Mode, 146

Label pop-up menu, 747
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Labeling pop-up menu, 146-- 748

Labels, 745—148
displayed on graticule, 748
positioning, 748

Level mode, 174

LINE VOLTAGE SELECTORswitch, 783

Lower Graticuie pop-up menu, 709-773

M
Mask Cursor X, 757

Mask Testing pop-menu, Set N Wims, 758

Mask Testing pop-up menu, 749-160
Clear Hits, 757
Edit Mask Definition, 757
Mask1-Mask10, 157

Stop N Wims, 758
Total, 756

Wim, 756

Mean (histogram display), 792

Measurements, 767— 1787
algorithms, 287, 297-379

comparing to references, 170-777
default parameters, 780— 787
defining, 163-765

factors affecting accuracy, 47
hardware and software, 766-769
individual measurement pop-up menus, 772-773
parameters, 772-178
statistics, 779
statistics mode, 766—769

Topline/Baseline calculation, 765

Measurements pop-up menu, 763— 769, 780 —787

Menus, 72~29

Mesial, 774

Messages, 3925-~-329
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More... menu, 244—245

pte (histogram display), 733

N
Normal Persistence, 80

O
Offset pop-up menu, 97, 96

ON/STANDBYswitch, 783

Options, 273—275

Overall intensity, 55

P
Packaging, 286

Paired Dots selector, 67

Pan/zoom, 137-738

Persist/Histograms pop-up menu, 726, 750
Color Gradiing, 87

infinite, 80
Normal, 80
Refresh Rate, 87

Set N MaxContrast, 84
Stop N MaxConitrast, 84
Variable, 80

Persist/Histograms pop-menu, 79-84

Pk-Pk (histogram display), 132

Pop-up menus, 6-7
Acquire Desc, 35, 45—47
Biowby Compensate, 90, 96
Clear Trace, 37-38
Color, 538-55
Compare & References, 1770~— 171
Cursor Type, 65 —67
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DefTra, 289-243
Belay Adjust, 97, 97~— 98
Delete Setting, 270
Delete Trace, 276—277
Gain, 90, 94-95
GPIB/RS232C, 104-7105, 192-795
Graticules, 49-50, 109-773
Hardcopy Options, 777~— 724
Horizontal Desc, 139—747, 788~ 789, 270~277

Identify, 279--220
individual measurement, 772-1773
instrument Options, 39, 47-49, 77, 237~ 238, 248-249,

256— 257
keypad, 70-77
Label, 747
Labeling, 146-748
Lower Graticule, 709—773
MaskTesting, 749— 760
Measurements, 163— 769, 180— 7187
Offset, 97, 96
Recail Setting, 209
Recail Trace, 275
Sampling Head Fne’s, 799— 202
Saved Trace Desc, 204— 7206
Set Zero, 67
Source, 253
Store Setting, 208— 209
Store Trace, 273, 274
TOR Amplitude, 97, 96-97
Upper Graticule, 709-1773
Vertical Desc, 246
Window Mode, 265—268

POWERconnector, 7183

Power-on, 783-~- 785

Preset Clear, Sampling Head Fne’s, 200

PRINCIPAL POWER SWITCH, 783

PRINTER connector, 175

Proceed selector, 68
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Propagation velocity, 773

R
Recall Setting pop-up menu, 209

Recall Trace pop-up menu, 275

Record Length, 127

Record length, 787— 789

Reference amplitude, 172

Reference plane, 236

Refresh Rate, 737

Remove/Cir, 37

Rho, 771-772

Rho units, selecting, 227—229

RMSdelta (histogram display), 733

RS-232-C connector, 775-- 176, 197

RS-232-C parameters, 797-795

S
Safety, 283 —286

Sampling Head Fne’s pop-up menu, 199--202

Sampling heads, 197—202
compartments, 2—3, 797
red light, 798-799
SELECT CHANNELbutton, 798-799
smoothing, 207 —- 202
yellow light, 7198-799

Saved Trace Desc pop-up menu, 204—206

Saved trace descriptions, 203—206

Scaling, trace, 248 —250

SELECT CHANNELbutton, 225, 230

Self Test selector, 73

SEQUENCESETTINGbutton, 277
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Set Curt Zero selector, 68

Set N Samples, 729, 758

Set N Wims, 729, 158

Set Zero Rho selector, 68

Set Zero selector, 67

Settings
default, 743— 744

initialize, 743-1744
stored, 207-277

Shipping, 286

SN-11, 327

SMA. See Connectors

Smooth function, 243

Smoothing, 207 — 202

Source pop-up menu, 253

Specifications, 277~ 282

Split Dots selector, 67

Standard Deviation (histogram display), 733

Statistical measurements, 766-- 769

Step generator, operation, 221 — 224

Stop N Samples, 729, 158

Stop N Wims, 729, 758

Store Setting pop-up menu, 208— 209

Store Trace pop-up menu, 273, 274

Stored settings, 207-277
Sequencing, 277

Stored traces, 273-277

Switches, 2-5
LINE VOLTAGE SELECTOR, 783
ON/STANDBY, 783
PRINCIPAL POWER SWITCH, 7183

System identification, 279—220
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T

TDR, 799, 227-236
differential and common mode measurements, 230
plus alignment, 236
taking measurements, 225—236

TDR Amplitude pop-up menu, 97, 96-97

TDR Head A Delay, Sampling Head Fne’s, 200

TDR Polarity, Sampling Head Fne’s, 200

TDR Preset, Sampling Head Fne’s, 200

TDR/TDT, Sampling Head Fne’s, 200

TDT, 235

Time and date, 237~—238

Time Base Cal Modeselector, 86

Time bases, 736

Time Domain Reflectarnetry (TDR), 227 ~ 236

Time Domain Transmission (TDT), 200, 235

Topline, 297-299

Touch panel, 67

Traces, 299—250
clearing, 37~38, 246—247
defining, 239-~ 243
functions, 45
modifying, 246
removing, 246— 247
saved trace descriptions, 203 —206
scaling, 248—~ 250
selecting, 108-109, 243-245
stored, 273-277
trace expressions, 239-243
trace function algorithms, 287-297
trace functions, 242-—~-243

trace numbers, 243
trace scaling, 248—250
trace separation, 287
vectoring, 255— 257
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XY, 269— 277

Tracking, 178
Trigger, INPUT connector, 257

Trigger icon ( F )}, 252

Triggering, 257-253
Channel, 252
External Direct, 252
Internal Clock, 252

U
Upper Graticule pop-up menu, 709-—~ 773

V
Variable persistence, 80

Vectored traces, 255— 257

Vertical

icon ($), 259-261, 264-265
size and offset, 49-50, 259-261, 264-265

Vertical Bars selector, 67
Vertical Desc pop-up menu, 246

Vertical Histogram, 127

W
Wims (histogram display), 733

Window icon, 263 — 264

Window Mode pop-up menu, 265-268

Windows, 263 — 268

X
XY traces, 269—277
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